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Event-B Patterns for Specifying Fault-Tolerance
in Multi-Agent Interaction
∗

Elisabeth Ball and Michael Butler

Dependable Systems and Software Engineering, Electronics and Computer Science,
University of Southampton, UK
{ejb04r, mjb}@ecs.soton.ac.uk

Abstract. Interaction in a multi-agent system is susceptible to failure.
A rigorous development of a multi-agent system must include the specification of fault-tolerance in agent interactions for the agents to be able
to continue to function independently. Patterns are presented for the
specification in Event-B of fault tolerance in multi-agent interactions.

1

Introduction

A multi-agent system is a group of autonomous agents that interact to achieve
individual or shared goals [1]. The agents interact through communicative acts
in the form of messages. When the communications between agents fail the
communicating agents must be able to tolerate that failure for the system to
continue to function. The required fault-tolerant behaviour of the agent depends
on the intended affect of the communication [2].
Formal methods are the application of mathematics to model and verify
software or hardware systems [3]. Event-B is a formal method for modelling and
reasoning about systems based on set theory and predicate logic. The EventB method has been devised for modelling reactive and distributed systems [4].
Formal methods have been criticised for their lack of accessibility especially for
novice users [5]. Design patterns are a way of communicating expertise by capturing the solutions to similar design problems and re-using those solutions [6].
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specifications offer a
standardised set of communicative acts [7]. In this paper we contribute a set patterns that capture how the behaviour of those communicative acts pertaining to
fault-tolerance can be specified in Event-B. The patterns capture the specification of communication events that indicate the presence of faults and the events
that provide the fault-tolerant behaviour in response. The patterns can be reused to specify this behaviour as part of a specification of a multi-agent system
in Event-B. The patterns can be used for any type of multi-agent interaction
independent of FIPA interaction protocol specifications.
∗
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2

Patterns

The purpose of a design pattern is to capture structures and decisions within a
design that are common to similar modelling and analysis tasks. They can be
re-applied when undertaking similar tasks to in order reduce the duplication of
effort [6].
The patterns described in this paper have been used to model a case study
of the contract net interaction protocol [8]. The goal of the contract net is for
the initiating agent to find an agent, or group of agents, that offer the most
advantageous proposal to carry out a requested task. In the protocol an initiator
agent broadcasts a call for proposals to the other agents in the system. The
initiator selects one or more proposals from the participating agents who then
carry out the required task. The contract net protocol has been chosen because
it is a distributed transaction with several points of possible failure.
An extract from the abstract machine of the contract net case study is shown
in Figure 1. It models an abstraction of the contract net protocol. Each interaction is modelled as a unique conversation that begins by the callForProposals
event adding a new conversation to the conv variable. The successful conversation continues with the makeProposal event and the conversation is related to
agents that make a proposal in the proposed variable. The select event moves
the conversation into the next state by taking at least one and adding it to the
selected variable. The conversation is in its final state when it is added to the
completed variable. This will happen when the complete event is triggered for
the successful completion of a conversation, or in the unsuccessful cases with
the failCommit, failedContract and cancel events. The unsuccessful events
model the initiator failing to select a proposal, the accepted agents failing to
carry out the task and the initiator cancelling the conversation.
The abstract machine in Figure 1 abstracts away from specifying the interaction as a series of messages being passed between agents. The abstract machine
will be refined to model the way in which the individual agents communicate.
Before the model is refined to include the message passing the fault-tolerance
patterns will be applied during a refinement step. The fault-tolerant behaviour
will then be present when the model is refined to include agent communication.
Four of the patterns are described below along with examples of their specification taken from the contract net case study. Following this the other patterns
are described. All of the patterns have been modelled as part of the case study.
2.1 Timeout
Name:Timeout
Problem: An agent may become deadlocked during a conversation whilst waiting for replies. Specifying a timeout will allow the agent to continue the interaction as if it were expecting no more replies.
Solution: Add an event to the specification that will change the state of the
conversation from before the timeout to after the timeout. Include events for
the agent have guards for receiving replies before the timeout and after the
timeout.
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MACHINE
SETS
VARIABLES
INVARIANT

EVENTS

ContractNet
CONVERSATION; AGENT
conv, proposed, selected, completed, initiator
conv ⊆ CONVERSATION ∧ proposed ∈ AGENT ↔ conv ∧
selected ⊆ proposed ∧ completed ⊆ conv ∧
initiator ∈ conv → AGENT
INITIALISATION = conv, selected, completed,
proposed, initiator := ∅

callForProposals =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
cc ∈ CONVERSATION ∧
cc ∈
/ conv ∧ aa ∈ AGENT ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
conv := conv ∪ {cc} ||
initiator(cc) := aa
END;

makeProposal =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
aa ∈ AGENT ∧
cc 7→ aa ∈
/ intiator ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ proposed
THEN
proposed :=
proposed ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

select =
ANY cc, as WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
as ∩ selected = ∅ ∧
as ⊆ proposed B {cc} ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
selected := selected ∪ as
END;

complete =
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
cc ∈ ran(selected) ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END;

failCommit =
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧ cc ∈
/ selected ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END;

cancel =
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END

failedContract =
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
cc ∈ ran(selected) ∧
cc ∈
/ completed
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END;

Fig. 1. Abstract Model of Part of the Contract Net Interaction Protocol
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VARIABLES conv, cfpR, proposalG, proposalR, beforeTimeout, afterTimeout,
rejectG, completed
INVARIANT conv ⊆ CONVERSATION ∧ completed ⊆ conv ∧
beforeTimeout, afterTimeout ⊆ conv ∧ beforeTimeout ∩ afterTimeout = ∅
cfpR, proposalG, proposalR, rejectG ∈ AGENT ↔ CONVERSATION ∧
proposalG = proposed ∧ proposalR ⊆ proposalG
EVENTS
INITIALISATION ...
deadline =
failCommmit1 =
ANY cc WHERE
REFINES failCommit
cc ∈ beforeTimeout
ANY cc WHERE
THEN
cc ∈ conv ∧
beforeTimeout :=
cc ∈ afterTimeout ∧
beforeTimeout \ {cc} ||
cc ∈
/ ran(selected) ∧
afterTimeout :=
cc ∈
/ completed
afterTimeout ∪ {cc}
THEN
END;
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END;
receiveProposal1 =
receiveProposal2 =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
ANY aa, cc WHERE
cc ∈ beforeTimeout ∧
cc ∈ afterTimeout ∧
cc ∈
/ selected ∩ completedConv ∧
cc ∈
/ selected ∩ completedConv ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ proposalR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ proposalR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ proposalG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ proposalG ∧
THEN
THEN
proposalR := proposalR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
rejectG := rejectG ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;
END

Fig. 2. Timeout Pattern in the Contract Net

The Timeout pattern prevents an agent from becoming deadlocked whilst
waiting for a reply. In the contract net case study a deadline is required for
when proposals may be submitted. Any proposals received after this time will
be automatically rejected. Figure 2 shows part of a refinement of the abstract
model that uses the Timeout pattern. The deadline event changes the state of
the conversation from beforeTimeout to afterTimeout. These states affect the
event that can be triggered when a proposal is received.
In this refinement the order of the interaction is controlled by variables that
represent each type of message either being generated or received. When a proposal has been generated by an agent a relationship between the agent and
conversation is added to the proposalG variable. When it is received the relationship is added to the proposalR variable.
When a proposal has been generated and not received two events that model
the receiving of a proposal can be triggered. If the state of the conversation
is beforeTimeout then the receiveProposal1 event can be triggered and the
proposal is received. If the state of the conversation is afterTimeout then the
receiveProposal2 event can be triggered. The action of the second event results
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in a reject being generated for the proposing agent and the proposal is not
received.
Including the Timeout pattern in the model can allow the deadline to pass
before any agents make a proposal. In this case the initiator will not be able
to select a proposal. The Refuse pattern, described below, can also lead to the
initiator being unable to select a proposal. These behaviours are a refinement of
the behaviour modelled in the abstract machine by the failCommit event. In this
refinement the failCommit event has been refined into two events that reflect
each behaviour. The failCommit1 event in Figure 2 models initiator failing to
select a proposal after the deadline has passed. Without the specification of the
fault-tolerant behaviour in the abstract model it cannot be refined to include
the more detailed behaviour prescribed by the patterns.

2.2

Refuse

Name: Refuse
Problem: An agent cannot support the action requested.
Solution: Add an event for an agent to send a refuse message in response to
a request and an event for an agent to receive a refuse message.

VARIABLES cfpR, refuseG, refuseR
INVARIANT cfpR, refuseG, refuseR ∈ AGENT ↔ CONVERSATION ∧
refuseR ⊆ refuseG
EVENTS
INITIALISATION ...
makeRefusal =
receiveRefusal =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
ANY aa, cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ cfpR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ refuseG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ refuseG
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ refuseR
THEN
THEN
refuseG := refuseG ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
refuseR := refuseR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;
END;
failCommit2 =
REFINES failCommit
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧ cc ∈ beforeTimeout ∧
cc ∈
/ completed ∧ cc ∈
/ ran(selected) ∧
dom(refuseR B {cc}) = AGENT - initiator(cc)
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END

Fig. 3. Refuse Pattern in the Contract Net
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Not all agents that receive a request will be able to fulfill it. The Refuse
pattern allows an agent to respond to a request that it cannot support, that is
not correctly requested or that the requesting agent is not authorised to request.
In the contract net protocol an agent that receives a call for proposals can
respond with a refusal. Figure 3 shows the part of the refinement that implements
the Refuse pattern. After an agent receives a call for proposals the makeRefusal
event can be triggered. This results in a relationship between the participating
agent and the conversation being added to the refuseG variable. After a refusal
has been generated the receiveRefusal event can be triggered. The relationship
is added to the refuseR variable indicating that the refusal has been received.
Similarly to the Timeout pattern the Refuse pattern refines the original model
of the initiator failing to commit. If all of the agents refuse to make a proposal,
no selection can be made and the failCommit2 event can be triggered.
2.3

Cancel

Name: Cancel
Problem: The requesting agent no longer requires an action to be performed.
Solution: Add an event to the specification for an agent to send a cancel
message to an agent that has agreed to perform an action on its behalf. Add
events for that agent to receive a cancel message. The agent will either reply
with an inform if they have cancelled the action or a failure if they have not.
Once an agent has requested an action they can then request that it is cancelled. Agents that behave rationally may require that an action is no longer
performed. This may be because their beliefs about the action change [9].
Figure 4 shows the part of the refinement that implements the Cancel pattern.
The Cancel pattern models the behaviour that leads to the refined cancel event.
The cancel mechanism can be introduced as a valid refinement because the
cancel event is modelled in the abstract machine.
The cancelConversation event can be triggered by the initiating agent at
any point in the conversation. The cancel message is broadcast to every other
agent in the system. In the model this is specified by a set of relationships between the agents and the conversation being added to the cancelG variable.
When there is a relationship between an agent and the conversation in the
cancelG variable the receiveCancel event can be triggered and the relationship
is added to the cancelR variable. When the relationship is in the cancelR variable two events can be triggered. The first event results in the relationship being
added to the informCancelG variable. This case models the participant successfully cancelling the task and responding with a message to inform the initiator.
The second event results with the relationship being added to the failCancelG
variable. In this case the participant responds with a message to inform the initiator that they could not cancel the task. The different responses to the cancel
message are received with the receiveInformCancel and receiveFailCancel
events. The cancel event can be triggered when a response has been received
from all of the agents in the system and the conversation is completed.
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VARIABLES conv, completed, initiator, cancelG, cancelR,
informCancelG, failCancelG, participantConv
INVARIANT cancelG, informCancelG, failureCancelG,
participantConv ∈ AGENT ↔ CONVERSATION ∧
cancelR ⊆ cancelG ∧ conv ⊆ CONVERSATION ∧
completed ⊆ conv ∧ initiator ∈ conv → AGENT
EVENTS
INITIALISATION ...
cancelConversation =
ANY aa, cc, as WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
cc ∈
/ completed ∧
initiator(cc) = aa ∧
as ∈ AGENT ↔ CONVERSATION ∧
as = (AGENT \ {aa}) * {cc}
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc} ||
cancelG := cancelG ∪ as
END;

receiveCancel =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ cancelG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ cancelR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ participantConv
THEN
cancelR := cancelR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

sendInformCancel =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ cancelR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ participantConv
THEN
informCancelG :=
informCancelG ∪ {aa 7→ cc} ||
participantConv :=
participantConv \ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

sendFailCancel =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ cancelR ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ participantConv
THEN
failCancelG :=
failCancelG ∪ {aa 7→ cc} ||
participantConv :=
participantConv \ {aa 7→ cc }
END;

receiveInformCancel =
ANY aa ,cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ informCancelG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ informCancelR
THEN
informCancelR :=
informCancelR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

receiveFailCancel =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ failCancelG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ failCancelR
THEN
failCancelR :=
failCancelR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

cancel =
ANY cc WHERE
cc ∈ conversation ∧
cc ∈
/ completed ∧
informCancelR B {cc} ∪
failCancelR B {cc} =
AGENT - {initiator(cc)}
THEN
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END

Fig. 4. Cancel Pattern in the Contract Net
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2.4

Failure

Name: Failure
Problem: An agent is prevented from carrying out an agreed action.
Solution: Add an event for an agent to send a failure message after they have
committed to performing an action on behalf of another agent. Add an event
for an agent to receive a failure message after a commitment has been made.
An agent that makes a commitment to perform an action may be prevented
from carrying it out. The agent that requested the action should be informed of
this failure.
VARIABLES conv, selected, completed, acceptG, informR, failureG,
failureR, informG, participantConv, proposalG
INVARIANT conv ⊆ CONVERSATION ∧ completed ⊆ conv ∧
acceptG, informG, informR, failureG, failureR, proposalG,
participantConv ∈ AGENT ↔ CONVERSATION ∧
selected ⊆ proposalG
EVENTS
INITIALISATION ...
taskFailure =
failedContract =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
ANY cc WHERE
aa 7→ cc ∈ acceptR ∧
cc ∈ conv ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ failureG ∧
cc ∈ ran(selected) ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ informG
cc ∈
/ completed ∧
THEN
acceptG B {cc} =
failureG :=
failureR B {cc} ∪ informR B {cc} ∧
failureG ∪ {aa 7→ cc} ||
failureR B {cc} =
6 ∅
participantConv :=
THEN
participantConv \ {aa 7→ cc}
completed := completed ∪ {cc}
END;
END
receiveFailure =
ANY aa, cc WHERE
cc ∈ conv ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ acceptG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈ failureG ∧
aa 7→ cc ∈
/ failureR
THEN
failureR :=
failureR ∪ {aa 7→ cc}
END;

Fig. 5. Failure Pattern in the Contract Net

In the case study there are two possible outcomes to a proposal being accepted. The action can be performed successfully and the participating agent
will send the initiator an inform message or the action may be unsuccessful and
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the participant will send a failure message. The three events that model the
result of an agent being unsuccessful in completing a task are shown in Figure 5.
The taskFailure event can be triggered after an agent has had its proposal accepted. A relationship between the failing agent and the conversation
is added to the failureG variable. The state of the participant is updated to
end its participation in the conversation. When the failure has been generated
the receiveFailure event can be triggered. The failedContract event can be
triggered when all the agents that have been accepted have informed the initiator of either the success or failure of the task, and at least one agent has failed.
Introducing the failure mechanism is a valid refinement because the failure is
modelled in the abstract machine.
2.5

Further Fault-Tolerance Patterns

The remaining patterns are presented below. The Not-Understood pattern specifies the behaviour of the agents when there is a fault in communication. The final
pattern prevents an agent from re-performing an action should the middleware
of the system deliver multiple copies of the same message.
Name:Not-Understood
Problem: An agent receives a message that it does not expect or does not
recognise.
Solution: Specify an event for receiving a message with an unknown or unexpected performative. Specify the action as replying with a not-understood
message. Specify events for receiving a not-understood message for each failure recovery scenario.
Name: Sending and Receiving Agent States
Problem: An agent receives a message that has already been sent.
Solution: Specify the states of the protocol that the agents will enter when
sending and receiving messages. Each sending and receiving event must be
guarded on the condition that the agent is in the correct state.
Figure 2 gives an example of how the Sending and Receiving Agent States
pattern can be applied. It uses the proposalG and proposalR variables to specify
the state of the interaction. When an agent-conversation pair is in proposalG,
but not in proposalR, the events that receive proposals can be triggered.

3

Conclusion

Event-B is a method that is suited to the specification of multi-agent systems
as it has been developed for modelling reactive and distributed systems. The
patterns presented above allow the developer to relate fault-tolerance behaviour
to the communication events of an Event-B specification of a multi-agent system.
The fault-tolerance patterns presented in this paper can be combined with
patterns for specifying different aspects of multi-agent interaction. The development of refinement patterns will improve the application of the fault-tolerant
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patterns. Refinement patterns would describe the link between the abstract specification of the fault-tolerant behaviour and the effect of applying the patterns
during refinement. The different patterns could be formed into a pattern language [10] for multi-agent interaction.
General strategies for fault-tolerance in multi-agent systems include adapting
fault-tolerance techniques, such as replication [11], redundancy [12] and checkpoints [13], to multi-agent systems. Fault-tolerance of locations that support systems of mobile agent have been specified in Event-B [14]. Patterns for the specification of fault-tolerance strategies in multi-agent systems and fault-tolerance
of mobile agents are possible directions for future work.
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Mobile B Systems
Alexei Iliasov, Victor Khomenko, Maciej Koutny, Apostolos Niaouris and
Alexander Romanovsky
School of Computing Science, Newcastle University
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU, United Kingdom

Abstract. Mobile agent systems (MAS) are complex distributed systems that are dynamically composed from communicating autonomous
components. In this paper we introduce high level programming notation for the specification of MAS. This notation can faithfully capture
both the behavioral and the functional model of a mobile agent. Furthermore, we provide its structured operational semantics through a set of
rewriting rules together with a brief presentation of the supporting tool.
Keywords: agent systems, mobility, B Method, verification, model checking, Petri Nets

1

Introduction

Mobile agent systems (MAS) are complex distributed systems made of asynchronously communicating mobile autonomous components. Such systems have
a number of advantages over traditional distributed systems, including: ease of
deployment, low maintenance cost, scalability, autonomous reconfiguration and
effective use of infrastructure. MAS are distinct enough to require specialised
software engineering techniques. A number of methodologies, frameworks and
middleware systems were proposed to support rapid development of MAS applications. However, there is as yet no single widely recognised standard and the
problem of building large and dependable MAS remains open. In this paper, we
propose a formal modelling based approach to developing MAS.
Our approach should be capable of addressing two critical issues. Firstly,
being able to capture both the functional model (e.g., what kind of computations
an agent is capable of doing) and the behavioral model of an agent (e.g., how
an agent moves, how it interacts with other agents, etc.). The second issue is to
develop the proper tools for the automatic verification of the produced model.
While it possible to use just the Event-B notation (provided by the RODIN
platform) to describe the functional model of an agent and statically verify it,
it is quite challenging or even impossible to do the same with the behavioral
model [?,?]. In this novel approach, we introduced a hybrid (Event-B combined
with constructs inspired by two process algebras: KLAIM [?,?] π-calculus [?,?])
high level programming notation for the specification of mobile applications
that can faithfully capture both the behavioral and the functional model of
an agent. Moreover, we developed a plug-in for the RODIN platform based on
an automatic verification engine of proven efficiency that supports the model
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ROLE Drinker
BODY
order
=
drink
=
ROLE Pub
VARIABLES
INVARIANT
BODY
serve
=

serve ◦ ();
skip
int : beer = 0
beer ∈ 0 . . . 10
IF
beer > 0
THEN
beer := beer − 1;
drink ◦ ()
END

SYSTEM
LOCATIONS pub1, pub2
INVARIANT beer@Pub ≥ drinker@pub
AGENTS
Student(drinker) := move(pub1).order;
Pub(pub) := move(pub1).hbeer@pubC < 3imove(home);
END
Fig. 1. Model of a simple multi-agent application.

checking of a given specification. By using a combination of static verification
and model checking we are able to offer two different views on a model and carry
out complimentary analysis of functional and dynamic properties.
The paper is structured as follows. In sections 2,3 we are introducing the
new modelling language together with its structured operational semantics. In
section 4, we are identifying fault tolerance properties of MAS and in the final
section we are briefly presenting the developed plug-in that will be used for the
automatic verification of MAS.

2

Modelling Language

The modelling language specifications, called scenarios, are of the following form:
begin − scenario
ℓ1 . . . ℓk
rl 1 . . . rl m
ag 1 = new(rl ′1 ) . . . ag n = new(rl ′n )
E
end − scenario
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(locations)
(roles)
(agents)
(process expression)

In the above, it is assumed that ℓi 6= ℓj , rl i 6= rl j and ag i 6= ag j , for all i 6= j;
and that rl ′i ∈ {rl 1 , . . . , rl m }, for all i.
The process expression describes a distributed system composed of agents,
each agent being an instantiation of a role. Its general format is
ag1 : pa act11 . . . . . pa act1m1 . nilk . . . kagk : pa actk1 . . . . . pa actkmk . nil
where the agi ’s are agents and pa actij ’s are process algebra actions.
A role specification describes a set of events and actions which are procedures that update role variables and initiate further computations. A role event
is invoked by the ◦ (trigger) statement with suitable arguments supplied by a
calling agent. For example, in Figure ??, the action order in the drinker role
triggers event serve in role pub which in its turn may trigger drinker’s event
drink. An action is invoked from within a process algebra expression, with constants or role variables as parameters. An action invocation may result in a chain
of event invocations corresponding to communication between roles.
Executing move(ℓ) changes the current locality of an agent, and the function
number(rl , ℓ) returns the number of agents associated with role rl in locality ℓ.
The process expression is constructed from basic actions, which can be of one of
the following forms:
– move(ℓ) moves the current agent (i.e., that labelling the sequential subexpression in which the action appears) to location ℓ;
– migrate(ℓ) moves the current agent to location ℓ provided that in its current
locality there is no other agent which would want to trigger one of the events
in ag;
– act (ag , d) calls action act in agent ag with the actual parameters d;
– hbool i is a guard, where bool is a well-formed Boolean expression.
In addition to that we use prefix and (at the topmost level) parallel composition.

3

Semantics

Events and actions. We assume that EN and AN are infinite sets of, respectively,
event and action names (or, simply, events and actions). With each name x ∈
EN ∪ AN we have associate finite sets of parameters and variables, respectively
denoted by param(x) and var (x). The former are the parameters which are used
in invocations of x, while var (x) are all role variables which are involved in
the execution of x (including those which are only read). Note that different
actions and events belonging to a role may involve different, even disjoint, sets
of variables. We assume that the sets of parameters, param(x), and variables,
var (x), are implicitly ordered and so they can be represented as lists, and so a
valuation for param(x) can be represented as a list of values of appropriate type.
An execution of an event or action proceeds in two (consecutive) phases,
each phase being treated as atomic. The first phase sets the parameters to correct
values, while the second updates the state of local variables and possibly triggers
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an event. To capture the effect of these two phases, with each event or action
name x we associate two mappings:
store x : EVALparam(x) × EVALvar (x) → EVALvar (x)
trigger x : EVALparam(x) × EVALvar (x) → {⊥} ∪ IEN .
In the above, we use EVALparam(x) and EVALvar (x) to denote all legal evaluations of the parameters and variables involved in the execution of x. Moreover,
IEN is the set of instantiated event names, each such name consisting of a valid
event name together with a legal evaluation of its parameters (see below). The
symbol ⊥ is used in case when the second phase of x’s execution does not trigger
any event.
An instantiated event or action is a pair (x, η), where x ∈ EN ∪ AN and η ∈
df
EVALparam(x) . Each such (x, η) can be denoted as x(d) = x(d1 , . . . , dk ), where
di = η(pi ) for every pi — the i-th parameter of x. The sets of all instantiated
events and actions will be denoted by IEN and IAN, respectively.
Both functions can be applied for any valuation eval of a set of variables
V such that var (x) ⊂ V . In such a case, eval ′ = store x (d, eval ) is a valuation
for V satisfying eval ′ |var (x) = store x (d, eval |var (x) ) and eval ′ (v) = eval (v) for
v ∈ V \ var (x). Moreover, trigger x (d, eval ) = trigger x (d, eval |var (x) ).
df

Roles. A role is a triple rl = (Var , Ev , Act, init ), where Var , Ev and Act are
finite sets of, respectively, variables, events and actions, and init is an initial
valuation of the variables in Var. It is assumed that var (x) ⊆ Var , for every
df
x ∈ EArl = Ev ∪ Act.
df

Mobile B systems. A mobile B system (or MB-system) is a tuple MBS =
(Rol , Ag, Loc, ρ), where Rol is a finite set of roles, Ag is a finite set of agent
names (or, simply, agents), Loc is a finite set of localities, and ρ : Ag → Rol is
a mapping assigning a role to every agent. It is assumed that no event or action
occurs in more than one role in Rol.
Global states of an evolving MB-system are captured by the notion of a
df
configuration which is a tuple Conf = (λ, ǫ, π, σ, E ), where:
– λ is a mapping returning, for every ag ∈ Ag, a locality in Loc;
– ǫ is a mapping returning, for every ag ∈ Ag, a valuation for the variables in
ρ(ag);
– π is a mapping returning, for every ag ∈ Ag and x ∈ EAρ(ag) , a valuation
for the parameters in param(x);
– σ is a mapping returning, for every ag ∈ Ag, a mapping from the events and
actions in ρ(ag) to the set {on, off },
(Note: σ(ag , x) = on is used to indicate that x within ag is in-between the
two phases of its execution);
– E is a process expression which provides a partial description of what may
happen next (the other source for the continuation of behaviour comes from
the events and actions which are in-between the two phases of their execution).
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df

Evolution starts from an initial configuration satisfying λ0 (ag ) = limbo,
df
df
df
ǫ0 (ag) = init ρ(ag) , π0 (ag)(x)(p) = ⊥, and σ0 (ag )(x) = off , for all ag ∈ Ag,
x ∈ EAρ(ag) and p ∈ param(x). Note that limbo is a special location, not listed
explicitly in the scenario, which is used to store agents before they become active,
and after they become disconnected.
Rules of the operational semantics. These are given in Figure ??, where, for all
ag ∈ Ag, ℓ ∈ Loc and ev ∈ Ev , we have the following:
todo(ag) = {(x, trigger x (ǫ(ag), π(ag , x))) | σ(ag , x) = on ∧ λ(ag ) 6= limbo}
waiting(ℓ) = {ev | ∃ag : λ(ag) = ℓ ∧ ∃x, d : (x, (ev , d)) ∈ todo(ag)}
users(ℓ, ev ) = {ag | λ(ag ) = ℓ ∧ ev ∈ Ev ρ(ag) } .
Note that todo(ag ) identifies all the second phases of executions which the agent
ag tries to trigger at the current state, waiting(ℓ) lists all events which agents at
the location ℓ try to trigger, and users(ℓ, ev ) is the set of agents at the location
ℓ which have ev as one of the events. Note that these notations depend also on
an implicit Conf .
The various rules of the operational semantics capture essential characteristics of the mobile systems we intend to model and analyse, as follows:
– In the rules Sum and Par, we assume E 6= E ′ to check whether the propagated execution came from the process expression rather than finishing an
event or action belonging to one of the agents;
– The rule Mov moves an agent to a specific location; its main role is to
simulate agent disconnection and re-connection.
– The rule Mig expresses another, conditional mobility of an agent, as it is
applicable only if the agent does not have any events that other agent(s)
residing at the same locality want to trigger;
– In the guarded rule Gua, the execution is possible only if the Boolean expression evaluates to true in the current configuration (cf. Conf |= bool);
– The rule Act governs the execution of an action belonging to an agent
which is triggered from within a process expression. The action can only be
triggered if it is currently dormant (in that agent);
– The rule Evt expresses the triggering of an event. It is assume that there is
at least one agent which contains the event in the current location, and that
no such agent is in the middle of executing this event.

4

Fault Tolerance Properties

The specific focus of our work is on identifying and checking fault tolerance
properties of the mobile systems. To do this we are extending our models with
a number of typical faults which can happen in the ambient campus and with
the corresponding recovery actions the system conducts to tolerate them. We
are defining properties of two types: properties stating the success of recovery
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(λ, ǫ, π, σ, E ) −→ (λ′ , ǫ′ , π ′ , σ ′ , E ′ ) ∧ E 6= E ′
[Par]

[Mov]

[Mig]

[Gua]

[Act]

(λ, ǫ, π, σ, E kE ′′ ) −→ (λ′ , ǫ′ , π ′ , σ ′ , E ′ kE ′′ )
(λ, ǫ, π, σ, E ′′ kE ′ ) −→ (λ′ , ǫ′ , π ′ , σ ′ , E ′′ kE ′ )

(λ, ǫ, π, σ, ag : move(ℓ) . E ) −→ (λ[ag 7→ ℓ], ǫ, π, σ, ag : E )

waiting(λ(ag)) ∩ Ev ρ(ag) 6= ∅
(λ, ǫ, π, σ, ag : migrate(ℓ) . E ) −→ (λ[ag 7→ ℓ], ǫ, π, σ, ag : E )

Conf |= bool ∧ (λ, ǫ, π, σ, z . E ) −→ (λ′ , ǫ′ , π ′ , σ ′ , E )
(λ, ǫ, σ, ag : hbooliz . E ) −→ (λ′ , ǫ′ , σ ′ , ag : E )

σ(ag)(act ) = off
(λ, ǫ, π, σ, ag : act (d) . E ) −→ (λ, ǫ, π[(ag, act ) 7→ d], σ[(ag, act ) 7→ on], ag : E )

(x, ⊥) ∈ todo(ag)
1
0
λ,
B ǫ[ag 7→ store x (π(ag, x), ǫ(ag))], C
C
B
[Evt1]
C
(λ, ǫ, π, σ, E ) −→ B
C
B π,
A
@ σ[(ag, x) 7→ off ],
E

[Evt]

(x, (ev , d)) ∈ todo(ag) ∧ users(λ(ag), ev ) = {ag 1 , . . . , ag n } =
6 ∅
∧ σ(ag 1 )(ev ) = . . . = σ(ag n )(ev ) = off
1
0
λ,
C
B ǫ[ag 7→ store x (π(ag, x), ǫ(ag ))],
C
B
n
C
,
π[(ag
,
ev
)
→
7
d]
(λ, ǫ, π, σ, E ) −→ B
i=1
i
C
B
A
@ σ[(ag, x) 7→ off ][(ag i , ev ) 7→ on]n
i=1 ,
E
Fig. 2. Operational semantics rules.
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and continuous provisioning of the system service and properties stating the
correct application of the fault tolerance mechanisms (such as scopes, nested
scopes, exception handling, disconnection detection and retry provided by the
middleware).
Some of the examples of the properties of the first type are presence of all
scope members in the current location to provide full recovery, presence of the
agents responsible for local handling of all exceptions, successful handling of all
exceptions in the system, successful dealing with lost/crashed agents, etc. Examples of the properties of the second types are correctness of scoping structure,
absence of information smuggling between scopes, involving (if necessary) all
agents in a scope in cooperative handling. .........................

5

Supporting tool

Mobile agent systems are highly concurrent causing the state space explosion
when applying model checking techniques. We therefore use an approach which
copes well with such a problem, based on partial order semantics of concurrency and the corresponding Petri net unfoldings. This approach is suitable for
verification of reachability-like (or state) properties, such as:
– The system never deadlocks, though it may terminate in a pre-defined set
of successful termination states.
– Security properties, i.e., all sub-scope participants are participants of the
containing scope.
– Proper using of the scoping mechanism, for example: a scope owner does not
attempt to leave without removing the scope; agents do not leave or delete
a scope when other agents expect some input from the scope; and the owner
of a scope does not delete it while there are still active agents in the scope.
– Proper use of cooperative recovery: all scope exceptions must be handled
when a scope completes; all scope participants eventually complete exception
handling; and no exceptions are raised in a scope after an agent leaves it.
– Application-specific invariants. (Note that the negation of an invariant is a
state property, i.e., the invariant holds if and only if there is no reachable
state of the system where it is violated.)
As mentioned in the previous sections, the agent modelling language is a
hybrid of Event-B and a process algebra with mobility characteristics tailored
to our requirements. In order to apply net unfoldings, we first need to translate
the hybrid programming notation (the full theoretical details of this translation
will be published soon) into Petri nets.
The supporting tool was build as a extension to the RODIN platform. Using
the plug-in architecture offered by the Eclipse IDE, it was possible to extend
the platform to support all the necessary features for our purposes. There are
several key components in this Petri net based tool:
– Rodin platform providing the Event-B specification of our model;
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– Editors allowing the user to input/edit process algebra expressions corresponding to the distribution and behavior model together with the scenario
part of the agent modelling language (Figure ??);
– Translator taking as input Event-B specification and process algebra expressions and providing as output the ’Mobile B Systems’ programming notation;
– Translator from the ’Mobile B Systems’ notation to high-level Petri nets;
– Unfolder (PUNF [?,?]) for deriving a finite prefix of the unfolding of the
translated Petri net;
– Verifier (MPSAT [?]) which establishes, by working with the finite prefix,
whether the necessary properties of the original input hold;
– Animator where the output of tool (error traces), together with the complete
model of the specification can be visualised.

Fig. 3. Mobility plug-in editors

There were two key issues to consider when building such translators. The
first is a behaviour preserving translation of the combined specification into a
high-level Petri net. In our work, we were following a technique used previously
in translating two process algebras, KLAIM [?] and π-calculus [?] extended by
the modelling of state based transformations coming from Event-B. The second
issue that needed our attention is that the resulting high-level Petri net, must
be accepted as input from the model-checking engine based on net unfolding.
The combination of Event-B and process algebra, the translation from the newly
obtained modelling language to the high level net input required by the model
checker as well as the invocation of the unfolder are completely automated tasks
and hidden from the user. Moreover, the verifier checks for deadlock freeness and
invariant violations and it is capable to provide feedback in case of discovering
an error in the specification. These error traces can be visualised with the help of
the included animator, providing further assistance to the designer (Figure ??).
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Fig. 4. Animator in action

6

Conclusions

In this paper we present a novel approach for modelling and verifying the correctness of complex mobile agent systems. None of the existing languages (e.g.,
Event-B) were capable of capturing the complete behaviour of mobile agents.
Our achievement was the development of a single hybrid (Event-B together with
a process algebra with mobility characteristics) high level programming notation that is capable of capturing both the behavioral and the functional model
of agents. This language has strong theoretical foundations and its structured
operational semantics are also presented here. Finally, an efficient model checker
has been developed as a plug-in for the RODIN platform. The plan for this tool is
to support a significant part of the Event-B notation and also behaviourally rich
process algebra expressions. Internal versions of the tool are currently available
and a public version is scheduled for a released within few months.
Acknowledgements This research was supported by the EC IST grant 511599
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Abstract. Telecommunication systems should have a high degree of
availability, i.e., high probability of correct provision of requested services. To achieve this, correctness of software for such systems and system
fault tolerance should be ensured. In this paper we show how to formalise
and extend Lyra – a top-down service-oriented method for development
of communicating systems. In particular, we focus on integration of fault
tolerance mechanisms into the entire Lyra development flow.

1

Introduction

Modern telecommunication systems are usually distributed software-intensive
systems providing a large variety of services to their users. Development of software for such systems is inherently complex and error prone. However, software
failures might lead to unavailability or incorrect provision of system services,
which in turn could incur significant financial losses. Hence it is important to
guarantee correctness of software for telecommunication systems.
Nokia Research Center has developed the design method Lyra [6] – a UML2based service-oriented method specific to the domain of communicating systems
and communication protocols. The design flow of Lyra is based on the concepts
of decomposition and preservation of the externally observable behaviour. The
system behaviour is modularised and organised into hierarchical layers according
to the external communication and related interfaces. It allows the designers to
derive the distributed network architecture from the functional system requirements via a number of model transformations.
From the beginning Lyra has been developed in such a way that it would be
possible to bring formal methods (such as program refinement, model checking,
model-based testing etc.) into more extensive industrial use. A formalisation of
the Lyra development would allow us to ensure correctness of system design
via automatic and formally verified construction. The achievement of such a
formalisation would be considered as significant added value for industry.
In our previous work [5, 4] we proposed a set of formal specification and refinement patterns reflecting the essential models and transformations of Lyra.
Our approach is based on stepwise refinement of a formal system model in the
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B Method [1] – a formal refinement-based framework with automatic tool support. Moreover, to achieve system fault tolerance, we extended Lyra to integrate
modelling of fault tolerance mechanisms into the entire development flow. We
demonstrated how to formally specify error recovery by rollbacks as well as reason about error recovery termination.
In this paper we show how to extend our Lyra formalisation to model parallel execution of services. In particular, we demonstrate how such an extension
affects the fault tolerance mechanisms incorporated into our formal models. The
extension makes our formal models more complicated. However, it also gives us
more flexibility in choosing possible recovery actions.

2

Previous Work

In this section we give a brief overview of on our previous results [5, 4] on formalising and verifying the Lyra development process. This work form the basis
for new results presented in the next section.
2.1

Formalising Lyra

Lyra [6] is a model-driven and component-based design method for the development of communicating systems and communication protocols, developed in
the Nokia Research Center. The method covers all industrial specification and
design phases from pre-standardisation to final implementation.
Lyra has four main phases: Service Specification, Service Decomposition, Service Distribution and Service Implementation. The Service Specification phase
focuses on defining services provided by the system and their users. In the Service Decomposition phase the abstract model produced at the previous stage
is decomposed in a stepwise and top-down fashion into a set of service components and logical interfaces between them. In the Service Distribution phase, the
logical architecture of services is distributed over a given platform architecture.
Finally, in the Service Implementation phase, the structural elements are integrated into the target environment. Examples of Lyra UML models from the
Service Specification phase of a positioning system are shown on Fig.1.
To formalise the Lyra development process, we choose the B Method as our
formal framework. The B Method [1] is an approach for the industrial development of highly dependable software. Recently the B method has been extended
by the Event B framework [2, 7], which enables modelling of event-based systems. Event B is particularly suitable for developing distributed, parallel and
reactive systems. The tool support available for B provides us with the assistance for the entire development process. For instance, Atelier B [3], one of the
tools supporting the B Method, has facilities for automatic verification and code
generation as well as documentation, project management and prototyping.
The B Method adopts the top-down approach to system development. The
basic idea underlying stepwise development in B is to design the system implementation gradually, by a number of correctness preserving steps called refinements. The refinement process starts from creating an abstract specification
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Fig. 1. (a) Domain Model. (b) Class Diagram of Positioning. (c) State Diagram.

and finishes with generating executable code. The intermediate stages yield the
specifications containing a mixture of abstract mathematical constructs and executable programming artefacts.
While formalising Lyra, we single out a generic concept of a communicating service component and propose B patterns for specifying and refining it. In
the refinement process a service component is decomposed into a set of service
components of smaller granularity specified according to the proposed pattern.
Moreover, we demonstrate that the process of distributing service components
between network elements can also be captured by the notion of refinement.
Below we present an excerpt from an abstract B specification pattern of a communicating service component.
The proposed approach to formalising Lyra in B allows us to verify correctness of the Lyra decomposition and distribution phases. In development of real
systems we merely have to establish by proof that the corresponding components
in a specific functional or network architecture are valid instantiations of these
patterns. All together this constitutes a basis for automating industrial design
flow of communicating systems.
MACHINE ACC
...
VARIABLES in data, out data
INVARIANT in data ∈ DATA ∧ out data ∈ DATA
INITIALISATION in data, out data := NIL, NIL
OPERATIONS
input(param, time) =
PRE param ∈ DATA ∧ time ∈ NAT1 ∧ ¬(param = NIL) ∧ in data = NIL
THEN in data := param END;
calculate =
SELECT ¬(in data = NIL) ∧ out data = NIL
THEN out data :∈ DATA − {NIL} END;
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res ← output =
PRE ¬(out data = NIL)
THEN
res := out data k
in data, out data := NIL, NIL
END

2.2

Introducing Fault Tolerance in the Lyra Development Flow

Currently the Lyra methodology addresses fault tolerance implicitly, i.e., by
representing not only successful but also failed service provision in the Lyra
UML models. However, it leaves aside modelling of mechanisms for detecting
and recovering from errors – the fault tolerance mechanisms. We argue that,
by integrating explicit representation of the means for fault tolerance into the
entire development process, we establish a basis for constructing systems that
are better resistant to errors, i.e., achieve better system dependability. Next we
will discuss how to extend Lyra to integrate modelling of fault tolerance.
In the first development stage of Lyra we set a scene for reasoning about
fault tolerance by modelling not only successful service provision but also service
failure. In the next development stage – Service Decomposition – we elaborate on
representation of the causes of service failures and the means for fault tolerance.
In the Service Decomposition phase we decompose the service provided by a
service component into a number of stages (subservices). The service component
can execute certain subservices itself as well as request other service components
to do it. According to Lyra, the flow of the service execution is managed by a
special service component called Service Director. Service Director co-ordinates
the execution flow by enquiring the required subservices from the external service
components.
In general, execution of any stage of a service can fail. In its turn, this might
lead to failure of the entire service provision. Therefore, while specifying Service Director, we should ensure that it does not only orchestrates the fault-free
execution flow but also handles erroneous situations. Indeed, as a result of requesting a particular subservice, Service Director can obtain a normal response
containing the requested data or a notification about an error. As a reaction to
the occurred error, Service Director might
– retry the execution of the failed subservice,
– repeat the execution of several previous subservices (i.e., roll back in the
service execution flow) and then retry the failed subservice,
– abort the execution of the entire service.
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Fig. 2. Service decomposition: faults in the execution flow

The reaction of Service Director depends on the criticality of an occurred error:
the more critical is the error, the larger part of the execution flow has to be
involved in the error recovery. Moreover, the most critical (i.e., unrecoverable)
errors lead to aborting the entire service. In Fig.2(a) we illustrate a fault free
execution of the service S composed of subservices S1 , . . . , SN . Different error
recovery mechanisms used in the presence of errors are shown in Fig.2(b) - 2(d).
Let us observe that each service should be provided within a certain finite
period of time – the maximal service response time Max SRT. In our model
this time is passed as a parameter of the service request. Since each attempt of
subservice execution takes some time, the service execution might be aborted
even if only recoverable errors have occurred but the overall service execution
time has already exceeded Max SRT. Therefore, by introducing Max SRT in
our model, we also guarantee termination of error recovery, i.e., disallow infinite
retries and rollbacks, as shown in Fig.2(e).

3

Fault Tolerance in the Presence of Parallelism

Our formal model briefly described in the previous section assumes sequential
execution of subservices. However, in practice, some of subservices can be executed in parallel. Such simultaneous service execution directly affects the fault
tolerance mechanisms incorporated into our B models. As a result, they be-
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come more complicated. However, at the same time it provides additional, more
flexible options for error recovery that can be attempted by Service Director.
3.1

Modelling Execution Flow

The information about all subservices and their required execution order becomes available at the Service Decomposition phase. This knowledge can be
formalised as a data structure
T ask : seq(P(SERV ICE))
Here SERV ICE is a set of all possible subservices. Hence, T ask is defined as a
sequence of subsets of subservices. It basically describes the control flow for the
top service in terms of required subservices. At the same time, it also indicates
which subservices can be executed in parallel.
For example,
T ask = < {S1, S2}, {S3, S4, S5}, {S6} >
defines the top service as a task that should start by executing the services S1
and S2 (possibly in parallel), then continuing by executing the services S3, S4,
and S5 (simultaneously, if possible), and, finally, finishing the task by executing
the service S6.
Essentially, the sequence T ask defines the data dependencies between subservices. Also, T ask can be considered as the most liberal (from point of view of
parallel execution) model of service execution. In the Service Distribution phase
the knowledge about the given network architecture becomes available. This can
reduce the parallelism of service control flow by making certain services that
can be executed in parallel to be executed in a particular order enforced by the
provided architecture.
Therefore, T ask is basically the desired model of service execution that will
serve as the reference point for our formal development. The actual service execution flow is modelled in by the sequence N ext which is of the same type as
T ask:
N ext : seq(P(SERV ICE))
Since at the Service Decomposition phase we do not know anything about future service distribution, N ext is modelled as an abstract function (sequence),
i.e., without giving its exact definition. However, it should be compatible with
T ask. More precisely, if T ask requires that certain services Si and Sj should be
executed in a particular order, this order should be preserved in the sequence
N ext. However, N ext can split parallel execution of given services (allowed by
T ask) by sequentially executing them in any order.
So the sequence N ext abstractly models the actual control flow of the top
service. It is fully defined (instantiated) only in the refinement step corresponding
to the Service Distribution phase. For example, the following instantiation of
N ext would be correct with respect to T ask defined above:
N ext = < {S2}, {S1}, {S4}, {S3, S5}, {S6} >
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Also, we have to take into account that Service Director itself can become distributed, i.e., different parts of service execution could be orchestrated by distinct
service directors residing on different network elements. In that case, for every
service director, there is a separate N ext sequence modelling the corresponding
part of the service execution flow. All these control flows should complement
each other and also be compatible with T ask.
3.2

Modelling Recovery Actions

As we described before, a Service Director is the service component responsible for orchestrating service execution. It monitors execution of the activated
subservices and attempts different possible recovery actions when these services
fail. Obviously, introducing parallel execution of subservices (described in the
previous subsection) directly affects the behaviour of Service Director.
Now, at each execution step in the service execution flow, several subservices
can be activated and run simultaneously. Service Director should monitor their
execution and react asynchronously whenever any of these services sends its response. This response can indicate either success or a failure of the corresponding
subservice.
The formal model for fault tolerance presented in Section 2.2 is still valid.
However, taking into account parallel execution of services presents Service Director with new options for its recovery actions. For example, getting response
from one of active subservices may mean that some or all of the remaining active
subservices should be stopped (i.e., interrupted). Also, some of the old recovery
action (like retrying of service execution) are now parameterised with a set of
subservices. The parameter indicates which subservices should be affected by
the corresponding recovery actions.
Below we present the current full list of actions that Service Director may
take after it receives and analyses the response from any of active subservices.
Consequently, Service Director might
– Continue to the next service execution step. In case of successful termination of all involved subservices (complete success).
– Wait for response from the remaining active subservices. In case of successful
termination of one of few active subservices (partial success).
– Abort the entire service and send the corresponding message to the user
or requesting component. In case of an unrecoverable error or the service
timeout.
– Stop (a set of subservices) by sending the corresponding requests to interrupt their execution (partial abort). In case of a failure which requires to
retry or rollback in the service execution flow.
– Retry (a set of subservices) by sending the corresponding requests to reexecute the corresponding subservices. In case of a recoverable failure.
– Rollback to a certain point of the service execution flow. In case of a recoverable failure.
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Service Director makes its decision using special abstract functions needed for
evaluating responses from service components. These functions should be supplied (instantiated) by the system developers at a certain point of system development.
Here is a small excerpt from the B specification of Service Director specifying
the part where it evaluates a response and decides on the next step:
handle =
...
resp := Eval(curr task, curr state);
CASE resp OF EITHER
CONTINUE THEN
IF curr task = size(Next) THEN finished := TRUE
ELSE active serv, curr task := Next(curr task + 1), curr task + 1 END
WAIT THEN skip
RETRY THEN active serv := active serv ∪ Retry(curr task, curr state)
STOP THEN active serv := active serv ∪ Cancel(curr task, curr state)
ROLLBACK THEN curr task := Rollback(...); active serv := Next(curr task)
ABORT THEN finished := TRUE
END
...

where the abstract functions Next, Retry, Cancel, and Rollback are defined (typed)
as follows:
Next : seq(P(SERVICE))
Eval : 1..size(Next) ∗ STATE → {SUCCESS, RETRY, CANCEL, ROLLBACK, ABORT}
Retry : 1..size(Next) ∗ STATE →
7 P(SERVICE)
Cancel : 1..size(Next) ∗ STATE →
7 P(SERVICE)
Rollback : 2..size(Next) ∗ STATE →
7 1..size(Next) − 1

4

Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a formal approach to development of communicating
distributed systems. Our approach formalises and extends Lyra [6] – the UML2based design methodology adopted in Nokia. The formalisation is done within
the B Method [1] and its extension EventB [2] – a formal framework supporting
system development by stepwise refinement. The proposed approach establishes
a basis for automatic translation of UML2-based development of communicating
systems into the refinement process in B. Such automation would enable smooth
integration of formal methods into existing development practice.
In particular, in this paper we focused on integrating fault tolerance mechanisms into the formalised Lyra development process. A big challenge is formal
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modelling of parallel service execution and its effect on system fault tolerance.
The ideas presented in this paper are implemented by extending our previously
developed B models. The formalised Lyra development is verified by completely
proving the corresponding B refinement steps using the Atelier B tool. At the
moment, we are in the process of moving this development to new Event B
language developed within the EU RODIN project [8].
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Local Commit Tx

Commit/Abort Decision Message

ExeCommitDecision
ExeAbortDecision

Global Commit Tx
Global Abort Tx
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Ø-O []UKVRÓ#V/Ñ^Ñ]A-Þ-V³×0UKVO$>¬[Â>TÑIKVW@>Ï?JVE^V/IÛ[^Ø¼A-OdÒÁÑ]>Ï[]VR>ÏO []UKVÑ]ÒNÑb[]V/Ó ÙÜØ-E[]UKVRÕPEÑb[[^>ÏÓ#V-Ú
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+ø!÷ 5-ø /³>TÑAÎfADE][]>TADW"ÙÜZKOfS[]>@Ø-OÛÙÜE^Ø-Ó ³
ý H6Hý []
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A-ÑAE]V/W@AD[]>@Ø-OãADÓ#ØJOKÞR[]UKV³ÓVpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV/Ñ/Ú Í ÓÂADÎKÎP>ÏOKÞÖØDÙG[]UKVÙÜØ-E^Ó >' >  ?ú / 5-ø /
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MACHINE
SETS
VARIABLES
INVARIANT




INITIALISATION

"! 

TotalOrder
SITE; MESSAGE
sender, order, delorder, deliver
sender  MESSAGE  SITE
order  MESSAGE  MESSAGE
delorder  SITE  (MESSAGE  MESSAGE)
deliver  SITE  MESSAGE
sender := 
|| order := 
delorder := SITE { } ||

||
deliver := 

Í ÐPÑb[]EA-S![QØ\I\VWØ-Ù+æºØD[ADW'EI\VEbKÝmOP>¬[^>@A-W"ADE][

-5 ø  Bø2/ü»ú?/ 5-ø/ØDÙtÓVpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV/ÑAB[1A³Ñb>Ï[]VJà¥?LA-E]>TADÐPWÏVY5-ø Ïú / 5Jø2/À>@ÑZPÑ]V/IÚ Í Ó#A-ÎKÎK>@OKÞ >$#'
> $ 5Jø@ú / 5Jø2/&%0+('>@OPI\>TSAD[]V([^UPAB[AÂÑ]>Ï[]V^+(UPAJÑI\V/WÏ>@?-V/E]VpI,>»ÐV!ÙÜØJE]V^>-ÚæGUKV ?BADE^>TADÐKW@V
-5 ø  Bø2/1E^VÎKE^V/Ñ]VOd[+[]UKV0Ó#VpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV/Ñ+I\VW@>@?-VE^V/I []Ø A¶Ñ]>¬[^VGÙÜØ-W@WÏØB×0>@OKÞ¶A1[]ØD[ADW\ØJE^I\V/E/Ú Í ÓÂADÎPÎK>ÏOPÞ
ØDÙ&ÙÜØ-E^Ó )+ ' > * -5 ø  Bø2#/ E^VÎKE^V/Ñ]VOd[^Ñt[^UPAB[A#Ñ]>¬[^V +1UPAJÑ0I\VW@>@?-VE^V/I;>Ú
æGUKVV?JVOd[.&^/ úA5  +.#- Þ->@?-V/O >@O$[^UKV &>ÏÞfÚHíÖÓ#Ø\I\V/W@Ñ[^UKVÐKE^ØJA-IPSA-Ñb[Ø-Ù¶AçÓ#V/Ñ^Ñ]A-Þ-VJÚ
N >@Ó#>ÏWTADE^WÏÒÁ[]UKVV?JVOd[ãö / -5 ø»
/ Ó#Ø\I\VWTÑ[]UKVSØ-OPÑb[]E^ZPS[^>ÏØJO$Ø-Ù1AÖ[]Ø-[^ADW0ØJE^IKVE#Ø-O+_/[+.
- ø Lø/
I\V/WÏ>@?-V/E]ÒØDÙYA Ó#VpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJVG[]ØA-ONÒÑ]>¬[^V>@OÂ[]UPVÑ]ÒNÑb[]V/ÓÚdæGUKVYE ö-,ø Lø(/ Ó#ØNIKVWTÑ[^UKVI\V/WÏ>@?-V/E]Ò
ØDÙ&[]UPV(ÓVpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV/Ñt×0UKVOA[]Ø-[^A-WYØ-EI\VEGØJOÀ[^UKV(Ó#V/Ñ^Ñ]A-Þ-V1UPA-Ñ0ÐVV/OS!Ø-OfÑn[^E]ZPS![]VpIÚ
.

)&/#        ! "#$!*0æGUKVGV?JVOd[1ö / 5Jø2/ÓØ\I\V/W@Ñ&[^UKVI\V/WÏ>@?-V/E]Ò(Ø-ÙAÓVpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV
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Broadcast (ss
WHEN
THEN
END;

SITE , mm MESSAGE )
mm  dom(sender)
sender := sender  {mm 



ss}


Order (ss SITE , mm MESSAGE )
WHEN
mm dom(sender)
 mm  ran(deliver)
 ran(deliver)  deliver[{ss}]
THEN deliver := deliver  {ss  mm}
|| order := order  ( ran(deliver)  {mm})
|| delorder(ss) := delorder(ss)  ( deliver[{ss}]  {mm})
END;

TODeliver (ss SITE , mm MESSAGE)
WHEN
mm dom(sender)
 mm ran ( deliver )
 ss  mm  deliver
  m.( m MESSAGE  (m  mm) order
(ss  m)
THEN
deliver := deliver  {pp  mm}
|| delorder(ss) := delorder(ss)  ( deliver[{ss}]  {mm})
END

 

deliver)

Í ÐPÑn[^E^AJS[QØ\I\V/WYØDÙ"æ<Ø-[^A-W'E^I\V/Eb1?JVOd[^Ñ
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ÎKE^V/SV/I\VpbÑ >4>,>ÏO³[]UKV A-ÐPÑb[]EA-S[G[^ØD[^A-WØ-EI\VE0UfA-Ñ0ADWTÑ]ØÐVV/OIKVW@>Ï?JVE^V/IÀ[]<Ø +[+Ú
Í Ù[^VESØ-OPÑb[]E^ZPS![]>@OKÞÂADOADÐPÑb[]EA-S![GÓ#Ø\I\V/WYØDÙ"A[]Ø-[^ADWØJE^IKVE0×)V1?JVE^>¬ÙÜÒÀ[]UPAD[0[]UK>TÑ0Ó#Ø\I\VW
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Gæ UK>TÑ&>ÏON?BADE^>@A-Od[&Ñb[^AB[^V/Ñ<[]UPAD[">¬ÙK[n×)ØÓ#VpÑ]Ñ^ADÞJV/Ñ/à/>@E]E^V/Ñ]ÎV/S[^>Ï?JVØDÙP[]UKV0Ñ]VOPI\V/E/àLADE^VtIKVW@>Ï?JVE^V/I AD[
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Abstract. In this paper we outline the main characteristics of a deontic
logic which is useful for modeling of and reasoning about fault-tolerance
and related concepts. Towards this goal, we describe a temporal extension
of this formalism together with some of its properties. We use a simple
example to show how some fault-tolerance concepts (like fault-recovery
and system degradation) can be expressed using deontic constructs.
Key words: Fault-Tolerance, Formal Specification, Deontic Logics, Software Design

1

Introduction

Fault-tolerance has emerged as an important research field in recent years; the
increasing complexity of software code in current applications has implied that
techniques such as program verification (e.g., Hoare logic) are very expensive to
be used in practice, in part because the total elimination of errors is a hard task
in large programs. This implies that designers have to find other techniques to
develop critical software. To produce fault-tolerant programs (software which is
able to recover from errors) is an interesting option. Although the main techniques for fault-tolerance have been proposed for the implementation phase, in
the past few years some techniques and formalisms have been proposed for the
design phase. We intend to take some steps towards this goal; in this paper we
introduce a propositional deontic logic (a detailed introduction is given in [1])
to specify and to reason about fault-tolerance at the design level. We give some
examples of application to show how concepts like fault-recovery and systemviolation can be formalized using our logic.
Although deontic logics (or DL for short) were created to formalize moral and
ethical reasoning, they have been proposed as a suitable formalism for dealing
with fault-tolerance by several authors (for example: [2], [3] and [4]). This logic
has the main benefit of allowing us to distinguish between qualitative different
scenarios: normative (following the rules, expected, normal) and non-normative
(violating the rules, unexpected, abnormal) situations. However, it is hard to
find a suitable version of DL to apply in practice. Some formalisms have been
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described to be used in computer science (for example:[5] or [6]), but most of
them are not designed to be used in the context of fault-tolerance. In addition,
the notion of time has been useful for reasoning about program properties, so
we need to mix both deontic notions and temporal frameworks; as a result the
logic obtained is very expressive, allowing us to express several properties, like
those related to fault recovery.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present a brief description
of our deontic logic. In section 3 we describe a practical example. Finally, we
describe some conclusions and future works.

2

A Temporal Deontic Logic

The logic presented in this section takes some features from the dynamic deontic
logic described by Meyer in [5], and the modal action logic proposed by Maibaum
and Khosla in [7]. In the language, we have a set of atomic (or primitive) actions:
∆0 = {α, β, γ, ...}
and a set of atomic propositions:
Φ0 = {ϕ, ψ, ϑ, ...}
More complex actions can be constructed from the atomic ones using the following operators: t, u, −, that is: nondeterministic choice, concurrent execution
and action complement. In addition, we consider two special actions: ∅ and U.
The former is an impossible action (an action that cannot be executed), while
the latter is universal choice (the non-deterministic choice between the enabled
actions). The complement operator is particularly useful to specify wrong behavior, for example, to say that if a given system is obliged to perform an action and
it executes another action (this action is in the complement), then we have an
error. We must be very careful with the complement because it can bring undecidability in the logic (for example, if we combine it with the iteration operator,
see [8]).
The intuition behind each construct in the logic is as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

α =act β: actions α and β are equal.
[α]ϕ: after all the possible executions of α, ϕ is true.
[α t β]ϕ: after the non-deterministic execution of α or β, ϕ is true.
[α u β]ϕ: after the parallel execution of α and β, ϕ is true.
[U]ϕ: after the non-deterministic choice of any possible action, ϕ is true.
[∅]ϕ: after executing an impossible action, ϕ becomes true.
[α]ϕ: after executing an action other than α, ϕ is true.
P(α): every way of executing α is allowed.
Pw (α) : some way of executing α is allowed.
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The deontic part of the logic is given by the permission predicates. Note that
we consider two different versions of permission. Both are useful, in particular
since we can define an obligation operator using them:
def

O(α) ⇐⇒ P(α) ∧ Pw (α)
That is, an action is obliged if it is permitted and the remaining actions are not
weakly permitted (you are not allowed to execute them in any context).
This definition of obligation allows us to avoid several deontic paradoxes
(some of the most well-known paradoxes in deontic logic can be found in [9]).
For example, the so-called Ross’s paradox: if we are obliged to send a letter then
we are obliged to send it or burn it. This is a paradox in the sense that we do
not expect this sentence to be valid in snatural language. The formalization of
this paradox is as follows: O(send) → O(send t burn). The reader can verify
that this formula is not valid in our framework.
The semantics of our logic is defined by a labelled transition system, M =
hW, R, E, I, Pi, where:
W is a (non empty) set of worlds.
E is set of events (the set of events that occurs during system execution).
R is a E-labelled relation between worlds.
I is an interpretation which tells us which predicates are true in which world;
in addition, it maps an action to a set of events (the events that this action
produces during its execution).
– the relation P ⊆ W × E tells us which event is allowed in a given world.

–
–
–
–

The relation  can be defined in a standard way; we have two novel rules for the
two versions of permission:
def

– w, M  p ⇐⇒ w ∈ I(p)
def

w, M  α =act β ⇐⇒ I(α) = I(β)
def
w, M  ¬ϕ ⇐⇒ not w  ϕ.
def
w, M  ϕ → ψ ⇐⇒ w  ¬ϕ or w  ψ or both.
def
e
w, M  hαiφ ⇐⇒ there exists some w0 ∈ W and e ∈ I(α) such that w → w0
0
and w , M  φ.
def
– w, M  P(α) ⇐⇒ for all e ∈ I(α), P(w, e) holds.

–
–
–
–

def

– w, M  Pw (α) ⇐⇒ there exists some e ∈ I(α) such that P(w, e).
They are a formalization of the intuition explained above. Note that using modalities we can define the composition of actions, that is:
def

[α; β]ϕ ⇐⇒ [α]([β]ϕ)
However, we introduce it only as notation. (We can introduce this operator in
the language but it complicates in several ways the semantics, in particular the
semantics of the action complement.)
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We describe in detail the semantics and axioms of the logics in [1]. We can
explain intuitively the deontic operators with some diagrams. Consider the following model M :
•w1
nn77
n
n
nn
nnn
n
n
n
e2
// •w2
w•
e1

e3

''

•w3

The dotted arrow means that this transition is not allowed to be performed.
e1 , e2 and e3 represent possible events during the execution of the system; we
can suppose that they are generated by two actions: α and β. Suppose that α
produces (during its execution) events e1 and e2 , and action β produces event
e3 . Here we have w, M  P(α), because every way of executing it is allowed,
and also we have w, M  Pw (α), because α is allowed to be executed in a least
one way. On the other hand, we have w, M  ¬P(β) and also w, M  ¬Pw (β).
Finally, since w, M  P(α) and w, M  ¬Pw (α) we obtain w, M  O(α).
Some interesing properties of the modal and deontic operators are the following:
P1.
P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.
P6.
P7.
P8.

[α t α0 ]ϕ ↔ [α]ϕ ∧ [α0 ]ϕ
[α]ϕ → [α u α0 ]ϕ
P(∅)
P(α t β) ↔ P(α) ∧ P(β)
P(α) ∨ P(β) → P(α u β)
¬Pw (∅)
Pw (α t β) ↔ Pw (α) ∨ Pw (β)
Pw (α u β) ↔ Pw (α) ∧ Pw (β)

P1 says that if after executing α or β ϕ is true, the ϕ is true after executing
α and after executing β. P2 says that parallel composition preserves properties.
P3 says that the impossible action is allowed. P4 and P5 are similar to P1 and
P2 but for strong permission. P6, P7 and P8 are the dual properties for the
weak permission. In particular, P6 says that the impossible action is not weakly
permitted, i.e., there is no (allowed) way of executing it. It is in this sense that ∅
is the impossible action. This explains the seemingly paradoxical nature of P3:
every way of executing the impossible action is allowed (but there is no way!).
Note that we do not have, as in dynamic logic, the iteration as a valid operation over actions. Even though it is desirable, it will bring us undecidability.
Instead, we prefer to enrich our logic with temporal operators in a branching
time style (precisely, similar to CTL [10]). We consider the following temporal
formulae:
– ANϕ (in all possible executions ϕ is true at the next moment ).
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– AGϕ (in all executions ϕ is always true),
– A(ϕ1 U ϕ2 ) (for every possible execution ϕ1 is true until ϕ2 becomes true)
– E(ϕ1 U ϕ2 ) (there exists some execution where ϕ1 is true until ϕ2 becomes
true).
As usual, using these operators we can define their dual versions. It is interesting
to note that iteration and the temporal operators are related; with iteration we
def
can define: [U∗ ]ϕ = AGϕ. But the temporal formulae do not make the logic
undecidable because the temporal operators cannot be mixed with the modal
ones.
In addition, we consider the operator Done(α), which means the last action
executed was α. Using it, together with the temporal operators, we can reason
about the traces of our models. Some useful formulae can be expressed using the
Done() operator; some examples are:
–
–
–
–

ANDone(α), the next action to be executed will be α.
Done(α) → Done(β), the execution of α implies the execution of β
Done(α) → O(β), if you performed α then you are obliged to perform β.
A(Done(α1 t ... t αn ) U Done(β)), on every path you perform some αi until
you perform β.

Some of these formulae are important to express error-recovery, as we illustrate
in the next section.
The Done(−) operator has some interesting properties:
Done1.
Done2.
Done3.
Done4.

Done(α t β) → Done(α) ∨ Done(β)
Done(α u β) ↔ Done(α) ∧ Done(β)
Done(α t β) ∧ Done(α) → Done(β)
[α]ϕ ∧ [β]Done(α) → [β]ϕ

Property Done1 says that if a choice between two actions was executed then one
of them was executed. Done2 means that if we execute the parallel composition
of two actions then we have to perform both actions. Done3 allows us to discover which action of a choice was executed. And the last property is a kind of
subsumption property: if after executing α ϕ is true, and after of β α is done,
then after β also ϕ is true.
The semantics of the temporal operators can be defined using traces (as
e1
e0
... is an infinite trace on a given model
s1 →
usual). Suppose that π = s0 →
(note that we can extend the finite traces to infinite ones, as is usually done in
temporal logics). We says that π 0  π if π 0 is an initial segment of π. Then we
define the formal semantics of the temporal operators as follows:
def

– π, i, M  Done(α) ⇐⇒ i > 0 and ei−1 ∈ I(α).
def

– π, i, M  ANϕ ⇐⇒ ∀π 0 such that π[0, i]  π 0 , we have that π 0 , i + 1, M  ϕ.
def

– π, i, M  AGϕ ⇐⇒ ∀π 0 such that π[0, i]  π 0 , we have that ∀j ≥ i : π 0 , j, M 
ϕ.
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– π, i, M  A(ϕ1 U ϕ2 ) ⇐⇒ ∀π 0 such that π[0, i]  π 0 , we have that ∃j ≥ i :
π 0 , j, M  ϕ2 and ∀i ≤ k < j : π 0 , k, M  ϕ1 .
def
– π, i, M  E(ϕ1 U ϕ2 ) ⇐⇒ ∃π 0 such that π[0, i]  π 0 , we have that ∃j ≥ i :
π 0 , j, M  ϕ2 and ∀i ≤ k < j : π 0 , k, M  ϕ1 .
Note that the relation  is now defined with respect to a sequence, an instant
and a model.

3

A Practical Example

We will use a small example to illustrate why the deontic operators are useful
to model fault-tolerance:
In a factory which produces some kind of object, the process of making an
object is as follows: we have two mechanical hands (A and B), one press and
one drill; the hand A puts an element in the press and the hand B takes the
pressed element and puts it in the drill. If the hand A fails and does not put
some element in the press then the hand B should put the element in the press
and then it should continue doing its work. And vice-versa (if hand B fails). If
both hands fail, an alarm sounds and the system is shut down.
The interesting point in the example is how a violation (when a mechanical
hand fails) can be overcome using the other hand (taking advantage of the
redundancy in the system); of course, using only one hand for whole the process
implies a slower process of production, and therefore the entire process is more
expensive. Note that here we have an important difference between prescription
and description of behavior: the hand A should put an element in the press. We
need to model this as a prescription of behavior; that is, what the system is
obliged to do in a given situation. One of the main advantages of deontic logic
is that it allows us to distinguish between the description and prescription of a
system (as established in [7]). For example, if we proceed to say that the hand
A puts an element in the press (in a descriptional way):
¬el2press → ANDone(A.putselpress)
which means that if there is no element in the press then the hand A puts one
in it (note that ANDone(α) could be thought of as a do operator). On the other
hand, the deontic version:
¬el2press → O(A.putselpresser)
says that, if there is no element in the press, then the hand A should put one
in the press. The difference is that, in the second case, the obligation could be
violated.
Having these facts in mind, we can give a part of the specification:
A1 ¬Done(U) → ¬el2press ∧ ¬el2drill ∧ ¬v1 ∧ ¬v2
A2 (¬el2press → O(A.putselpress)) ∧ (v2 ∧ elpressed → O(A.putseldrill))
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A3 (¬el2drill ∧ elpressed → O(B.putseldrill)) ∧ (v1 → O(B.putselpress))
A4 ¬v1 ∧ O(A.putselpress t A.putseldrill) → [A.putselpress t A.putseldrill]v1
A5 ¬v2 ∧O(B.putselpresstB.putseldrill) → [B.putselpress t B.putseldrill]v2
A6 ¬v1 → [A.putselpress t A.putseldrill]¬v1
A7 ¬v2 → [B.putselpress t B.putseldrill]¬v2
A8 (v1 → [A.f ix]v1 ) ∧ (v1 → [A.f ix]¬v1 )
A9 (v2 → [B.f ix]v1 ) ∧ (v2 → [B.f ix]¬v2 )
A10 v1 ∧ v2 → ANDone(alarm)
A11 [alarm]AF(Done(A.f ix u B.f ix))
Some explanation will be useful about the axioms. We have only shown the
deontic axioms; some other axioms should be added (for example frame axioms).
Axiom A1 establishes the initial condition in the system: at the beginning (when
no action has occurred) there is no element to press, and no element to drill,
and no violations. A2 says that if there is no element in the press then the hand
A should put an element there; in addition it says that if the hand B is not
working, then A has to put pressed elements in the drill. A3 says that if there is
no element to drill and there exists a pressed element, then the hand B should
put that element in the drill. Axiom A4 expresses when a violation of type v1 is
committed: if there is no violation v1 and hand A is obliged to put an element in
the press but the hand does not do it, then v1 becomes true. A5 is the specification
of violation v2 : it happens when the hand B does not fulfill its obligation. A6 and
A7 model when normal states are preserved. A8 and A9 express when we can
recover from violation, that is, when some hand is repaired. Finally, A10 and
A11 tell us when the worst situation is achieved, that is, when both hands are
in violation; then an alarm is initiated and the hands are repaired.
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Fig. 1. ordering violations

It is interesting to analyze the different faults that we can have in the system;
we can see that there exists an order relation between them. The situation is
shown in figure 1. The ideal scenario is when ¬v1 ∧ ¬v2 is true, that is, when no
hand is faulty. From here, the system can suffer a degradation and then it goes
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to violation 1 (v1 is true) or violation 2 (v2 is true); both situations of violation
are incomparable, in the sense that none of them implies the other. Then, the
system can be degraded again and both violations hold; in this case, both hands
are not working correctly and there is no other option than repairing both hands.
Otherwise, the entire process of production will be effected. It is important to
note that, though in violation 1 (or violation 2) the system can work correctly
(because of the redundancy of the hands), the process of production is slower
(only one hand will do all the work).
Note that the hand A can try to put an element in the drill. Indeed, if hand
B is working correctly, this scenario is obviously not desirable. We can use the
forbidden operator to avoid this. The forbidden operator can be defined using
the weak permission or the strong permission; depending on the choice, we get
different results. We define it using the weak permission, as follows:
def

F(α) ⇐⇒ ¬Pw (α)
That is, an action is forbidden if it is not allowed to be performed. Using this
operator we can include the following formulae:
– ¬v1 → F(A.putseldrill)
– ¬v2 → F(B.putselpress)
Using these new formulae we can define new violations in the case that prohibitions are violated, and therefore, the corresponding recovery actions can be
introduced.
Some properties can be proved from the specification. In particular, some
interesting properties to prove are:
AG(¬v1 ∧ ¬v2 ) ∧ ¬el2drill ∧ AFel2press → AFel2drill
if there is no violation, and eventually we have an element to press, then we will
have an element to drill.
AG(v1 ∧ ¬v2 ) ∧ ¬el2drill ∧ AFel2press → AFel2drill
if there is a violation of type v1 (but no violation of type v2 ), then the pressed
elements will be brought to the drill, that is, the system continues working, in a
degraded way.
AG(v1 ∧ v2 ) → AF(EG(¬el2drill ∧ ¬el2press))
if both hands are not working correctly, then there exists the possibility that the
elements will not be transported to the press or to the drill.
Of course, a lot of interesting different properties can be proposed, and
proven. We have described another example of application in [1]. The point to
make here is the way in which system violation and fault recovery are specified;
we can mix modal and deontic operators to specify these system properties. And
the expressiveness that temporal operators give us allow us to prove important
properties about the specification.
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We note that the logic described is decidable and, therefore, techniques such
as model checking could be used to validate specifications and to prove properties
of corresponding programs.

4

Conclusions

We have shown, using an example, how deontic logics can be used to express
some properties about fault-tolerant systems. Though the example is simple, it
illustrates a non-trivial complex scenario of failure and recovery, demonstrating
that these ideas themselves are non trivial. For this purpose we have developed
our own version of deontic logic, which has some interesting properties (like
compactness and decidability).
As we demonstrate in the example, it is possible to formalize the notion of
violation and normal state, which give us the possibility of analyzing how the
system is degraded and repaired through time, and therefore some interesting
properties can be proved. The utilization of deontic operators allows us to differentiate between model description and prescription in a natural way. We have
presented another (more complex) example in [1], and we proved several properties about it; from these examples, it seems possible to conclude that we can
apply the underlying logic calculus in practice.
However, we need to do research about practical decision methods for the
proposed logic. Our final goal is to provide automatic tools which allow designers
to analyze models (and programs) in a practical way. Towards this goal, it is also
interesting to research how we can modularize the deontic specifications, in such
a way that different components have different deontic contracts (obligations
and permissions) and then the system specification could be derived from the
individual ones.
Another interesting branch of research seems to be contrary to duty reasoning
(see [11]), in particular how this kind of reasoning is applied in fault-tolerance.
Contrary to duty structures are sets of sentences where there exists a primary
obligation and a secondary obligation which arises from the violation of the
primary one. These kinds of formulae are hard to reason about, as is shown
everywhere in the deontic literature; indeed, several paradoxes are contrary to
duty structures. This kind of reasoning is usual in fault-tolerance; for example, if
we violate some system obligation, then we are obliged to perform some corrective action. At first sight, it seems possible to extend our formalism (e.g., with
several versions of obligation) to support contrary to duty reasoning. We leave
this as a further work.
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Abstract. Contemporary software systems are usually complex and prone to
errors due to their complexity. If dependability attributes are defined, some
strategies must be adopted. One approach is to follow a component based
approach allowing reuse of dependable components. The FIDJI methodology is
a semi-formal approach that allows reuse of existing analysis, design or
implementation elements in a product line perspective. FIDJI elements can be
reused at any abstraction level by derivation. This paper presents how we can
modify the FIDJI analysis models to adapt them to the semi-formal
specification of fault-tolerance requirements. For this purpose, the main
contribution of this article is to introduce the concept of deviation from
requirements and to propose the specification of recovery requirements
associated to deviations for the use case description of the FIDJI methodology.
The proposed approach is illustrated using a running example.
Keywords: integrated approaches, fault-tolerant systems development,
deviations, Semi-formal methodology, MDE.

1 Introduction
Contemporary software development is a difficult process because systems have to be
built with high complexity (large size, distribution, cross platform, etc.). Because of
this, systems are prone to developer mistakes and highly dependant on the hardware
they use. In safety-critical applications such as medical systems, the quality
requirements demanded by users are further increased and software correctness is of
utmost importance. Although there are special development methods for such systems
that satisfy these requirements, they are usually very costly and need special skills.
Therefore, they are rarely used when developing standard systems that are not highly
critical. We believe that simplification of the process for developing dependable
systems will help enhance the dependability of developed software.
A widely accepted definition of dependability for computing systems was
introduced by Jean-Claude Laprie in 1985 as, “the trustworthiness of the system by
which reliance can be justifiably placed on the services the system delivers” [5].
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Developer mistakes or hardware defects are known as faults. If they are executed and
manifest, faults may lead to an error: an improper internal state of the system. If an
error is not recovered to normal state and reaches the border of the system, it is a
failure of the system for the environment (behavior different from the specified).
Fault-tolerance (FT) is the ability to comply specification even in the presence of
faults. Usually FT is introduced during the design phase, however, we believe that the
earlier FT and dependability are introduced during development, the better the
outcome [1]. For example, abnormal behavior is introduced during requirement
elicitation phase [4] by extending use case based requirements elicitation with ideas
from the exception handling world.
FIDJI is a software development methodology, which uses the UML 2.0 notation
and textual descriptions and is based on the so called architectural framework
concept, which is a set of models devoted to the definition of product line assets at the
analysis and design level, and which is instantiated into the product line members via
model transformation [2, 3]. Product Line (PL) is the development of “product
families” [7], which use some functionality of one product to further develop new
ones. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is the systematic use of models as primary
engineering artifacts throughout the engineering lifecycle. The most well-known
MDE is Model-Driven Architecture by OMG [6]. Model transformation is the process
of converting one model to another model of the same system. Thus, FIDJI defines
how to develop products within a PL by reusing parts of the models and then using
model transformations.
There are four layers defined in FIDJI corresponding to different levels of
abstraction: SPL requirements, analysis, design and implementation. In this work, we
concentrate on the analysis layer. Its purpose is to specify the functionalities offered
as well as the concepts manipulated by the architectural framework. FIDJI analysis
model is used to describe the architectural framework, as well as the analysis of the
product. It consists of the following sub-models:
• Domain Model precisely defines concepts manipulated by use case and operations.
• Use Case Model extends and refines the use cases described at the requirements
elicitation time. Its purpose is to express the architectural framework’s behavior in
terms of sequence of operations.
• Operational Model specifies in detail each operation: informal descriptions,
parameters, return values and pre/postconditions.
FIDJI does not consider fault-tolerance as a primary concept. By integrating
deviation and recovery specifications coherently with the FIDJI models, this article
proposes a solution for improving the FIDJI analysis models in order to cope with
fault-tolerance. In order to do this, Section 2 introduces a running example and its
requirements; Section 3 presents the notions of deviation and recovery; and Section 4
illustrates these notions for the running example within the FIDJI use case model.

2 Running example
As an academic running example, we will consider a software system that allows
several banks to collaborate and borrow money from each other. The task of the
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system is to find a lender at the request of the borrower and handle the money transfer
(which is conducted outside the system itself).
Our illustration is based on the Use Case Model. Due to the issue of space we are
omitting Domain Model, a class diagram with all used elements, and Operational
Model. Note, that FIDJI use case is not only a textual description in informal
language but, whenever possible, it is formalized using OCL 2.0 expressions.
Figure 1 shows the use case for the main scenario used by the borrower. In this
scenario, system finds a lender (by internal algorithms) then sends a request to the
lender to send the money to the borrower and confirm this. Then, system sends the
confirmation to the borrower. GetLender represents the system. This is not a fully
formal specification but rather a semi-formal specification, since every step in use
case has Object Constraint Language (OCL) postcondition expression. In the next
section we will consider abnormal behavior, as well.
Name
ID
Description
Primary actors
Secondary actors
Trigger event
Preconditions

Borrow Money
UC1 BorrowMoney
Bank requests from the system to find a lender bank agreeing to work
with the requester bank send the money directly to the borrower
Borrower: Bank
Lender: Bank
Borrowing is requested
Post: BorrowMoney^borrowRequest(requestedAmount:Money)
An actor is logged into the system
Pre: bankAcc.isUserSignedIn=true
The lender is sent
Post: lender^Lend(borrower:Bank; requestedAmount:Money)
and Borrower^confirmMoney(Lender: Bank)

Postconditions
Main success scenario:
1. Bank requests the amount
Post: BorrowMoney^borrowRequest(requestedAmount:Money)
2. The system finds bank as a lender and sends request
lender^Lend(borrower:Bank; requestedAmount:Money)
3. The lender candidate sends confirmation
GetLender^confirm(lender:Bank; borrower:Bank)
4. The system confirms with the borrower
Post: Borrower^confirmMoney(Lender: Bank)
Fig. 1. Use case of normal behavior

3 Deviation and Recovery
A specification describes what a system should do: its normal behavior. Faulttolerance aims at making sure that a system continues to behave as specified, even in
the presence of faults. We want to change the specification in such a way that it
describes abnormal behavior as well, and simplify sometimes classical FT at the
design level, for which some decisions made during the analysis phase about error
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messages, etc., will be predefined. Fault-tolerance at the analysis level aims at
providing a specification not only describing the normal system behavior, but also
behavior that is still acceptable by customer behavior. In classical FT, the
mechanisms used are implicit and hidden from the customer. It means that for usual
specification any deviation from the specified behavior is a failure and is not accepted
by customer. In FT specification we can say that some deviations are still acceptable
by customer with the proper recovery or, with normal service it may be acceptable to
have some degraded service.
To support fault-tolerance at the analysis level we introduce the notion of
Deviation, which is the expression of the difference between two elements that should
be equal. For any deviation defined we also want to define acceptable recovery. Thus,
we extend the specification of normal behavior with deviations and recovery
accordingly. We use the stereotype <<deviation>> followed by detection statement
and some additional stereotypes with their statements description for the full
description of fault-tolerance requirements:
• <<recovery>> - this required section describes what should be done to tolerate
detected deviation.
• <<impact>> - there is an additional optional clause, which allows to define use
cases, classes or other elements which will be impacted by this deviation.
• <<continue>> - this optional section defines what should happen after the
recovery.
Within use case we propose to add deviations as additional blocks or lines (Fig. 2),
and leave only those parts that were changed (compare with Fig. 1).

4 Running example with fault-tolerance requirements
During FT analysis we should find possible deviations to answer the question of
“what can go wrong?” for every step and element of the normal specification. There
needs to be a decision of what faults should be considered during the development of
the system, which depends on the system type and the desired dependability (quality)
level. Not every found deviation should be considered since we cannot offer a
solution at the analysis level. For instance, we cannot consider communication is lost
with the user, because we do not have definition of communication at the analysis
level and it will appear only during the design. At the analysis level we can abstract
from the details of the fault and simply consider the omission of the message from the
actor. Typically this can be detected with a timeout, which is illustrated by the
deviation in Fig. 2 at Step 3, on the right. On the left, we define that an error message
should be sent and that the use case is finished when sentAmount is not equal to
requiredAmount. In a real system it would be better to compare with the received
amount, but in this case it would require new steps to be added to the use case.
For trigger event we add reaction on the situation when the borrower does not use
proper type for request parameter (such a situation may happen in web services, for
example, when all parameters are passed through textual XML file, and may therefore
be of wrong type). For deviation we have informal error detection.
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Trigger event
Preconditions

Borrowing is requested
Post: BorrowMoney^borrowRequest(requestedAmount:Money)
<<deviation>> amount is not type of Money
<<recovery>> Borrower^WrongAmountType
An actor is logged into the system
Pre: bankAcc.isUserSignedIn=true
The lender is sent
Post: lender^Lend(borrower:Bank; requestedAmount:Money)
and borrower^confirmMoney(Lender: Bank;
requestedAmount:Money) and requestedAmount=sentAmount

Postconditions
…
3. the lender candidate sends confirmation
GetLender^confirm(lender:Bank; borrower:Bank; sentAmount:Money)
<<deviation>>
<<deviation>>
not requestedAmount=sentAmount
GetLender^confirmTimeout
<<recovery>>
<<recovery>> find other lender
Borrower^lessAmountSent(Amount:Money) <<continue>> from 2
<<continue>> UC finishes
…
Fig. 2. Use case with abnormal behavior

5 Perspectives & Conclusion
Future work on this topic is planned in several directions. First of all, all the models
of FIDJI should be enhanced with our proposal given for use case description.
Secondly, deviations and recovery deal with only a part of dependable requirements
and should include other aspects of dependability like, availability, security, etc.
Thirdly, testing is costly in the development process and should be simplified by
reusing tests for common sets in PLs and through automatic test generation from the
analysis model. We would like to study the links between fault-tolerant requirement
specification and test cases.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Alexander Romanovsky and Jörg
Kienzle for their helpful discussions. This research is partially supported by the
Ministry of Culture, Higher Education and Research of Luxembourg by grant
BFR04/053.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a model-based testing approach
based on user provided testing scenarios. In this approach, when software
model is refined to add/modify features, the test cases are automatically
refined to incorporate these changes. We use the Event-B formalism for
software models, while user scenarios are represented as Communicating
Sequential Process (CSP) expressions.

1

Introduction

Testing is an important activity in the software development life cycle. With advancements in the model-based approaches for software development, new ways
have been explored to generate test-cases from existing models of the system.
This is often referred to as model-based testing. A software model is usually a
specification of the system which is developed from the given requirements early
in the development cycle [5]. For dependable systems, software model should
also include fault tolerance mechanism as part of their functionality. In this paper, we present a model-based testing approach based on user-provided testing
scenarios. As our formal framework we use the Event-B method [4, 3] supporting
stepwise system development by refinement. Generally, implementation code for
a system-under-test (SUT) can be generated from a sufficiently detailed specification. But often, due to the remaining abstraction gap between a model and the
implementation, it is not always feasible to generate implementation code. As a
result, the implementation is not shown to be correct by construction but instead
it is hand-coded by programmer(s). Identifying and writing testing scenarios
for such an implementation is a very time consuming and error-prone process.
In our approach, test scenarios are identified at an abstract specification level
and are automatically refined (together with a specification) at each refinement
step. These scenarios can also include tests of the incorporated fault tolerance
mechanisms. In our approach, test scenarios are represented as Communicating
Sequential Process (CSP) [6] expressions. In the final step, executable test cases
are generated from these CSP expressions to be tested on SUT. This work is
based on our earlier approach [10] for scenario-based testing from B models.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses stepwise development using the Event-B formalism. Section 3 describes our approach for
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model-based testing as well as addresses the topics on refinement and representation of test scenarios. In Section 4, we illustrate our approach by development
of a fault-tolerant system. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2

Developing Systems by Refinement using the Event-B
Method

This section gives a brief introduction to the Event-B [4, 3] formalism. We also
discuss the stepwise development methodology in Event-B focusing on the basic
types of system refinement.We will use these basic refinement rules in our modelbased testing approach described in the next section.
2.1

Modeling in Event-B

The Event-B [4, 3] is a recent extension of the classical B method [2] formalism.
Event-B is particularly well-suited for modeling event-based systems. The common examples of event-based systems are reactive systems, embedded systems,
network protocols, web-applications and graphical user interfaces.
In Event-B, the specifications are written in Abstract Machine Notation
(AMN). An abstract machine encapsulates state (variables) of the machine and
describes operations (events) on the state. A simple abstract machine has following general form
MACHINE AM
SETS TYPES
VARIABLES v
INVARIANT I
INITIALISATION INIT
EVENTS
E1 = . . .
...
EN = . . .
END

A machine is uniquely defined by its name in the MACHINE clause. The
VARIABLE clause defines state variables, which are then initialized in the
INITIALISATION clause. The variables are strongly typed by constraining
predicates of the machine invariant I given in the INVARIANT clause. The
invariant defines essential system properties that should be preserved during
system execution. The operations of event based systems are atomic and are
defined in the EVENT clause. An event is defined in one of two possible ways
E = WHEN g THEN S END
E = ANY i WHERE C(i) THEN S END

where g is a predicate over the state variables v, and the body S is an Event-B
statement specifying how the variables v are affected by execution of the event.
The second form, with the ANY construct, represents a parameterized event
where i is the parameter and C(i) contains condition(s) over i. The occurrence
of the events represents the observable behavior of the system. The event guard
(g or C(i)) defines the condition under which event is enabled.
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2.2

Refinement of Event-Based Systems

The basic idea underlying the formal stepwise development is to design system
implementation gradually, by a number of correctness preserving steps, called
refinements. The refinement process starts from creating an abstract, albeit implementable, specification and finishes with generating executable code. In general, refinement process can be seen as a way to reduce non-determinism of
the abstract specification, to replace abstract mathematical data structures by
data structures implementable on a computer, and, hence, gradually introduce
implementation decisions.
We are interested how refinement affects the external behavior of a system
under construction. Such external behavior can be represented as a trace of observable events, which then can be used to produce test cases. From this point
of view, we can distinguish two different types of refinement called atomicity
refinement and superposition refinement.
In Atomicity refinement, one event operation is replaced by several operations, describing the system reactions in different circumstances the event occurs.
Intuitively, it corresponds to a branching in the control flow of the system. Let us
consider an abstract machine AM A and a refinement machine AM AR given
below. It can be observed that an abstract event E is split (replaced) by the
refined events E1 and E2. Any execution of E1 and E2 will correspond to some
execution of abstract event E1. It is also shown graphically in Fig.1(a).
MACHINE AM A
...
EVENTS
E = WHEN g
THEN S END
END

REFINEMENT AM AR
REFINES AM A
...
EVENTS
E1 ref E = WHEN g ∧ g1 THEN S1 END
E2 ref E = WHEN g ∧ g2 THEN S2 END
END

In Superposition refinement, new implementation details are introduced into
the system in the the form of new events that were invisible in the previous
specification. These new events can not affect the variables of the abstract specification and only define computations on newly introduced variables. For our
purposes, it is convenient to further distinguish two basic kinds of superposition
refinement, where
– a non-looping event is introduced,
– a looping but terminating event is introduced.
Let us consider an abstract machine AM S and a refinement machine AM SR
as shown below
MACHINE AM S
...
EVENTS
E = WHEN g
THEN S END
END

REFINEMENT AM SR
REFINES AM S
...
EVENTS
E = WHEN g THEN S END
E1 = WHEN g1 THEN S1 END
END

It can be observed that the refined specification contains both the old and the
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new events, E and E1 respectively. To ensure termination of the new event(s),
the VARIANT clause is added in a refinement machine. This VARIANT
clause contains an expression over a well-founded type (e.g., natural numbers).
The new events should decrease the value of the variant, thus guaranteeing that
the new events will eventually return the control as the variant expression can
not be decreased indefinitely. These two types of refinements are also shown
graphically in Fig.1(b) and (c).
Let us note that the presented set of refined types is by no means complete.
However, it is sufficient for our approach based on user defined scenarios.
E1

E
E2
(a)
E

E

E1

(b)
E1
E

E

(c)

Fig. 1. Basic refinement transformations

3
3.1

Our Approach for Model-Based Testing
Scenario-based approach for testing

In the literature, we can find several definitions of the term scenario. Scenarios
are generally used to represent system requirements, analysis, user and component interaction,test cases etc [9].
We use the term scenario to represent a test scenario for our system under
test (SUT). A test scenario is one of possible valid execution paths that the system can follow. In other words, it is one of expected functionalities of the system.
For example, in a hotel reservation system, booking a room is one functionality,
while canceling a pre-booked room is another one. In this article, we use both
terms functionality and scenario interchangeably.
Each scenario usually includes more than one system-level procedure/event,
which are executed in some particular sequence. In a non-trivial system, identifying such a sequence may not be an easy task. Our testing approach is based on
stepwise system development, where an abstract model is first constructed and
then further refined to include more details (e.g., functionalities) of the system.
On the abstract level, an initial scenario is provided by the user. Afterwards, for
each refinement step, scenarios are refined automatically. In Fig.2, an abstract
model Mi is refined by Mi+1 (denoted by Mi ⊑ Mi+1 ). Scenario Si is an abstract scenario, formally satisfiable (|=) by specification model Mi , provided by
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the user. In the next refinement step, scenario Si+1 is constructed automatically
from Mi , Mi+1 and Si in such a way that Si+1 formally satisfies model Mi+1 .
M

i

S

i+1

S

i
T

M

M

S

i+n

System
implementation

i+1

T

i+n

Test
implementation
Test application

SUT

Test cases

Fig. 2. Overview of our Model-based testing approach

Each scenario can be represented as a Communicating Sequential Process (CSP)
[6] expression. Since we develop our system in a controlled way, i.e. using basic refinement transformations described in Section 2.2, we can associate these
Event-B refinements with syntactic transformations of the corresponding CSP
expressions. Therefore, knowing the way model Mi was refined by Mi+1 , we can
automatically refine scenario Si into Si+1 . To check whether a scenario Si is
a valid scenario of its model Mi , i.e., model Mi satisfies (|=) scenario Si , we
use Pro-B model checker [8]. Pro-B supports execution (animation) of Event-B
specifications, guided by CSP expressions. The satisfiability check is performed
at each refinement level as shown in the Fig.2. The refinement of scenario Si is
the CSP trace-refinement denoted by ⊑T .
After the final refinement, the system is implemented from the model Mi+n .
This implementation is called system under test (SUT). The scenario Si+n , expressed as a CSP expression, is unfolded into the executable test cases that are
then applied to SUT. In the next sections we will demonstrate how scenarios are
represented and refined as CSP expressions.
3.2

Scenario Refinement and Representation

As we have described before, the scenarios are represented as CSP expressions.
We refine our models in a controlled way targeting at individual events. We
assume that the events are only executed when their guards are enabled. For
simplicity, we omit the guard information from CSP expressions. Here we will
discuss how individual refinement steps effect the scenarios. Let us assume we
are given an abstract specification M0 with three events, namely, A, B and C, and
a scenario S0 representing the execution order of these events: first the event A,
then the event B, and finally the event C. As a regular expression, we can write
this sequence as:
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A.B.C
and its corresponding CSP expression is given by
S0 = A → B → C → SKIP
In the next refinement step, the model M0 is refined by M1 . This refinement
step may involve any of three types of the supported refinements discussed in
Section 2.2. We will discuss them one by one.
Atomicity Refinement. Let us suppose an event B is refined using atomicity
refinement. As a result, it is split into two events namely B1 and B2 . It means
that the older event B will be replaced by two new events B1 and B2 modelling a
branching in the control flow. This can be shown as the regular expression
A.(B1 + B2 ).C
As a CSP expression we can represent it as
S1 = A → ((B1 → C → SKIP) ⊓ (B2 → C → SKIP))
where ⊓ is an internal choice operator in CSP.
Superposition refinement. Let us suppose we use superposition refinement
to refine an event C. As a result, a new non-looping event D is introduced in the
system. The new scenario can be expressed as a regular expression:
A.B.D.C
and as a CSP expression:
S1 = A → B → D → C → SKIP
Finally, let us suppose we again use superposition refinement to refine event C.
However, this time a new looping event D is introduced into the system. The
new scenario can be represented as a regular expression
A.B.D∗ .C
and its corresponding CSP expression is given as
S1 = A → B → D → C → SKIP
where D is defined as
D = D ⊓ SKIP
In the next section, we outline how scenarios are unfolded into test cases.
3.3

From Scenarios to Test-cases

Unfolding of scenarios into test cases is a process that is very similar to system
simulation. During this process, an Event-B model is initialised and executed,
which being guided by the provided scenarios. For our approach, we use Pro-B
model checker,which has the functionality to animate B specifications guided by
the provided CSP expression. After the execution of each event, present in the
scenario, information about the changed system state is stored.
In other words, the execution trace is represented by a sequence of pairs
< e, s >, where e is an event and s is a post-state (the state after execution of
event e). From now on we will refer to a single pair < e, s > as an ESPair.
For a finite number of events e1 , e2 .....en , present both in the model M and
the System Under Test (SUT), a test case t of length n consists of an initial
state INIT and a sequence of ESPairs
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t = IN IT, {< e1 , s1 >, < e2 , s2 >, ....... < en , sn >}
Similarly, a scenario is formally defined as finite set of related test cases, i.e.,
scenario S = {t1 , t2 , .., tn } As mentioned earlier, ESPair relates an event with
its post-state. This information is stored during test-case generation. For SUT
these stored post-states become expected outputs of the system and act as a
verdict for the testing. After execution of each event, the expected output is
compared with the output of the SUT. This comparison is done with the help
of probing functions. The probing functions are such functions of SUT that at
a given point of their invocation, return state of the SUT. For a test-case to
pass the test, each output should match the expected output of the respective
event. Otherwise, we conclude that a test case has failed. In the same way, test
cases from any refinement step can be used to test implementation as long as
both the implementation and the respective test cases share the same events and
signatures.

4

Testing Development of a Fault-Tolerant System

In this section, we show how our testing methodology can be used in the development of a fault-tolerant system . We consider an example of a mobile agent
system [7], where an agent performs three basic tasks when connected to the
server. These basic tasks are named as Engage, NormalActivity and Disengage.
To incorporate the fault-tolerant behavior, the system is repeatedly refined using
the basic refinement types described in Section 3.2. The introduction of faulttolerance increases the complexity of the system. Our testing methodology can
be applied to test the new scenarios that result from this complexity. The initial
Event-B machine named Cama specify the three basic events, mentioned above.
MACHINE Cama
SETS Agents
VARIABLES agents
INVARIANT agents ⊆ Agents
INITIALISATION agents:= ∅
EVENTS
Engage = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ Agents ∧ aa 6∈ agents
THEN agents := agents ∪ {aa} END;
NormalActivity = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ Agents ∧ aa ∈ agents
THEN skip END ;
Disengage = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ Agents ∧ aa ∈ agents
THEN agents := agents - {aa} END
END

In the specification Cama, let us note that the event NormalActivity may happen
zero or more times. The sequence of events, as determined by the specification,
is shown in Fig.3(a).
In the next refinement machine Cama1, the event Disengage is refined into
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two new events in order to differentiate between leaving normally or because of
a failure. This refinement step is atomicity refinement as discussed in Section
3.2. The other events of the specification remain the same. The execution graph
for this refinement is shown in Fig.3(b).
REFINEMENT Cama1 REFINES Cama
...
EVENTS
...
NormalLeaving ref Disengage = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ Agents ∧ aa ∈ agents
THEN agents := agents - {aa} END
Failure ref Disengage = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ Agents ∧ aa ∈ agents
THEN agents := agents - {aa} END
END
NormalActivity

NormalActivity

INIT

NormalLeaving

Engage

INIT

Failure

Disengage

Engage

(b) Execution graph of Cama1

(a) Execution graph of Cama
NormalActivity
INIT
Engage

Final states

NormalActivity

INIT

NormalLeaving

Engage

Final states

Failure

NormalLeaving

Failure

TempFailure

Final states

Disconnect

TempFailure

(d) Execution graph of Cama3

(c) Execution graph of Cama2
NormalActivity

NormalLeaving

INIT
Engage

AgentFailure

Timer

Connect

Final states

Timer Expiration

Disconnect

(e) Execution graph of Cama4
Fig. 3. All possible Event execution scenarios across refinements

In the next refinement machine Cama2, we introduce temporary loss of connection for our agents. This new event is called TempFailure. This refinement step
introduces a looping event (see superposition refinement in Section 3.2). To guarantee termination of the new event, we introduce a new variable disconn limit,
which is used as a variant.
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REFINEMENT Cama2 REFINES Cama1
...
VARIABLES agents, disconn limit

INVARIANT disconn limit ∈ NAT

VARIANT disconn limit

EVENTS
...
NormalActivity = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ agents
THEN disconn limit := Disconn limit END;

TempFailure = ANY aa WHERE (aa ∈ agents)
THEN disconn limit := disconn limit - 1 END;

END

The execution flow for Cama2 is given in Fig.3(c). In next refinement machine
Cama3, a new event Disconnect is introduced. It is the event that precedes
(causes) TempFailure. This refinement is a superposition refinement introducing
a non-looping event. A new variable timers is used to ensure order of execution.
REFINEMENT Cama3 REFINES Cama2
...
EVENTS
...
Disconnect = ANY aa WHERE aa ∈ agents
THEN timers := timers ∪ {aa} END
TempFailure = ANY aa WHERE (aa ∈ agents) ∧ (aa ∈ timers)
THEN disconn limit := disconn limit - 1 || timers := timers - {aa} END;

END

The execution flow for Cama3 is shown in Fig.3(d). In the final refinement
step, we elaborate on error recovery and time expiration by splitting the events
TempFailure and Failure by atomicity refinement.
REFINEMENT Cama4 REFINES Cama3
...
EVENTS
...
TimerExpiration ref Failure = ANY aa WHERE
(aa ∈ agents) ∧ (aa ∈ ex agents)

THEN agents := agents - {aa} || ex agents := ex agents - {aa} END;

AgentFailure ref Failure = ANY aa WHERE
(aa ∈ agents) ∧ (aa 6∈ timers) ∧ (aa 6∈ ex agents)

THEN agents := agents - {aa} END;
Connect ref TempFailure = ANY aa WHERE (aa ∈ agents) ∧ (aa ∈ timers)
THEN disconn limit := disconn limit - 1 || timers := timers - {aa} END;

Timer ref TempFailure = ANY aa WHERE (aa ∈ agents) ∧ (aa ∈ timers)
THEN disconn limit := disconn limit - 1 || ex agents := ex agents ∪ {aa} ||
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timers := timers - {aa} END
END

The execution graph for Cama4 is shown in Fig.3(e). This graph shows all
the possible events with their respective states but the order of execution is
controlled by their guards. In addition, the Fig.4 shows all the possible scenarios
based on the information derived from events’ guards and bodies. The dashed
NormalActivity

INIT
Engage

NormalActivity

INIT

NormalLeaving

Engage
AgentFailure

Connect

Disconnect

Connect

(a) Event execution possibility 1

Disconnect

(b) Event execution possibility 2

NormalActivity

INIT
Engage
TimerExpiration
Timer

Disconnect

(c) Event execution possibility 3
Fig. 4. All possible Event execution scenarios

arrows represent possible loops of the event(s) during the execution. In order to
generate concrete test cases from such models, the number of executions of an
event in the loop can be restricted to some finite bound. The value for this bound
depends on user’s coverage criteria. The CSP representations of the Cama and
Cama4 machines are shown in the following.
Cama = Engage_Guard & Engage -> Node2;;
Node1 = NormalActivity_Guard & NormalActivity -> Node1;;
Node1 = Disengage_Guard & Disengage -> SKIP ;;
⊑
....
⊑
Cama4
Node1
Node1
Node1
Node1
Node1

=
=
=
=
=
=

Engage_Guard & Engage -> Node1;;
NormalActivity_Guard & NormalActivity -> Node1 ;;
Disconnect_Guard & Disconnect -> Node2 ;;
Failure_Guard & Failure -> SKIP ;;
NormalLeaving_Guard & NormalLeaving -> SKIP ;;
TimerExpiration_Guard & TimerExpiration -> SKIP ;;
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Node2 = TempFailure_Guard & TempFailure -> Node1 ;;
Node2 = Timer_Guard & Timer -> Node1 ;;
These CSP expressions can be unfolded into test cases as described in Section
3.3.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a model-based testing approach based on automatic refinement of test scenarios. This work is being done as a possible extension (plug-in)for the RODIN open-source platform [1]. The EU project RODIN
adopts systemic approach for development of complex systems in which faulttolerance mechanisms are incorporated together with main system functionality.
The scenario-based testing approach, presented in this paper, has been tried
in several RODIN case-studies where fault-tolerance is the major concern. Our
approach can also be used in formal software development process in general.
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Abstract. In this paper we demonstrate how to formalize UML-based
development of protective wrappers for tolerating transient faults. In
particular, we focus on the fault tolerance mechanisms common in the
avionics domain and show the development of a protective wrapper,
called Failure Management System. We demonstrate how to integrate
the formal refinement approach proposed earlier into the UML-based
development.
Keywords: Event-B, fault tolerance, refinement, statemachines, transient faults, UML-B.

1

Introduction

To guarantee dependability [1] of safety-critical software-intensive systems, we
should ensure that they are not only fault-free but also tolerant to faults [2]
of system components. This paper focuses on designing controlling software for
tolerating transient faults [3]. Transient faults are temporal defects within the
system. The mechanisms for tolerating this type of faults should ensure that
the controlling software does not overreact on isolated faults yet does not allow
the errors caused by these faults to propagate further into the system. These
mechanisms constitute a large part of software in complex systems and hence
they could be perceived as a separate subsystem dedicated to fault tolerance. In
avionics, such a subsystem is traditionally called Failure Management System
(FMS).
Earlier we proposed a generic formal pattern for specifying and developing
the FMS [4] in the B Method [5, 6]. However, industrial engineers often perceive constructing a formal specification from informal requirements to be too
complex to be done without an intermediate modeling stage. They usually use
graphical modeling, mostly in UML [7], to facilitate this process. In this paper we
⋆
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demonstrate how to integrate the formal approach proposed previously into the
UML-based development. We use a subset of UML called UML-B [8] to specify
and develop the FMS. To automate the process of obtaining a formal specification from UML models, we use the U2B tool [9], which translates UML-B models
into Event-B [10]. Event-B is an extension of the B Method for developing reactive and distributed systems. We use the automated tool support for Event-B
to verify the correctness of our development. Therefore, the proposed approach
has a high degree of automation.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we shortly describe the FMS.
Section 3 gives a brief introduction into our modeling frameworks – Event-B and
UML-B. Section 4 demonstrates the process of developing the FMS in UML-B.
We start from an abstract model of the FMS and obtain more detailed FMS
models through a number of development phases. Moreover, we show how to
translate these models into Event-B and verify their correctness. Finally, Section
5 concludes the paper.

2

Failure Management System

The Failure Management System (FMS) [11, 12] is a part of the embedded safetycritical control system as shown in Fig. 1. It can be perceived as a protective
”wrapper” with the task to detect erroneous inputs from the sensors and prevent
their propagation into the controller.
FMS

Sensor 1
Sensor 2

Controller
Control Unit

Environment

…

Sensor n

Actuators

Fig. 1. Structure of an embedded control system

Based on sensor readings, the FMS calculates the output and forwards it
to the controller. While calculating the output, the FMS has to ensure that
only fault-free inputs received from the system environment are passed to the
controller. This is achieved by considering the following pattern of the FMS
behavior. We assume that initially the system is fault-free. Since control systems
are usually cyclic, it is natural to describe the behavior of the FMS as cyclic
as well. The FMS operating cycle starts by obtaining the readings from the
monitored sensors as the inputs to the FMS. The FMS then tests the inputs by
applying a certain error detection procedure. As a result, depending on whether
the error was detected or not, the inputs are categorized as fault-free or faulty.
Then the FMS takes the corresponding remedial actions that can be classified
as healthy, temporary or confirmation [12]. An important part of these actions
is input analysis, which distinguishes between recoverable and non-recoverable
faulty inputs by assigning them different statuses.
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To explain how the remedial actions work, for simplicity we consider a single
sensor. Healthy action describes the ”normal” FMS reaction when a received
input is fault-free. In such a case, the input is assigned the status ok and it is
forwarded unchanged to the controller. Temporary action describes the FMS reaction when a received input is faulty and recovering, meaning that the number
of previously received faulty inputs has not yet reached some predefined limit.
If this is the case, the input is assigned the status suspected. Then, the FMS
calculates the output using the last good value of this input obtained in the previous FMS cycles. Finally, confirmation action describes the FMS reaction when
a received input is faulty and it has failed to recover. Then, the input is assigned
the status confirmed failed and the system proceeds with the control actions
defined for freezing (stopping) the system or switching to a backup controller, if
possible.
The pattern of the FMS behavior described above can be used in the product line development of the controlling software [13]. We use this pattern for
developing the aircraft engine FMS in UML-B (and indirectly in Event-B). In
the next section we introduce these modeling frameworks.

3

Modeling Frameworks – Event-B and UML-B

Event-B. The Event-B Method [10] is an approach for modeling dependable
systems, which extends the B Method [5, 6]. In Event-B, a model of a system
is described by contexts and machines. Contexts describe the static part of the
system using carrier sets, constants and axioms. Machines describe system dynamics using variables, invariants, theorems, events and variants. Variables of
the machine define the machine state. They are strongly typed by invariants
and can be altered by events. Events are given in the form event=WHEN
guard THEN action END, where guard is a state predicate on the variables,
and action is a set of assignments, which simultaneously update the machine
variables. If guard is satisfied, the event is enabled and the behavior of the event
corresponds to the execution of its action. If guard is false, then the event is
disabled, i.e., its execution is blocked.
The development methodology adopted by Event-B is based on stepwise
refinement [14]. The result of a refinement step in Event-B is the machine that
refines the state and events of an abstract machine. The invariant of this machine
additionally contains the gluing invariant that describes the connection between
the state spaces of the more abstract and refined machines.
To ensure correctness of a specification, we should verify that each event of
the machine, including the initialisation, preserves the invariant. A high degree
of automation in verifying correctness is provided by the available Event-B tool
support [15].
UML-B. UML-B [8] is a specialisation of UML [7], which combines UML and
Event-B to define a graphical formal modeling notation. UML is widely used
graphical modeling language. However, it lacks precise semantics. Event-B, on
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the other hand, is a formal modeling framework, but it requires significant mathematical training from the users. The UML-B is developed as an alliance of these
two modeling approaches. It contains a limited subset of UML entities which semantics is provided by their translation into Event-B using the U2B [9] translator
tool. U2B converts a UML-B model into its equivalent Event-B model. We can
then verify the model correctness by using the Event-B tool support.
In UML-B, a model of a system is described by package, context, class, and
state-machine diagrams. A package diagram describes the abstract view on the
system architecture. In other words, it describes the packages encapsulating the
system on different levels of abstraction and the dependencies between them. In
addition, it allows separating specification of the static and the dynamic parts
of the system. This is achieved by defining two types of packages: Context and
Machine package, which coincide with the concepts defined in Event-B. Each
context has the associated context diagram defining the constants and properties
of these constants (axioms). Each machine has the associated class diagram
capturing the functional requirements of the modeled system. The classes of
the class diagram define system components whose properties are specified as
class attributes. The behavior of each component is defined by a statemachine
diagram. Hence, on the abstract level the system is described by a set of class
diagrams and statemachines encapsulated within the abstract machine package.
UML-B adopts the same approach to system development as Event-B, i.e.,
stepwise refinement. In particular, it uses superposition refinement [14], which
allows us to extend the state space while preserving the existing data structures
unchanged. The first step of refining a UML-B model is ’cloning’ the current
model in order to preserve the old class diagrams and statemachines. Then, we
introduce new UML-B elements gradually by incorporating more details about
the system structure and behavior. Specifically, more detailed behavior of the
system is modeled with hierarchical states by adding sub-states and new transitions to the existing statemachines. Refinement of UML-B statemachines is
described in detail in [16].
In general, while developing the system in a number of refinement steps,
we create a chain of machine packages, where each subsequent package is a
refinement of the previous package, i.e., of its class diagrams and statemachines.
The refinement relation is established by adding the association Refines between
the corresponding packages.
A more detailed description of UML-B entities is given in the following section, where we demonstrate how to specify and refine the FMS in UML-B. We
also show how to obtain the Event-B models of FMS from their UML-B counterparts and verify their correctness.

4

Developing the FMS with specification and refinement
templates in UML-B

The development of the FMS in UML-B is done in several phases. Each development phase corresponds to a refinement step. It is characterized by a set of
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UML-B models (class and statemachine diagrams) representing the main structural and behavioral aspects of the FMS at the corresponding level of abstraction.
FMS abstract specification. At the highest level of abstraction, we consider a very simple FMS as shown in Fig. 2. In the class diagram FMS0, the
fixed class SENSORS describes the set of n analogue sensors that are monitored
by the FMS. Signals from each sensor are modeled as the class attribute Value.
The output of the FMS is modeled as the machine variable Output. At this development phase, the FMS nondeterministically calculates the output using the
last good sensor readings. Hence, we introduce an additional attribute to the
class SENSORS – Last Good Value. Moreover, the subclass FAILED SENSORS is
introduced to model the sensors that have failed.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) class diagram FMS0 and (b) statemachine fms state for the 1st FMS development phase

The way in which the FMS behaves is described via the statemachine fms state.
The states env, det, act, out and freeze in this statemachine denote different
stages of the FMS cycle. At this phase, we model the FMS cycle very abstractly:
the FMS reads input values from the sensors, then it performs error detection, and either continues the cycle by calculating the output or fails. If the
output is successfully calculated, the FMS cycle starts again. The FMS state
changes are described by transitions between the states in the statemachine
fms state. For instance, the transition determine failed simulates the error detection by nondeterministically choosing failed sensors, i.e., FAILED SENSORS:∈
{x | x ∈ P(SENSORS)}. At the later development stages this transition will be
refined to implement a more detailed error detection procedure.

To ensure that the FMS can proceed operating only with the sensors that
have not failed, we define state invariants in the statemachine fms state. Formally, the invariant (∃s · s ∈ SENSORS ∧ s ∈
/ FAILED SENSORS) is associated
with the states env, det, and out. It means that, when the FMS is in these
states, it processes readings from at least one operational (non-failed) sensor.
The machine invariant, which is a part of the class diagram, additionally states
the properties of the FMS when all the sensors have failed.
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FMS refinement. The abstract FMS model is actually encapsulated in the
machine package FMS01 , as shown in Fig. 3. We further continue the FMS development by creating the refinement package FMSR1, which introduces changes
into the abstract FMS model. At this development phase we refine the error
detection from the abstract model by introducing sensor testing.

Fig. 3. FMS package diagram

Fig. 4. sub-statemachine det state

The diagrams from the previous phase remain the same. However, to introduce sensor testing, we refine the statemachine fms state by creating the substatemachine det state inside the state det, as shown in Fig. 4. The newly introduced sub-statemachine defines two new states tes and anl, designating the
steps of the FMS error detection. Namely, after obtaining the sensor readings,
the FMS performs testing the sensors (tes) and then analysis of inputs (anl) in
order to detect errors, and then continues by determining which sensors have
failed. The actual testing procedure is modeled as the transition test sensors in
the sub-statemachine det state. It nondeterministically decides on the result of
error detection. This result is modeled as a value assigned to a newly introduced attribute of the existing class SENSORS – Error Detected. The FMS now
uses this information to decide which sensors have failed. Hence, the transition
determine failed from the statemachine fms state is refined as follows:

FAILED SENSORS:∈ {x | x ∈ P(SENSORS) ∧
(∀s · s ∈ x ⇒ Error Detected(s) = TRUE)}

In addition, a new machine invariant is added to the existing class diagram. It
describes in detail the properties of sensors: i.e., it requires that all failed sensors
should be detected. The invariant is formally expressed as follows:
fms state = act ⇒ (∀s · s ∈ FAILED SENSORS ⇒ Error Detected(s) = TRUE)

The way in which sensors are analyzed after testing is further refined in the
3rd development phase by creating the refinement package FMSR2. It contains
all the class and statemachine diagrams from the previous phase. In addition, it
contains a new sub-statemachine inside the state anl from the sub-statemachine
det state. This sub-statemachine defines more precisely the FMS behavior after performing tests on the sensors. Namely, the FMS decides about the status of each particular input before taking the corresponding remedial actions.
1

FMS0 gets the access to the context Global by the association type Sees.
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The structure of the FMS is refined as well, by introducing a new attribute
Sensor Status for modeling the result of this decision. The machine invariants
can now be further strengthened to describe situations in which faulty sensors
can recover. If they can not recover, the invariant guarantees that they will be
considered as failed.
The following FMS development phases continue to refine the structure and
the behavior of the original system. Due to the lack of space, we only outline
these further development phases and omit their detailed description: the 4th
development phase introduces detailed analysis of inputs based on the results of
error detection. The input analysis is further elaborated in the 5th development
phase by specifying a customizable counting mechanism, which reevaluates the
status of the analyzed inputs at each FMS cycle. In a similar way, the 6th development phase describes in detail the error detecting procedure performed on
each sensor and continues by introducing error detection tests in the 7th development phase. The 8th development phase further elaborates on different types
of these tests.
Creating FMS Event-B models from UML-B models. Using the U2B
tool, the Event-B models are automatically generated from the above UML-B
models. For instance, the machine package FMS0 containing the diagrams given
in Fig. 2 corresponds to the FMS0 Event-B machine shown in Fig. 5.
MACHINE FMS0
SEES Global, FMS0_implicitContext
VARIABLES
fms_state, FAILED_SENSORS, Value, Output, Last_Good_Value
INVARIANTS
fms_state∈fms_state_STATES ∧ FAILED_SENSORS∈#(SENSORS) ∧
Value∈SENSORS→% ∧ …
EVENTS
INITIALISATION
BEGIN fms_state'env ∥ FAILED_SENSORS'∅ ∥ Value'SENSORS×{InitInput}∥ … END
read_sensors ==
WHEN fms_state=env THEN fms_state'det ∥ Value:∈SENSORS→% END
determine_failed ==
WHEN fms_state=det THEN fms_state'act ∥
FAILED_SENSORS:∈{xx∣xx∈#(SENSORS)} END
continue ==
ANY yy WHERE yy∈#(Value) ∧ fms_state=act ∧ FAILED_SENSORS≠SENSORS
THEN fms_state'out ∥ Last_Good_Value'Last_Good_Value,yy END
calculate_output ==
ANY xx WHERE xx∈#(Last_Good_Value) ∧ fms_state=out ∧ …
THEN fms_state'env ∥ Output:∈ran(xx) END
stop ==
WHEN fms_state=act ∧ FAILED_SENSORS=SENSORS THEN fms_state'freeze END
fail ==
WHEN fms_state=freeze THEN skip END
END

Fig. 5. Excerpt from the Event-B abstract specification FMS0

Informally, the rules for mapping some frequently used UML-B concepts into
Event-B can be summarized as follows:
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– a fixed class is defined as a constant, e.g., the class SENSORS corresponds to a
constant defined in the automatically generated context FMS0 implicitContext;
– a subclass is represented as a variable, which is typed as a subset of its
superclass, e.g., the subclass FAILED SENSORS is defined as a subset of
SENSORS;
– the name of a statemachine corresponds to a variable, which type is defined by enumerating its states, e.g., the statemachine fms state is defined as
the variable fms state of the type fms state STATES, where the type is the
enumerated set {env,det,act,out,freeze} defined in FMS0 implicitContext;
– an attribute of a fixed class becomes a machine variable typed as a function
from the constant designating that class to the given attribute type, e.g.,
Value ∈ SENSORS → N is an array of input readings for n sensors;
– a machine variable and an invariant are equivalent to the same concepts in
Event-B;
– the transitions from a statemachine correspond to the events defined using
the transition properties stated in UML-B. The complete list of translation
rules can be found elsewhere (e.g., [8, 9]).
Similarly to the translation of the package FMS0 into the Event-B machine
FMS0, the package FMSR1 refining the abstract package FMS0 is translated into
the corresponding refined Event-B machine as shown in Fig. 6.
MACHINE FMSR1
REFINES
FMS0
SEES Global, FMSR1_implicitContext
VARIABLES
…, det_state, Error_Detected
INVARIANTS
… ∧ det_state∈det_state_STATES ∧ Error_Detected∈SENSORS→BOOL ∧
fms_state=act⇒(∀s·s∈FAILED_SENSORS⇒Error_Detected(s)=TRUE)
EVENTS
INITIALISATION
BEGIN … det_state'tes ∥ Error_Detected'SENSORS×{FALSE} END
read_sensors == …
test_sensors ==
WHEN fms_state=det ∧ det_state=tes
THEN det_state'anl ∥ Error_Detected:∈SENSORS→BOOL END
determine_failed (refines determine_failed) ==
WHEN fms_state=det ∧ det_state=anl
THEN fms_state'act ∥ det_state'tes ∥
FAILED_SENSORS:∈{x∣x∈*(SENSORS)∧(∀s·s∈x⇒Error_Detected(s)=TRUE)}
END
continue == …
calculate_output == …
stop == …
fail == …
END

Fig. 6. Excerpt from the Event-B refinement FMSR1

Observe that the machine FMSR1 explicitly states which machine it refines. It
obtains two additional variables: one for the newly introduced class attribute Error Detected and another one modeling the current state in the sub-statemachine
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det state. The invariant of the machine FSMR1 is strengthened by typing the
newly introduced variables and adding the gluing invariant that connects the
new variable Error Detected with the existing variable FAILED SENSORS. Furthermore, FMSR1 introduces the new event test sensors corresponding to the
new transition in the sub-statemachine det state from Fig. 4. It describes how
the new variable Error Detected is changed during the FMS error detection procedure. Moreover, the event determine failed from the machine FMS0 is refined
in the machine FMSR1. The guard of this event is strengthened by adding the
new predicate that specifies the event enabling state of the sub-statemachine
det state. Correspondingly, the actions of the event are refined as well in order
to incorporate the knowledge of the newly introduced variables.
Formal verification of the obtained Event-B machines is done using the automatic tool support for Event-B [15].

5

Conclusion

In this paper we demonstrated how to integrate the classical refinement development of the FMS [4] with UML-based development. Moreover, we showed how
to use the available tool support to automate modeling and verification. Our
approach has been validated by a case study – modeling and verification of the
engine FMS for tolerating transient faults. The approach has several phases.
Each phase is characterized by the set of UML-B models (class diagrams and
statemachines). The complete specification of the FMS is obtained through a
series of gradually refined UML-B models. Using the U2B translator tool, we
generated Event-B models from the overall set of previously developed UML-B
models. By translating UML-B models into Event-B, we were able to use the
Event-B proof tool support to verify the correctness of our development. The
results showed that we were able to prove the correctness of models significantly
faster, with a higher percentage of automatic proofs than in our previous B
development [4].
In the future, we are planning to investigate instantiation of the developed
templates by using the obtained FMS UML-B contexts.
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Abstract. The aim of this research is to enhance performance analysis of wireless networks based on simulation with formal performance
analysis.
It is well-known that the performance of protocols for wireless networks,
and their ability to tolerate faults arising due to the uncertainties underlying wireless communication, relies as much on the topology of the
network as on the protocols’ internal algorithms. Many general-purpose
simulation tools however do not use realistic models of wireless communication, and indeed results of simulation experiments can differ widely
between simulators and often bear scant relation to field experiments [7,
6].
On the other hand, whilst model checking can supply more robust and
exhaustive measures of performance, as for simulation, it is similarly
flawed in that the details of the wireless communication are often overly
simplified.
In this paper we propose a graphical specification style, which eases the
study of the effect of topologies in performance analysis by visualising
both the spatial characteristics of the network as well as critical measures of performance that they imply. Unlike other graphical visualisation
tools, our proposal integrates both simulation using the novel Castalia
simulator [3] as well as probabilistic model checking using PRISM [8],
where we capture the effect of the topology by using probabilistic abstractions to model reception rates.
Keywords: Graphical modelling, simulation, lossy communication channels, probabilistic model checking, wireless networks.

1

Introduction

Wireless networks comprise devices with limited computing power together with
wireless communication. Protocols for organising large-scale activities over these
?
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networks must be tolerant to the random faults intrinsic to the wireless medium,
and their effectiveness is judged by detailed performance evaluation. One of the
major factors impacting on the accuracy of an evaluation method is the mathematical model for the “communication channels” and, especially important,
is that it must account for the unexpected disturbances induced by noise and
interference amongst close neighbours. Conventional analysis methods rely on
simulators [1, 2] incorporating some measure of random faults, however simulation in this context suffers from a number of well-documented problems [7, 6] —
most notable is that accurate channel models validated against physical data do
not normally feature. This leads to unrealistic results of performance analyses,
which can vary widely between different simulators.
An alternative to simulation is formal modelling and analysis, which is normally ideally suited to investigating complex protocols, and gives access to
profiles of performance which exhaustively range over worst- and best-case behaviour. Inclusion of realistic models of wireless communication implies appeal
to analytical formulae to determine the effect on performance of the spatial relationships between nodes, such as the distance and density of near neighbours.
These context-dependent details however are not easily added to textual-style
formal modelling languages, and indeed they militate against a clear and modular specification style.
In this paper we overcome these difficulties by proposing a simple graphical
style of specification. We exploit the observations that (a) the distance between
and the density of nodes in a network is the major factor impacting on the integrity of wireless communication (together with physical parameters such as
transmission strength), and (b) the simplest way to express the crucial spatial
relationships is graphically, so that the details of the formal model of communication are transparent to the user and are provided separately.
Besides its simplicity, the graphical style has other benefits in that it allows
designers to visualise various performance indicators such as best- or worstcase signal strength between pairs of nodes, or the nodes’ individual power consumption. Similarly the critical events occurring in a sample experiment may be
“stepped through” in a typical debugging style. Finally — unlike other graphical
visualisation tools — it acts as a “bridge” between formal analysis and the more
conventional simulation, providing the option to investigate performance using
probabilistic model checking, or to carry out more traditional system-wide simulation experiments. In both cases realistic models for wireless communication
play a fundamental role.
Our specific contributions are
1. CaVi, a graphical user interface specialised for modelling networks comprising simple wireless nodes. The tool gives immediate access to crucial
performance indicators such as signal strength between pairs of nodes;
2. A translation from a CaVi model to either a formal transition-style model
suitable for model checking in the PRISM model checker [8] or as input to the
recently-developed Castalia simulator [3]. Castalia is novel in that it incorporates an accurate wireless channel model. The PRISM models are the first
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such formal models which take network topology into account. At present
both Castalia and PRISM capture only flooding and gossiping protocols [4,
5].
3. The option to visualise the network-wide performance metrics calculated
from Castalia simulation experiments.
In Sec. 2 we summarise the interference model of wireless communication,
and in Sec. 3 we describe how the CaVi graphical tool can visualise the effects
of the spatial relationships. We also describe a translation from the graphical
representation to Castalia and PRISM.

2

Wireless networks and lossy communication

In this section we describe the context of wireless applications, and the challenges
that arise for their formal modelling.
In abstract terms a wireless network is a collection of nodes, running one
protocol or a combination of protocols that are deployed over a two-dimensional
area. The behaviour of the network depends not only on the protocol, but also on
the placement of the nodes in the network, and in particular on the interference
patterns arising from neighbouring communications. Inspired by other graphical
tools [1], we propose a graphical-style of specification whose novelty is that it
acts as a uniform modelling language to combine simulation and model checking.
In either case, the interference effects disturbing communication are accounted
for by the spatial representation, and are converted to reception probabilities in
the translation to formal models.
In the next section we summarise the characteristics of wireless communication, which will set the scene for the graphical style of network specification.
2.1

Interference in wireless networks

Standard formal modelling of networked systems features both the behaviour
of the individual “processors” (in this case “wireless nodes”) and an explicit
description of the “communication medium” connecting them. The assumption
is that if two nodes are “connected” then they are able to send and receive
messages without loss.
In reality, whether two nodes can communicate effectively depends on a number of context-specific factors, including the physical distance between the nodes,
the signal strength of the sending node, and the extent to which other neighbouring nodes’ activities, and those of the receiver, interfere with the sent message.
This complex “interference model” has been studied in depth and analytical
formulae have been developed and experimentally validated [9]. Here we are
able to appeal to those formulae to define a convenient conceptual abstraction of
communication in terms of the “probability” that a sent message is received, with
the probability computed by taking the distance, signal strength and interference
of other nodes into account.
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For example given two nodes A and B a distance d apart (see Fig. 1), the
probability that A receives a message from B is given by
pA
ˆ (1 − e−γB (d,ιB )/(1.28) )8f ,
B (d, ιB ) =

(1)

where f is the size of the message and γB is the signal-to-noise ratio. The latter
is a function of the distance d, and the ambient noise ιB . The signal-to-noise
ratio is a measure of how much the background noise interferes with the wireless
signal. The signal is dominant and the reception probability is high if γB (d, ιB )
is large.
The ambient ιB includes effects due to the noise contributed by the signals
from nearby nodes. For example, in Fig. 1 if nodes B, C and D all try to send
to node A, then the mutual interference effects will produce a probability distribution over the message which A actually receives.
Because of the nature of the wireless communication, however, A will receive
at most one message. The probability pA
B at (1) is the probability that a message
from B is received, and that either no message is received from either of the
other nodes, or nothing is received at all. If all three nodes B, C and D send
then the probability that A receives any message at all is given by the sum
A 0
A 00
pA
B (d, ιA )+pC (d , ιC )+pD (d , ιD ). We note that this sum also takes into account
the contribution to the ambient noise generated by each sender.
B

D

d

d''

A

d'

C

Sender D is closest to receiver A, so its signal is strongest; Sender B’s is weakest. All
reception probabilities are affected by the others’ activities. Here d, d0 and d00 are the
distances from the senders to the receiver A.
Fig. 1. Signal strength varying with distance and interference

3

CaVi: A graphical specification tool

CaVi is a tool which provides specification and analysis support optimised for
studying wireless protocols. Its main feature is a graphical interface which eases
the task of exploring the effect on performance of different topologies and network parameters. Nodes may be created in a “drag-and-drop” fashion, and the
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properties of individual nodes (such as the available power) may be tuned as
necessary. Whilst the network is being created, a user can visualise the optimal
“one-hop” signal strength between any pair of nodes, calculated from equation
(1). In Fig. 2 we illustrate two examples of how the graphical interface may be
used in the design and analysis. The figure shows two panes, with the left being
the pane where designers may create and edit a network, and the pane on the
right is for visualising the results of simulation experiments.
The pane on the left illustrates visualisation of “one-hop” signal strength by
colour-coding the nodes according to probability thresholds calculated from (1).
The user may indicate which node is the receiving node (in this case the central
node), and the others are assumed to be senders. Colours then differentiate
between nodes whose messages will be almost certainly lost (red), or have a
good chance of succeeding (green), or merely a variable chance (yellow).
The pane on the right indicates how the events may be viewed as a result of
a simulation experiment. The panel on the right gives a list of possible “colourcoded” events (e.g. transmitting, receiving etc.); users may select which events
to observe, and the nodes assume the colour of the corresponding event as the
simulation is “stepped through”.

Fig. 2. CaVi:Visualising network performance indicators

Once the network is specified, the graphical representation forms the basis
for formal models which take account of the effect of the topology in terms
of the reception probabilities. At present we have implemented the automated
conversion to a textual format suitable for evaluation directly in the Castalia
simulator [3], and as mentioned above the results of experiments may be visualised in various ways described at Fig. 2. We note that the Castalia simulator is
a recently-developed simulator whose novelty is a realistic channel/radio model
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which builds on recent work done on modelling of the radio and the wireless
channel based on empirically measured data [9].
3.1

Formal model checking

One of the major outcomes of this work has been to introduce realistic channel
behaviour into formal models for more detailed analysis via probabilistic model
checking. We use an abstraction of signal strength in terms of the probability of
reception, computed from a formula based on on (1). In Fig. 3 we illustrate the
formal template model of a simple node whose only capabilities are that it can
receive or send a message, or “do nothing”. If in receiving mode (recv =1) then
the chance that it receives a message is pr which is computed from (1) based
on the states of the surrounding nodes. A network is made up of a collection of
similar nodes in parallel.
This abstraction of the wireless communication using reception probabilities
has been implemented in the PRISM model checker for simple flooding protocols,
where the use of the formula rather than expanding the size of the resulting
model leads to exceedingly compact models making probabilistic model checking
a viable option.
At present we do not have an automated generation of PRISM models from
CaVi — that remains a topic for future research.



var send, recv: {0, 1}
 tick : (recv = 1) → send, recv: = 1, 0;

Node =
ˆ 
tick : (send = 1) → send, recv: = 0, 0;
tick : (send = 0 ∧ recv = 0) → skip;


pr ⊕

skip; 



The probability pr is computed as a function of the state dependent on the neighbouring nodes. Here tick is a named event, each “guarded” by a Boolean-function of the
state; if any one of the guards is true, then the variables are updated according to the
assignments on the right-hand side of the arrow. The probabilistic choice operator pr ⊕
means that the left-hand side of the operator is executed with probability pr , and the
right-hand side with probability 1−pr .
Fig. 3. A template for a node with parameterised reception probability.

4

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have described a prototype tool which supports a uniform modelling approach optimised for specifying wireless protocols. Its main features include the capabilities to take account of the topology and other parameters of the
network which, experiments have shown, have a major impact on the integrity
of the communication. The CaVi tool allows the specification of a network via
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a graphical interface, and the automated generation to a format for simulation.
Detailed performance indicators may be visualised during specification of the
network, as well as the results of subsequent simulation experiments.
The principal difference between CaVi and other specification tools is the link
it provides between simulation and formal model checking. To simplify the details
related to the topology in the formal specification task, we use a translation
directly to reception probabilities. Those probabilities are calculated according
to a validated analytic formula.
An understanding of realistic channel behaviour has suggested some novel
approaches to formal verification of wireless protocols, and in the future we
hope to incorporate such detailed analyses within the CaVi tool.
For the future we would like to automate the translation from CaVi to
PRISM, making CaVi a truly uniform interface between simulation and model
checking. Whilst we do not envisage a translation from a CaVi model of an arbitrary protocol to PRISM, we aim rather to provide a library of templates for
certain classes of protocol whose precise behaviour can be defined by a number
of parameters, in the same way that models are defined in Castalia.
One of the benefits would be a single “top-level” graphical model for simulation and model checking and the ability to visualise the results obtained from
both in a uniform way. Such a “bridging language” would allow “counterexamples” computed via model checking to be validated in the simulator, for example.
In the longer term we would like to expand the repertoire of protocols, and to
build up a repository of well-studied templates for Castalia and PRISM patterns.
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1

Introduction

The automated verification of concurrent and distributed systems is a vibrant and successful area within Computer Science. Over the last 30 years, temporal logic [8, 16] has
been shown to provide a clear, concise and intuitive description of many such systems,
and automata-theoretic techniques such as model checking [5] have been shown to be
very useful in practical verification. In recent years, the verification of infinite-state systems, particularly parametrised systems comprising arbitrary numbers of identical processes, has become increasingly important. Practical problems of an open, distributed
nature often fit into this model. However, once we move beyond finite-state systems,
which we do when we consider systems with arbitrary numbers of components, problems occur. Although temporal logic still retains its ability to express such complex
systems, verification techniques such as model checking must be modified. In particular, abstraction techniques are typically used to reduce an infinite-state problem down
to a finite-state variant suitable for application of standard model checking techniques.
However, it is clear that such abstraction techniques are not always easy to apply and
that more sophisticated verification approaches must be developed. In assessing reliability of these systems, formal verification is clearly desirable and so several new approaches have been developed:
1. model checking for parametrised and infinite state-systems [1, 2];
2. constraint based verification using counting abstractions [7, 9]; and
3. deductive verification in first-order temporal logics [10, 6].
The last of these approaches is particularly appealing, often being both complete (unlike (1)) and decidable (unlike (2)), able to verify both safety and liveness properties,
and adaptable to more sophisticated systems involving asynchronous processes or communication delays.
Now we come to the problem of verifying fault tolerance in protocols involving an
arbitrary number of processes. What if some of the processes develop faults? Will the
protocol still work? And how many processes must fail before the protocol fails? Rather
than specifying exactly how many processes will fail, which reduces the problem to a
simpler version, we wish to say that there is some number of faulty processes, and that
failure can occur at any time. Again we can capture this using temporal logics. If we
allow there to be an infinite number of failures, then the specification and verification
problem again becomes easier; however, such scenarios appear unrealistic. So, we are
left with the core problem: can we develop deductive temporal techniques for the verification of parametrised systems where a finite number of failures can occur? This
question is exactly what we address here.
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We proceed as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of first-order temporal logic
(FOTL) and its properties. In Section 3, we propose two mechanisms for adapting deductive techniques for FOTL to the problem of finite numbers of failures in infinite-state
systems, and in Section 4 we outline a case study. Finally, in Section 5, we provide concluding remarks.

2

Monodic First-Order Temporal Logics

First-order linear time temporal logic (FOTL) is a very powerful and expressive formalism in which the specification of many algorithms, protocols and computational
systems can be given at the natural level of abstraction [16]. Unfortunately, this power
also means that, over many natural time flows, this logic is highly undecidable (non
recursively enumerable). Even with incomplete proof systems, or with proof systems
complete only for restricted fragments, FOTL is interesting for the case of parametrised
verification: one proof may certify correctness of an algorithm for infinitely many possible inputs, or correctness of a system with infinitely many states.
FOTL is an extension of classical first-order logic by temporal operators for a discrete linear model of time (isomorphic to , being the most commonly used model
of time). Formulae of this logic are interpreted over structures that associate with each
element n of , representing a moment in time, a first-order structure Mn = (D, In )
with the same non-empty domain D.
The truth relation Mn |=a φ in the structure M and a variable assignment a is defined inductively in the usual way under for the following (sample) temporal operators:

N

N

Mn
Mn
Mn
Mn

|=a gφ iff Mn+1 |=a φ;
|=a ♦φ iff there exists m ≥ n such that Mm |=a φ;
|=a
φ iff for all m ≥ n, Mm |=a φ;
a
|= φ iff there exists 0 ≤ m < n such that Mm |=a φ.

M is a model for a formula φ (or φ is true in M) if there exists an assignment a such that
M0 |=a φ. A formula is satisfiable if it has a model. A formula is valid if it is satisfiable
in any temporal structure under any assignment. The set of valid formulae of this logic
is not recursively enumerable. Thus, there was a need for an approach that could tackle
the temporal verification of parametrised systems in a complete and decidable way. This
was achieved for a wide class of parametrised systems using monodic temporal logic.
Definition 1. A FOTL formula is said to be monodic if, and only if, any subformula
with its main connective being a temporal operator has at most one free variable.
ψ, ♦ψ, ψ,
Thus, φ is called monodic if any subformula of φ of the form gψ,
etc., contains at most one free variable. For example, the formulae ∀x ∃yP (x, y) and
P (x, y)) is not monodic.
∀x P (x, c) are monodic, while ∀x, y(P (x, y) ⇒
The monodic fragment of FOTL has appealing properties: it is axiomatisable [17]
and many of its subfragments, such as the two-variable or monadic cases, are decidable.
This fragment has a wide range of applications, for example in spatio-temporal logics [11] and temporal description logics [3]. A practical approach to proving monodic
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temporal formulae is to use fine-grained temporal resolution [14], which has been implemented in the theorem prover TeMP [13]. It was also used for deductive verification
of parametrised systems [10]. One can see that in many cases temporal specifications
fit into the even narrower, and decidable, monodic monadic fragment. A formula is
monadic if all its predicates are unary.

3

Incorporating Finiteness

When modelling parametrised systems in temporal logic, informally, elements of the
domain correspond to processes, and predicates to states of such processes. For example idle(x) means that a process x is in the idle state. For many protocols, especially
when fault tolerance is concerned, it is essential that the number of processes is finite. Although decidability of monodic fragments holds also for the case of semantics
where only temporal structures over finite domains are allowed [12], the proof is modeltheoretic and no practical procedure is known.
We here examine two approaches that allow us to handle the problem of finiteness
within temporal specification. First, we consider proof principles which can be used to
establish correctness of some parametrised protocols; then we prove that, for a wide
class of protocols, decision procedures that do not assume the finiteness of a domain
can still be used.
3.1

Formalising Principles of Finiteness

The language of FOTL is very powerful and one might ask if a form of finiteness can be
defined inside the logic. We have found the following principles (which are valid over
finite domains, though not in general) useful when analysing the proofs of correctness
of various protocols and algorithms specified in FOTL (recall: ϕ means ϕ was true in
the past):
F in1 : ♦(∀ x.(P (x) ∨ ♦P (x) → P (x)))
(deadline axiom)
F in2 : [∀x.2(P (x) → g2¬P (x)] ⇒ [♦2(∀x.¬P (x))]
(finite clock axiom)
F in3 : [2(∀x.(P (x) → gP (x))] ⇒ [♦2(∀x.( gP (x) → P (x))] (stabilisation axiom)
Actually the F in1 principle is a (more applicable) variant of the intuitively clearer
principle [∀x. ♦P (x)] ⇒ [♦∀x. P (x)] which is also valid over finite domains.
Consider now F ini for i = 1, 2, 3 as axiom schemes which can be added to AxF OT L
in order to capture, at least partially, “finite reasoning”. We show that all these three
principles are actually equivalent modulo any reasonable AxF OT L (i.e. they can be
mutually derived).
The principle (an axiom scheme) F1 is said to be derivable from F2 if, for every instance
α of F1 , we have AxF OT L + F2 ` α. We will denote it simply AxF OT L + F2 ` F1 .
Theorem 1 The principles F in1 , F in2 and F in3 are mutually derivable.
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3.2

Eventually Stable Protocols

In the previous section we highlighted some deduction principles capturing the finiteness of the domain. Alternatively, we can consider a family of protocols which terminate after a certain (but unknown) number of steps. For example, if every process sends
only a finite number of messages, such protocol will eventually terminate. Consensus
protocols [15], distributed commit protocols [4], and some other protocols fit into this
class. Temporal models of specifications of such terminating protocols will eventually
stabilise, that is, the interpretations In will be the same for sufficiently large n. We show
that for these eventually stable specifications satisfiability over finite domains coincides
with satisfiability over arbitrary domains.
Let P be a set of unary predicates. The stabilisation principle w.r.t. P is the formula:
^
(∀x
[P (x) ≡ gP (x)]).
StabP =
P ∈P

Informally, if StabP is true at some moment of time, from this moment the interpretation of predicates in P does not change. Let φ be a monodic temporal formula. Let P
be the set of unary predicates occurring in φ. Then the formula
φStab = φ ∧ ♦Stab
is called an eventually stable formula. We formulate the following proposition for
monodic monadic formulae; it can be extended to other monodic classes obtained by
temporalisation by renaming [6] of first-order classes with the finite model property.
Proposition 1. Let φ be a monodic monadic formula. The eventually stable formula
φStab is satisfiable in a model with a finite domain if, and only if, φStab is satisfiable in
a model with an arbitrary domain.
This proposition implies that if a protocol is such that it can be faithfully represented
by an eventually stable formula, correctness of such protocol can be established by a
procedure that does not assume the finiteness of the domain.

4

Case Study: FloodSet Protocol

Next, we provide an example of how both methods described in previous section (explicit finiteness principles, and stabilisation principle for protocols with finite change)
can be used for the proof of correctness of a protocol specified in monodic FOTL.
The setting is as follows. There are n processes, each having an input bit and an
output bit. The processes work synchronously, run the same algorithm and use broadcast for communication. Some processes may fail and, from that point onward, such
processes do not send any further messages. Note, however, that the messages sent by
a process in the moment of failure may be delivered to an arbitrary subset of the processes. Crucially, there is a finite bound, f , on the number of processes that may fail.
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The goal of the algorithm is to eventually reach an agreement, i.e. to produce an
output bit, which would be the same for all non-faulty processes. It is required also that
if all processes have the same input bit, that bit should be produced as an output bit.
This is a variant of FloodSet algorithm with alternative decision rule (in terms of
[15], p.105) designed for solution of the Consensus problem in the presence of crash
(or fail-stop) failures, and the basic elements of the protocol (adapted from [15]1 ) are
as follows.
– In the first round of computations, every process broadcasts its input bit.
– In every later round, a process broadcasts any value the first time it sees it.
– In every round the (tentative) output bit is set to the minimum value seen so far.
The correctness criterion for this protocol is that, eventually (actually, no later than in
f + 2 rounds) the output bits of all non-faulty processes will be the same.
Claim. The above FloodSet algorithm and its correctness conditions can be specified
(naturally) within monodic monadic temporal logic without equality and its correctness
can be proved in monodic monadic temporal logic, using the above finite clock axiom.
We do not include the whole proof here, but will reproduce sample formulae to give the
reader a flavour of the specification and proof.
1. Each process (s) must be categorised as one of the above types:
(∀x(N ormal(x) | F ailure(x) | F aulty(x)))
2. If we see a ‘0’ (the process has this already, or receives a message with this value)
then we output ‘0’:
(∀x(¬F aulty(x) ∧ Seen(x, 0) → gOutput(x) = 0))
3. If we have not seen a ‘0’ but have seen a ‘1’, then we output ‘1’:
(∀x(¬F aulty(x) ∧ ¬Seen(x, 0) ∧ Seen(x, 1) → gOutput(x) = 1))
4. The condition to be verified, namely that eventually all (non faulty) processes agree
on the bit ‘0’, or eventually all agree on the bit ‘1’:
♦((∀x¬F aulty(x) ⇒ Output(x) = 0) ∨ (∀x¬F aulty(x) ⇒ Output(x) = 1))
Notice that the temporal specification uses among others the predicates N ormal( ) to
denote normal operating processes, F ailure( ) to denote processes, experiencing failure (at some point of time), F aulty( ) for the processes already failed. There are also
predicates such as Seen( , ) specifying the effect of communications. Having these, it
is straightforward to write down the temporal formulae describing the above protocol
and correctness condition (i.e. (4) above). In the proof of correctness the finite clock
axiom has to be instantiated to the F ailure(x) predicate (i.e. replace P by F ailure in
F in2 ).
One may also verify the FloodSet protocol using the eventual stabilisation principle
from Section 3.2. To establish the applicability of the principle one may use the following arguments: every process can broadcast at most twice, and taking into account
1

In [15], every process knows the bound f in advance and stops the execution of the protocol
after f + 2 rounds, producing the appropriate output bit. We consider the version where the
processes do not know f in advance and produce a tentative output bit at every round.
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finiteness of both the numbers of processes and of failures, one may conclude that eventually the protocol stabilises. Note that such an analysis only allows us to conclude that
the protocol stabilises, but its properties still need to be proved. Let φ be a temporal
specification of the protocol. Taking into account the stabilisation property, the protocol is correct iff (φ ∧ ¬ψ)Stab is not satisfiable over finite domains. By Proposition 1,
there is no difference in satisfiability over finite and general domains for such formulae
and so one may use theorem proving methods developed for monadic monodic temporal
logics over general models to establish this fact.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have studied two approaches to handling the finiteness of the domain
in temporal reasoning.
The first approach uses explicit finiteness principles as axioms (or proof rules), and
has potentially wider applicability, not being restricted to protocols with the stabilisation property. On the other hand, the automation of temporal proof search with finiteness
principles appears to be more difficult and it is still largely an open problem.
In the approach based on the stabilisation principle, all “finiteness reasoning” is
done at the meta-level and essentially this is used to reduce the problem formulated for
finite domains to the general (not necessarily finite) case. When applicable, this method
is more straightforward for implementation and potentially more efficient. Applicability, however, is restricted to the protocols which have stabilisation property (and this
property should be demonstrated in advance as a pre-condition).
Finally, we briefly mention some future work. Automated proof techniques for
monadic monodic FOTL have been developed [6, 14] and implemented in the TeMP
system [13], yet currently proof search involving the finiteness principles requires improvement. Once this has been completed, larger case studies will be tackled. The techniques themselves would also benefit from extension involving probabilistic, real-time
and equational reasoning.
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Abstract. The key contribution of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)
is the encapsulation of crosscutting concerns in aspects, which facilities
modular reasoning. However, common methods of introducing aspects
into the system, incorporating features such as implicit control-flow,
mean that the ability to discover interactions between aspects can be
compromised. This has profound implications for developers working on
fault-tolerant systems. We present an analysis for aspects which can reveal these interactions, thus providing insight into positioning of error
detection mechanisms and outlining candidate containment units. We
also present Aida, an implementation of this analysis for the AspectJ
language.

1

Introduction and Problem Statement

The key contribution of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is the encapsulation of crosscutting concerns in aspects, which are then introduced into the
system using advice - code which applies at a particular joinpoint in the system,
be that in the base program or within aspect advice. Advice is then woven into
the system, either statically at compile-time or dynamically later on. This crucial feature of AOP supports modularity and evolvability of otherwise scattered
and tangled code, as well as offering the possibility of aspect reuse.
However, it also raises a potential difficulty for developers working with aspects in a fault-tolerant context. For example, the usual method of implementing
aspects - such as the popular AspectJ[1] compiler - allows a developer to code a
piece of advice which applies implicitly at multiple points in the code. This can
cause problems in determining how faults might propagate through the system,
as it is not immediately clear from the code how advice code interacts with the
base system, and especially how aspects interact with one another.
To see this, let us consider the example of a version control system which
includes the following code:
⋆

This work is supported by European Commission Framework 6 Grant: AOSDEurope: European Network of Excellence on Aspect-Oriented Software Development
(IST-2-004349).
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void commitChanges(String username, String server) {
...
sendFile(username, file , server );
...
}

The system has two aspects - one which logs all calls to the sendFile()
method, and one which encrypts usernames at calls to the commitChanges()
method:
void aspect LogFileSends {
after (): call (void sendFile(String, String , String)) && args(uname, file, serv) {
printToFile(”Sent to server, sender is ”+uname);
}
}
void aspect Encrypt {
around(): call(void commitChanges(String, String)) ∧ args(uname, serv) {
encrypt(uname);
proceed(uname, serv);
}
}

Although these two advices apply at different joinpoints in the system, they
have an indirect interaction with one another - the Encrypt aspect modifies
the username variable, which the LogFileSends aspect reads. Therefore there
is a potential coupling between the two advices. Knowing this could impact the
strategy for making this system fault-tolerant - for example, if the LogFileSends
aspect is considered particularly crucial to the system, this might require the
Encrypt aspect to be hardened with additional fault-detection mechanisms.
As well as this indirect interaction, we must also consider the possibility
of transitive interactions between aspects. By contrast to indirect interactions,
which are based on shared accesses of a single variable (for example, the uname
variable in the above example), transitive interactions occur when a chain of
variable accesses link advices. That is, consider the system in Fig. 1. The system
has an aspect A which modifies a variable x. The variable is then passed to a
method f , which uses x to define a variable y. Subsequently, the value of y is used
in aspect B to determine its behaviour. Hence there is a transitive interaction
between the two aspects, even though they do not access a shared variable.

Aspect A
x=4

Method f
y=x

Aspect B
if(y>3)...

Fig. 1: Transitive interaction

In general, the ability to identify and trace these interactions can help developers understand how error might propagate, and thus decide where to position
error detection mechanisms (such as assertions or acceptance tests) in order to
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maximise error detection coverage while minimising overhead. It can also provide insight into error handling by identifying parts of the system which might
simultaneously become corrupted, thus outlining candidate containment units.
This kind of interaction analysis also has applications should AO techniques
be used to implement fault-tolerance itself. As has been noted, AOP can be
an extremely helpful tool to aid developers in building fault-tolerant systems.
For example, transaction mechanisms can be implemented as aspects in order to
perform rollback in the event of failure[5]; similarly, the mechanisms for switching
between versions in N-version programming can be encapsulated in an aspect.
Contract enforcement[3] can also be modularised in this way. In this formulation,
then, the interactions between fault-tolerance aspects and others can shed light
on potential problems which could cause the system to be intolerant to faults
- for example, if it can be seen that the presence of another aspect causes a
contract enforcement aspect to be bypassed.
In this article we investigate how Data-Flow Analysis can be adapted to
be applied to aspect-oriented programs in order to help developers with this
problem. We also present Aida, an implementation of our analysis for use with
the AspectJ language. Section 2 gives some background in Data-Flow Analysis,
and we discuss possible modifications with respect to AO programs in Section 3.
Section 4 presents Aida, and Section 5 concludes and looks to potential future
work.

2

Data-Flow Analysis

Data-Flow Analysis (DFA)[6] is an ideal tool in determining this kind of indirect
interference between aspects. DFA gives us the ability to see which data aspect
advice modifies, and (crucially) trace the effects of that modification throughout
the program, including its effect on other aspects. In this section we present the
basic tenets of DFA which are necessary in order to understand our approach.
The classical Definition-Use analysis forms the basis of our approach. The
idea behind this analysis is to find Definition-Use chains or du-chains, associations between an assignment to a variable and all its uses in a program. The
def-use analysis is based on a classical data-flow analysis called Reaching Definitions Analysis[6]. Given a program point, the analysis returns the definitions
which may have been made and not re-defined when the execution of the program reaches that point. Comparing these definitions with uses of variables at
the program point enables us to determine du-chains, which are candidates for
error propagation paths. Our approach to performing this inter-procedural analysis is an extension to the functional approach proposed by Shahir and Pnueli[7],
which has an acceptable tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy.
The approach operates on an Inter-procedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG),
which contains a control-flow graph (representing code statements as nodes and
potential flow as edges) for each of the methods and aspect advices in the program. From this, an intra-procedural analysis computes a transfer function for
each program point within a method, which represents the effect of the Reach-
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ing Definitions Analysis up to that point. As this happens within the method,
it models which definitions reach the program point based on abstract initial
values at the start of the method. For example, in Fig. 2, the transfer function
at program point n2 in method A is ρ2 = f1 .

Procedure A

n1

f1

f3

f2

n3

n2
Procedure B

n4

f4

n5

f5

n6

Fig. 2: Computing transfer functions

In order to model method calls, a special instance of a transfer function is
created which defines the summary of calling a method - effectively the conjunction of the transfer functions at the exit points of each method. In Fig. 2,
the summary transfer function φB modelling the effect of calling method B is
φB = ρ6 = f5 ◦ f4 . This information is propagated bottom-up using a fixpoint
calculation to determine the transfer functions for each method, taking calls into
account. For example, the final transfer function at node n3 is:
ρ3 = f3 ∧ (f2 ◦ φB ◦ f1 ) = f3 ∧ (f2 ◦ ρ6 ◦ f1 )
= f3 ∧ (f2 ◦ f5 ◦ f4 ◦ f1 )
The next step is to propagate real data-flow information in a top-down fashion, starting from main() methods with an empty set of reaching definitions. At
this stage, information is only propagated to entry points of procedures and to
call sites, which is possible because transfer functions based on abstract initial
values have already been computed at these points. Again a fixpoint calculation
is used to resolve any circular dependencies. In the above example, the real solution S4 at node n4 is S4 = ρ4 (ρ2 (η)), where η is the data-flow information
present at the beginning of procedure A.
Once this is done, it is trivial to calculate the results of the reaching definitions analysis on-demand, as both the concrete data-flow information at the
beginning of each procedure and transfer functions for each program point within
that procedure are available. Therefore, the analysis result at node n5 is the result of the function ρ5 (S4 ), both elements of which have previously computed.
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3

Transfer functions for advice

One consideration in applying this technique to AO programs is that of computing transfer functions for advice. In languages such as AspectJ, advice which
applies around a joinpoint can be difficult to reason about independently of the
base system, mainly due to the inability to discover what a proceed() statement
could refer two. We present two main options:
Advices as methods Perhaps the simplest option is to perform the analysis
after the aspect advice has been woven, and treat aspect advices identically
to method calls. An around advice’s proceed() statement would therefore be
transformed to another call back to the advised procedure, and computing the
transfer functions would proceed as normal.
Binding functions The disadvantage of the first option is that, as we perform
the analysis after the advice has been woven, it is difficult to consider the effect
of the advice independently of its binding. Therefore, there could be no partial
analysis results associated with library aspects which include around advice,
as it would be impossible to know the effect of a proceed() statement before
weaving. One solution is to transform the around advice into bef ore and af ter
advice and treat it as two separate advices - however, real-world advices may well
have multiple proceed() statements or have control-flow paths which bypass the
proceed() instruction altogether (see Fig. 3).

Advice C

f8
n7

n8

f9

n10

n9. proceed()

Fig. 3: Computing transfer functions for advice

Instead, then, we can compute a partial transfer function based on unknown
bindings using a binding function ψ, which represents the effect of the proceed()
statement. So for the advice in Fig. 3, the summary transfer function for the
whole advice would be φC = ρ10 = f9 ∧ (f8 ◦ ψ8 ).
Using this formulation, then, we compute the summary transfer functions for
methods without considering advices first. We then introduce binding information based on the possible joinpoints of each advice, and at each binding point,
propagate the values of the binding function - namely, the call to the method
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which is being advised - to the advice such that a summary transfer function
can be calculated. The fixpoint calculation is then re-run to propagate the effect
of the advice to the rest of the system.
The main advantage of this approach is that partial analysis results can be
pre-computed for aspect advice, which means that when an advice is used in a
different context - as a library advice, for example, or at a different joinpoint we no longer have to start from scratch in our analysis. As well as this, we may
be able to infer generic properties of the advice - in the form of a categorisation
of its behaviour, for example - which could then inform our later analysis.

4

Aida

Fig. 4: Aida in Eclipse

We have implemented the simpler version of the algorithm presented above
- namely, that which treats advices as method calls - as an extension to the abc
compiler[2] for AspectJ called Aida - Aspect Interference Detection Analysis.
The goal of Aida is to provide developers with a summary and visualisation
of the potential interactions within the system, such that they can develop and
evolve a strategy for fault-tolerance.
abc is built on the Soot[8] framework, and so transforms the woven bytecode
into an intermediate representation called Jimple, which allows inspection and
analysis of the code. On running the analysis, Aida produces annotated Jimple
code which shows the links between advices in terms of which statements are
directly affected by other advice being present in the system (see Fig. 4 for how
this looks to the user in Eclipse[4]). The analysis also works at any specified
depth of transitivity - that is, it can chain any given number of definition-use
chains together to find even more subtle interactions. Aida also produces a visual
representation of interactions by means of an interaction graph, shown in Fig. 5.
Here we have trimmed the graph to show the results of analysing the example
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Version Control system presented in Section 1, and the interaction between the
Encrypt and LogFileSends aspects is clearly shown by tracing the red arrows.

$r0 = new java.lang.StringBuffer

Encrypt
uniqueArgLocal0 = "enc"

uname = $r2

$r1 = virtualinvoke $r0.<java.lang.StringBuffer: java.lang.StringBuffer append(java.lang.String)>(uname)

$r2 = virtualinvoke $r1.<java.lang.StringBuffer: java.lang.StringBuffer append(java.lang.String)>(uniqueArgLocal0)

uname = virtualinvoke $r2.<java.lang.StringBuffer: java.lang.String toString()>()

$r0 = <java.lang.System: java.io.PrintStream out>

LogFileSends
virtualinvoke $r0.<java.io.PrintStream: void println(java.lang.String)>(uname)

Fig. 5: Aida-generated interaction graph

5

Conclusion and future work

In this article we have motivated the adaptation of summary-based DFA for
discovery of interactions between aspects. We have motivated the importance of
this interaction analysis with respect to its application to fault-tolerant systems
- it can reveal error-propagation paths and outline containment units; give hints
to the developer on where modules need hardening with assertions and the like;
and show how aspects for fault-tolerance can be impacted by other aspects in
the system. We have presented Aida, an implementation of this analysis which
works on AspectJ programs. We are currently extending our implementation
to incorporate the more AO-specific algorithm described above, which treats
advices differently to methods and is able to pre-compute some analysis results
such that they can be reused. We have also developed a categorisation schema
which describes the interactions between aspects in a more meaningful way, and
we hope to incorporate all of this into an Eclipse plugin.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss a new method for developing faulttolerant ambient applications. It supports stepwise rigorous development
producing a well structured design and resulting in disciplined integration of error recovery measures into the resulting implementation.

1

Introduction

Ambient campus is a loosely defined term to describe ambient intelligence (AmI)1
systems in an educational (university campus) setting. As such, ambient campus applications are tailored to support activities typically found in the campus
domain, including – among others, delivering lectures, organising meetings, and
promoting collaborations among researches and students.
This paper presents our work in the development of the ambient campus
case study within the RODIN project [1]. This EU-funded project, led by the
School of Computing Science of Newcastle University, has an objective to create
a methodology and supporting open tool platform for the cost-effective rigorous development of dependable complex software systems and services. In the
RODIN project, the ambient campus case study acts as one of the research
drivers, where we are investigating how to use formal methods combined with
advanced fault-tolerance techniques in developing highly dependable AmI applications. In particular, we are developing modelling and design templates for
fault-tolerant, adaptable and reconfigurable software. This case study consists
of several working ambient applications (referred to as scenarios) for supporting
various educational and research activities.
Software developed for AmI applications need to operate in an unstable environment susceptible to various errors and unexpected changes (such as network
disconnection and re-connection) as well as delivering context-aware services.
These applications tend to rely on the mobile agent paradigm, which supports
system-structuring using decentralised and distributed entities (agents) working
together in order to achieve their individual aims. Multi-agent applications pose
1

Ambient intelligence is a concept developed by the Information Society Technologies
Advisory Group (ISTAG) to the European Commission’s DG Information Society
and the Media, where humans are surrounded by unobtrusive computing and networking technology to assist them in their activities.
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many challenges due to their openness, the inherent autonomy of their components (i.e. the agents), the asynchrony and anonymity of the agent communication, and the specific types of faults they need to be resilient to. To address these
issues, we developed a framework called Cama (Context-Aware Mobile Agents)
[2], which encourages disciplined development of open fault-tolerant mobile agent
applications by supporting a set of abstractions ensuring exception handling, system structuring and openness. These abstractions are backed by an effective and
easy-to-use middleware allowing high system scalability and guaranteeing agent
compatibility. More details on Cama and its abstractions can be found in [2–4].
The rest of this paper outlines our case study scenarios (Section 2), discusses
important fault-tolerance issues in AmI systems (Section 3), and describes our
design approach (Section 4).

2

Case Study Scenarios

We have so far implemented two scenarios for our ambient campus case study
using the Cama framework as the core component of the applications. The first
scenario (ambient lecture) deals with the activities carried out by the teacher and
the students during a lecture – such as questions and answers, and group work
among the students – through various mobile devices (PDAs and smartphones).
The second scenario (presentation assistant) covers the activities involved in
giving or attending a presentation/seminar. The presenter uses a PDA to control
the slides during their presentation and they may receive ’quiet’ questions on
the topic displayed on the slide from the audience. Each member of the audience
will have the current slide displayed on their PDA, which also provides a feature
to type in a question relevant to that slide.
We are now working on a more challenging scenario which involves greater
agent mobility as well as location specific services. Agents may move physically
among multiple locations (rooms), and depending on the location, different services will be provided.
In this scenario – we call it student induction assistant scenario – we have
new students visiting the university campus for the first time. They need to
register to various university departments and services, which are spread on
many locations on campus, but they do not want to spend too much time looking
for offices and standing in queues. They much prefer spending their time getting
to know other students and socialising. So they delegate the registration process
to their personalised software agent, which then visits virtual offices of various
university departments and institutions, obtains the necessary information for
the registration, and makes decisions based on the student’s preferences. The
agent also records pieces of information collected during this process so that the
students can have all the details about their registration.
Unfortunately, not all the registration stages can be handled automatically.
Certain steps require personal involvement of the student, for example, signing
paperwork in the financial department and manually handling the registration
in some of the departments which do not provide fully-featured agent able to
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handle the registration automatically. To help the students to go through the rest
of registration process, their software agent creates an optimal plan for visiting
different university departments and even arranges appointments when needed.
Walking around on the university campus, these new students pass through
ambients – special locations providing context-sensitive services (see Figure 1).
An ambient has sensors detecting the presence of a student and a means of
communicating to the student. An ambient gets additional information about
students nearby by talking to their software agent. Ambients help students to
navigate within the campus, provide information on campus events and activities, and assist them with the registration process. The ambients infrastructure
can also be used to guide students to safety in case of emergency, such as fire.

Fig. 1. Student induction assistant scenario: the dots represent free roaming student
agents; the cylinders are static infrastructure agents (equipped with detection sensors);
and the ovals represent ambients – areas where roaming agents can get connection and
location-specific services.

3

Challenges in Developing Fault-Tolerance Ambient
Intelligence Systems

Developing fault-tolerant ambient intelligence systems is not a trivial task. There
are many challenging factors to consider; some of the most important ones are:
– Decentralisation and homogeneity
Multi-agent systems are composed of a number of independent computing
nodes. However, while traditional distributed systems are orchestrated – explicitly, by a dedicated entity, or implicitly, through an implemented algorithm – in order to solve a common task, agents in an ambient system
decide independently to collaborate in order to achieve their individual goals.
In other words, ambient systems do not have inherent hierarchical organisation. Typically, individual agents are not linked by any relations and they
may not have the same privileges, rights or capabilities.
– Weak Communication Mechanisms
Agent systems commonly employ communication mechanisms which provide
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very weak, if any, delivery and ordering guarantees. This is important from
the implementation point of view as agent systems are often deployed on
wearable computing platforms with limited processing power, and they tend
to use unreliable wireless networks for communication means. This makes
it difficult to distinguish between a crash of an agent, a delay in a message delivery and other similar problems caused by network delay. Thus, a
recovery mechanism should not attempt to make a distinction between network failures and agent crashes unless there is a support for this from the
communication mechanism.
– Autonomy
During its lifetime, an agent usually communicates with a large number of
other agents, which are developed in a decentralised manner by independent
developers. This is very different from the situation in classical distributed
system where all the system components are part of a closed system and thus
fully trusted. Each agent participating in a multi-agent application tries to
achieve its own goal. This may lead to a situation where some agents may
have conflicting goals. From recovery viewpoint, this means that no single
agent should be given an unfair advantage. Any scenarios where an agent
controls or prescribes a recovery process to another agent must be avoided.
– Anonymity
Most agent systems employ anonymous communication where agents do not
have to disclose their names or identity to other agents. This has a number
of benefits: agents do not have to learn the names of other agents prior to
communication; there is no need to create fresh names nor to ensure naming
consistency in the presence of migration; and it is easy to implement group
communication. Anonymity is also an important security feature - no one can
sense an agent’s presence until it produces a message or an event. It is also
harder to tell which messages are produced by which agent. For a recovery
mechanism, anonymity means that we are not able to explicitly address
agents which must be involved in the recovery. It may even be impossible
to discover the number of agents that must be involved. Even though it is
straightforward to implement an exchange for agents names, its impact on
agent security and the cost of maintaining consistency usually outweigh the
benefits of having named-agents.
– Message Context
In sequential systems, recovery actions are attached to certain regions, objects or classes which define a context for a recovery procedure. There is no
obvious counterpart for these structuring units in asynchronously communicating agents. Agent produces messages in a certain order, each being a
result of some calculations. When the data sent along with a message cause
an exception in an agent, the agent may want to notify the original message
producer, for example, by sending an exception. When an exception arrives
at the message producer (which is believed to be the source of the problem),
it is possible that the agent has proceeded with other calculations and the
context in which the message was produced is already destroyed. In addition,
an agent can disappear due to migration or termination.
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– Message Semantics
In a distributed system developed in a centralised manner, semantics of
values passed between system components is fixed at the time of the system
design and implementation. In an open agent system, implementation is
decentralised and thus the message semantics must be defined at the stage
of a multi-agent application design. If an agent is allowed to send exceptions,
the list of exceptions and their semantics must also be defined at the level of
an abstract application model. For a recovery mechanism, this means that
each agent has to deal only with the exception types it can understand,
which usually means having a list of predefined exceptions.
We have to take these issues into account when designing and developing
fault-tolerant AmI systems. In the following section, we outline the design approach that can be used for constructing ambient campus case study scenarios.

4

Design Approach

In our previous work, we have developed several case study scenarios [5, 6, 4].
In these scenarios, we focused on the implementation aspects and the general
problems of applying formal methods in ambients systems. In our new case study
scenario (student induction assistant scenario – see Section 2), we shift our focus
from implementation to design to validate our formal development approach.
The new scenario will be modelled using Event-B formalism [7]. Our intention
is to have a fairly detailed model which covers issues such as communication,
networking failures, proactive recovery, liveness, termination, and migration.
4.1

Overview

We are using design patterns, refinement patterns, and mobility modelling in
developing the student induction assistant scenario.
Design patterns are described using a natural language and act as guide in
formal development. Typically, design patterns are narrowly focused and can be
applied only within a given problem domain. We have developed a set of design
patterns that are specific for ambient systems [8]. These patterns are inspired
by the architecture of the Cama system and help us to formally design a system
which can be implemented on top of the Cama framework.
Refinement patterns are rules describing a transformation of an abstract
model into a more concrete one. These patterns are specified in an unambiguous
form and can be mechanically applied using a special tool, which is a plugin to
the RODIN Event-B platform [7, 1]. Some refinement patterns can be seen as a
possible implementation of the design patterns. Others are simply useful for the
transformation steps, which we believe are common in this kind of systems.
We are planning to apply the Mobility Plugin [9] for verification of dynamic
properties, such as liveness, termination, and mobility-related properties. Using
this plugin, we are able to extend the Event-B model with process algebraic
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description of dynamic behaviour, agent composition and communication scenarios. The plugin handles additional proof-obligation using a built-in model
checker. It also includes an animator for visual interactive execution of formal
models.
4.2

Application to the Scenario

To proceed any further, we need to agree on same major design principles, identify major challenges and outline the strategy for finding the solution.
To better understand the scenario, we apply the agent metaphor. The agent
metaphor is a way to reason about systems (not necessarily information systems)
by decomposing it into agents and agent subsystems. In this paper, we use term
agent to refer to a component with independent thread of control and state and
the term agent system to refer to a system of cooperative agents.
From agent systems’ viewpoint, the scenario is composed of the following
three major parts: physical university campus, virtual university campus and
ambients. In physical university campus, there are students and university employees. Virtual campus is populated with student agents and university agents.
Ambients typically have a single controlling agent and a number of visiting
agents. These systems are not isolated, they interact in a complex manner and
information can flow from one part into another.
However, since we are building a distributed system, it is important to get an
implementation as a set of independent but cooperative components (agents).
To achieve this, we apply the following design patterns:
agent decomposition During the design, we will gradually introduce more
agents by replacing abstract agents with two or more concrete agents.
super agent It is often hard to make a transition from an abstract agent to a
set of autonomous agents. What before was a simple centralised algorithm
in a set of agents must now be implemented in a distributed manner. To aid
this transition, we use super agent abstraction, which controls some aspects
of the behaviour of the associated agents. Super agent must be gradually
removed during refinement as it is unimplementable.
scoping Our system has three clearly distinguishable parts: physical campus,
virtual campus and ambients. We want to isolate these subsystems as much
as possible. To do this, we use the scoping mechanism, which temporarily
isolates cooperating agents. This is a way to achieve the required system
decomposition. The isolation properties of the scoping mechanism also make
it possible to attempt autonomous recovery of a subsystem.
orthogonal composition As mentioned above, the different parts of our scenario are actually interlinked in a complex manner. To model this connections, we use the orthogonal composition pattern. In orthogonal composition,
two systems are connected by one or more shared agents. Hence, information
from one system into another can flow only through the agent states. We
will try to constrain this flow as much as possible in order to obtain to a
more robust system.
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locations definition To help students and student agents navigate within the
physical campus and the virtual campus, we define location as places associated with a particular agent type.
decomposition into roles The end results of system design is a set of agent
roles. To obtain role specifications, we decompose scopes into a set of roles.
4.3

Fault-Tolerance Mechanism

We are going to address the fault-tolerance issues at three levels: architectural,
modelling and implementation.
At the architectural level, we use the agent metaphor to introduce faulttolerance properties such as redundancy (spawning an agent copy to survive an
agent crash) and diversity (having the same service provided by independently
implemented agents).
At the modelling level, we apply the assumptions mechanism [10] along with
FT-specific design patterns. The assumptions mechanism helps us to build more
robust agent applications and it has two different styles. In the first one, it is
assumed that certain undesirable events are not going to happen during some
activity. If such an event happens, the whole activity is aborted. In the second
style, through negotiations, agents agree to temporarily restrict their behaviour
and cooperate in a simpler environment. Design patterns help developers to introduce some common fault-tolerance techniques when modelling an agent system. These techniques range from abstract system-level patterns to very specific
agent-level patterns dealing with specific faults.
Early on, we have extended the blackboard communication pattern [11] with
nested scopes and exception propagation [12]. These two extensions are essentially the implementation techniques for recovery actions introduced during the
modelling stage. We also rely extensively on reactive agent architecture. This has
two immediate benefits: its implementation style matches the modelling style of
Event-B, and the recovery of multi-threaded agents becomes similar to that of
the asynchronous reactive architecture.

5

Conclusion

This paper provides an outline of the work that we have carried out in developing
fault-tolerant ambient applications. We use design patterns, refinement patterns,
and mobility modelling during the design process. By using these techniques, we
aim to validate the formal development approach that we take in developing
more robust and fault-tolerant ambient applications.
We plan to demonstrate our approach through an ambient campus student
induction assistant scenario. We are currently developing an agent-based system
for this scenario, using the Cama framework and middleware [2] that we have
previously developed as the centre piece of the system. This will be augmented
with sensors for providing location specific services, as well as fault-tolerance
mechanism at the architectural, modelling and implementation levels.
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Abstract. The applications are becoming more sophisticated and guaranteeing their
correct functioning is an everyday more difficult task. The apparition of new
environments characterized by the combination of heterogeneity, mobility and
dynamism makes it even more difficult the development of trustworthy and
dependable systems. We present in this paper the SERENITY Framework as a generic
construction framework for dependable and fault tolerant systems.
Keywords: dependability, fault tolerance, patterns, construction framework.

1 Introduction
The combination of heterogeneity, mobility, dynamism, sheer number of devices, along
with the growing demands for dependability and trustworthiness, is going to make the
dependability provision for complex systems increasingly difficult to achieve with existing
solutions, engineering approaches and tools.
Applications are becoming more and more complex. Their development and deployment
need to be rigorously monitored considering both functional requirements and
dependability requirements. This complexity makes it impossible, even for the most
experienced and knowledgeable dependability experts, to foresee all possible situations and
interactions, which may arise, and therefore create suitable solutions to address the users’
dependability requirements. Additionally dependability experts will be faced with pieces of
software, communication infrastructures and hardware devices not under their control.
Thus, approaches based on the application-level dependability will not be sufficient to
fulfill the requirements of the new applications.
The SERENITY project [1] aims to develop a framework to support the automated
integration, configuration, monitoring and adaptation of security and dependability (S&D)
in Ambient Intelligence (AmI) ecosystems. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the
efficiency of the SERENITY approach during the development and deployment of
dependable and fault tolerant systems.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some basic definitions of
dependability and fault tolerance. Section 3 describes the SERENITY Framework and
Section 4 explains the development of fault tolerant systems using SERENITY. Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses some future work.
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2

Definitions

A dependable system [2] is defined as one that is able to deliver a service that can
justifiably be trusted; attributes of dependability include availability (readiness for correct
service), reliability (continuity of correct service), confidentiality (prevention of
unauthorized disclosure of information), and integrity (absence of improper system state
alterations). There exist four mechanisms for developing dependable systems: 1) fault
prevention; 2) fault tolerance; 3) fault removal; 4) fault forecasting.
Fault Tolerance (Fig.1) is carried out via error detection and system recovery, which
aims at transforming a system state that contains errors into a state without detected errors
or faults that can be activated.. It consists of two steps: error handling and fault handling.
There are two main strategies for fault tolerance: 1) detection and recovery or 2) fault
masking. The first category corresponds to the deployment of error handling on demand
followed by fault handling. Fault masking results from the systematic usage of
compensation.

Figure 1. Fault Tolerance Techniques
Current systems are so complex that it is impossible to identify and correct all their
faults before they are put in operation. Thus, the deployment of fault tolerance techniques is
becoming more and more required in the construction of dependable and survivable
systems. Actually, the application designers are not generally familiar with foundation and
techniques of dependability and in particular fault tolerance. In the same way, dependability
experts are not necessary familiar with software engineering best practices. Thus,
separating the two issues would benefit on the trustworthiness of the system-to-be. The
approach would be to create a repository of dependability solutions that can be used by
application designers to architect the system.

3

SERENITY Framework

The framework was developed in the context of the SERENITY project [1]. The
framework consists of two parts: design time framework and runtime framework. In this
section we are going to present an overview of the SERENITY approach [3,4] that will be
customized for the development of adaptive fault tolerant systems.
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3.1

Basic Concepts

Before presenting the SERENITY framework, it is necessary to define the basic
concepts. In particular, we introduce the notions of: S&D patterns, S&D integration
schemes and S&D implementation.
- S&D pattern: A self-contained description of an S&D Solution, meaning that it does
not refer to (or depend on) other S&D Solutions.
- S&D integration scheme: it is a special type of S&D Patterns that is used to represent
ways of correctly combining other S&D Patterns.
- S&D implementation: it represents working S&D Solutions. These solutions are made
accessible to applications thanks to the SERENITY Runtime Framework.
- Context: it is defined as a set of elements that are recorded and tracked by the
SERENITY Runtime Framework in order to evaluate the state of the framework and
assist the S&D Manager in choosing the appropriate patterns or undertake pre-active or
pro-active actions.
3.2

SERENITY Design time Framework

The SDF consists of a set of modeling and validation tools intended to help security
engineers to design generic and correct solutions and to help application designers to select
and customize the appropriate security solutions for their applications.
The framework includes the following elements:
- S&D Patterns’ Library: it contains organizational, workflow and network patterns
that describe, at different levels of abstraction, security solutions that solve specific
security problems. The patterns not only hold the description of the solution but also
how to use it, the conditions needed for its application and how to monitor the
correctness of the process.
- Modeling and verification tools: there are 5 tools for specifying solutions at
different levels of abstraction: Business & Organizational Tool, Workflow Static
Analysis Tool, Net Pattern Static Analysis Tool, S&D Pattern Specification Tool,
S&D Pattern Management Tool and
3.3

SERENITY Runtime Framework

The Run-Time Framework has been designed to allow different security requirements to
be fulfilled through a number of available patterns.
The SRF architecture includes the following components:
- S&D Patterns’ Library
- S&D Manager: it implements the logic of S&D patterns by combining application
requirement, available S&D patterns and current system context in order to choose
the appropriate implementation that needs to be activated. The S&D Manager is the
component responsible for activating and deactivating pattern implementations and
will also be accountable for taking necessary actions (based on the monitoring rules)
when informed by the Monitor Service of a violation.
- Event Manager: it is responsible for collecting events from the Event Collector,
- Context Manager: it is in charge of the context, as previously defined for the SRF
environment
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-

Monitor Service: it is in charge of analyzing events and mapping them onto the
monitoring rules, in order to identify any violations and consequently inform the
S&D Manager.

Figure 2.

An overview on the SERENITY Architecture

4 SERENITY framework for the development of dependable and
fault tolerant systems
As presented in section 2, the provision of fault tolerance requires three elements: 1/ error
detection; 2/ errors handling and 3/ fault handling. This section aims to illustrate how the
SERENITY framework facilitates the development of fault tolerant systems.
4.1

Patterns’ Repository

As mentioned before, the main interest of SERENITY at design time is the provision of
validated dependability solutions and mechanisms to combine them. Thus, we are going to
adopt a component-based development process where the crucial point is choosing the
appropriate components fulfilling the dependability requirements of the system-to-be.
The patterns included in the repository, are characterized by different information that
are used for selecting the appropriate pattern at both design time and runtime. The patterns’
description includes the dependability properties provided by the solution, the fault model,
the validation process, the pattern’s provider and the monitoring rules used at runtime to
monitor the status of the component. The patterns that are intended for runtime use, one or
more implementations should be defined. They will be activated for reconfiguration
purposes when a failure is detected on one of the components.
The SERENITY patterns are specified according to Patterns Specification Language [3]
but we are going to present some examples using the natural language description for more
clarity. The proposed description includes:
-

context description,
dependability properties,
a high level solution description.

The knowledge of dependability experts will be captured in the patterns and used by the
application designers to develop dependable and fault tolerant applications. The
applications’ designers have only to express properly their dependability requirements and
do not need to have advance knowledge on dependability principles to be able to create
high quality dependable systems.
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In the following, we present some examples of dependability patterns. The examples are
described here in natural language for more clarity. In this section we present two patterns:
1) Rollback through Primary Backup Redundancy; 2) Fault masking through active
redundancy.
Example 1: Rollback through Primary Backup Redundancy
Context: At organizational level, the context is presented as the set of agents, their goal and
their resources. It is also needed to describe the relations between the agents such as
delegation and trust. Figure 3 presents the pattern’s context modeled with Tropos [5]. It
consists of two agents a server and a client. The client delegates on execution the
fulfillment of the goal service. There is no trust between the client and the server that can
be justified by the unsatisfactory service failure’s rate.
Provided Properties: Availability (Server,Client,Service) : Server must provide acceptable
Service to Client. The property can be specified qualitatively or quantitatively.
Solution: In order to establish the trust relation between the client and the server, the latter
has to improve the availability of the service. The proposed solution is to adopt the rollback
technique by adding a backup that is updated after each request (Fig. 3).

Context

Solution

Figure 3. Tropos models of Context/Solution for Primary Backup pattern
Example 2: Fault masking through Active Redundancy
Context: it corresponds to the same context as the previous pattern.
Provided Properties: Availability (Server,Client,Service), Reliability (Server,Client,
Service),: Server must improve the quality of Service provided to Client.
Solution: In order to establish the missing trust relation between the client and the server,
the latter has to improve the availability and reliability of the service. Active redundancy
constitutes an appropriate technique providing the requested (Fig. 4).
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Context

Solution

Figure 4. Tropos models of Context/Solution for active redundancy pattern

4.2

SERENITY Runtime

The SERENITY framework enables the creation of adaptive fault tolerant systems
through the patterns’ repository and the runtime framework. When analyzing the properties
provided by the runtime serenity framework, we realize that all serenity enabled systems
will be adaptive and fault tolerant. In fact, the framework itself implements both detection
and recovery mechanisms.
- Detection: the Monitoring Manager (MM) implements the error detection step. In
fact, it is in charge of detecting the failures of the active patterns and to raise alerts
to the Security Manager (SM). In fact, the patterns’ implementations include event
captures that capture the events referenced in the monitoring rules and notify
consequently the MM.
- Recovery: the SM is responsible for ensuring the recovery of the system when
receiving MM’s alerts. In order, to bring back the system to a correct state, the SM
selects new patterns to be applied as counter-measurements to the detected failures.
The error handling is realized according to the architecting patterns chosen at design
time but it is also possible to change from an error handling technique to another at
runtime under certain conditions and if the necessary resources for such
reconfiguration are available. The fault handling is implemented by the application
of the new patterns. This operation allows the reconfiguration of the system
avoiding the reactivation of the detected faults.

6

Conclusions

We have presented in this paper the SERENITY approach for developing dependable and
fault tolerant applications. The key issue is to capture the knowledge of dependability
experts into validated patterns to be used by application designers when developing the
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system. The runtime framework provides monitoring and recovery mechanisms facilitating
the development of fault tolerant systems.
Acknowledgments. This work has been partly supported by the project EU-IST-IP
SERENITY- 27587.
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Abstract. While UML gives an intuitive image of the system, formal methods
provide the proof of its correctness. We can benefit from both aspects by combining
UML and formal methods. Even for the combined method we need consistent and
compact description of the changes made during the system development. In the
development process certain design patterns can be applied. In this paper we introduce
progress diagrams to document the design decisions and detailing of the system in
successive refinement steps. A case study illustrates the use of the progress diagrams.
Keywords: Progress diagram, Statemachines, Stepwise development, Refinement,
UML, Event-B, Action Systems, Graphical representation.

1. Introduction
For complex systems the stepwise development approach of formal methods is beneficial,
especially considering issues of ensuring the correctness of the system. However, formal
methods are often difficult for industrial practitioners to use. Therefore, they need to be
supported by a more approachable platform. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is
commonly used within the computer industry but, currently, mature formal proof tools are
not available. Hence, we use formal methods in combination with the semi-formal UML.
For a formal top-down approach we use the Event B formalism [10] and associated proof
tool to develop the system and prove its correctness. Event-B is based on Action Systems
[4] as well as the B Method [1], and is related to B Action Systems [17]. With the Event-B
formalism we have tool support for proving the correctness of the development. In order to
translate UML models into Event B, the UML-B tool [14] is used. UML-B is a
specialisation of UML that defines a formal modelling notation combining UML and B.
The first phase of the design approach is to state the functional requirements of the
system using natural language illustrated by various UML diagrams, such as statechart
diagrams and sequence diagrams that depict the behaviour of the system. The system is
built up gradually in small steps using superposition refinement [3, 9]. We rely on patterns
in the refinement process, since these are the cornerstones for creating reusable and robust
software [2, 7]. UML diagrams and corresponding Event B code are developed for each
step simultaneously. To get a better overview of the design process, we introduce the
progress diagram, which illustrates only the refinement-affected parts of the system and is
based on statechart diagrams. Progress diagrams support the construction of large software
systems in an incremental and layered fashion. Moreover, they help to master the
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complexity of the project and to reason about the properties of the system. We illustrate the
use of the diagrams with a case study.
Design patterns in UML and B have been studied previously. Chan et al. [6] work on
identifying patterns at the specification level, while we are interested in refinement patterns.
The refinement approach on design patterns was presented by Ilič et al. [8]. They focused
on using design patterns for integrating requirements into the system models via model
transformation. This was done with strong support of the Model Driven Architecture
methodology, which we do not consider in this paper. Instead we provide an overview of
the development from the patterns.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of our
case study, Memento, from a general and functional perspective. An abstract specification
is presented as a graphical, as well as a formal representation in Section 3. Section 4
describes stepwise refinement of the system and introduces the idea of progress diagrams.
The system development is analysed and illustrated with the progress diagrams relying on
the case study. We conclude with some general remarks in Section 5.

2. Case study – Memento application
The Memento application [13] that is used as a case study in this paper is a commercial
application developed by Unforgiven.pl. It is an organiser and reminder system that has
lately evolved into an internet-based application. Memento is designed to be a framework
for running different modules that interact with each other.
In the distributed version of Memento every user of the application must have its own,
unique identifier, and all communication is done via a central application server. In addition
to its basic reminder and address book functions, Memento can be configured with other
function modules, such as a simple chat module. Centralisation via the use of a server
allows the application to store its data independently of the physical user location, which
means that the user is able to use his own Memento data on any computer that has access to
the network.
The design combines the web-based approach of internet communicators and an open
architecture without the need for installation at client machines. During its start-up the
client application attempts to connect to a central server. When the connection is
established, the preparation phase begins. In this phase the user provides his/her unique
identifier and password for authorisation. On successful login the server responds by
sending the data for the account including a list of contacts, news, personal files etc.
Subsequently the application searches for modules in a working folder and attempts to
initialise them, so that the user is free to run any of them at any time. During execution of
the application, commands from the server and the user are processed at once. Memento
translates the requested actions of the user to internal commands and then handles them
either locally or via the server. Upon a termination command Memento finalises all the
modules, saves the needed data on the server, logs out the user and closes the connection.
To minimise the risk of losing data, in case of fatal error, this termination procedure is also
part of the fatal exception handling routine.
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3. Abstract specification
3.1. UML-models
We use the Unified Modelling Language™ (UML) [5], as a way of modelling not only the
application structure, behaviour, and architecture of a system, but also its data structure.
UML can be used to overcome the barrier between the informal industry world and the
formal one of the researchers. It provides a graphical interface and documentation for every
stage of the (formal) development process. Although UML offers miscellaneous diagrams
for different purposes, we focus on two types of these in our paper: sequence diagrams and
statechart diagrams.
The sequence diagram can be used within the development of the system to show the
interactions between objects and in which order these interactions occur. The diagram can
be derived directly from the requirements. Furthermore, it can give information on the
transitions of the statemachines. The interaction between entities in the sequence diagram
can be mapped to self-transitions on the statechart diagram to model communication
between the modelled entity and its external entities.
In our case study the external entities are the server and the users interacting with the
modelled entity Memento. An example of a sequence diagram for the application is given
in Fig. 1, where part of the requirements (the emphasized text in Section 2) concerning the
server connection and the program preparation phase is shown. In the diagram we describe
the initialisation phase of the system, which consists of establishing a connection (in the
connection phase) and then preparing the program (in the preparation phase). The first of
these actions requires the interaction with the server via an internet connection. The second
action requires user interaction as well. The described interaction (in Fig. 1) is transferred
to a statechart diagram as transition tryInit (to later be refined to the transitions tryConn and
tryPrep as in section 4.1).

Fig. 1. Sequence diagram presenting the object interaction in the initialisation phase
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In statechart diagrams objects consist of states and behaviours (transitions). The state of
an object depends on the previous transition and its condition (guard). A statechart diagram
provides graphical description of the transitions of an object from one state to another in
response to events [12, 11]. The diagram can be used to illustrate the behaviour of instances
of a model element. In other words, a statechart diagram shows the possible states of the
object and the transitions between them.
The statemachine depicting the abstract behaviour of Memento is shown in Fig. 2. The
first phase is to initialise the system by communicating with the server, which is modelled
with the event tryInit. When initialisation has been successfully completed, the transition
goReady brings the system to the state ready, where it awaits and processes the user and
server commands. Upon the command close, the system enters the finalisation phase, which
leads to the system cleanup and proper termination.
The detection of errors in each phase is taken into consideration. In the model, the errors
are captured by transitions targeting the suspended state (susp), where error handling
(rollback) takes place. The system may return to the state where the error was detected, if
the error happens to be recoverable. If the error is non-recoverable, the fatal termination
action is taken and the system operation finishes. Any error detected during or after
finalisation phase is always non-recoverable.

Fig. 2. The abstract statemachine of Memento
3.2. Formal specification
In order to be able to reason formally about the abstract specification, we translate it to the
formal language Event B [10]. An Event-B specification consists of a model and its context
that depict the dynamic and the static part of the specification, respectively. They are both
identified by unique names. The context contains the sets and constants of the model with
their properties and is accessed by the model through the SEES relationship [1]. The
dynamic model, on the other hand, defines the state variables, as well as the operations on
these. Types and properties of the variables are given in the invariant. All the variables are
assigned an initial value according to the invariant. The operations on the variables are
given as events of the form WHEN guard THEN substitution END in the Event-B specification.
When the guard evaluates to true the event is said to be enabled. The events are considered
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to be atomic, and hence, only their pre and post states are of interest. In order to be able to
ensure the correctness of the system, the abstract model should be consistent and feasible
[10].
Each transition of a statechart diagram is translated to an event in Event-B. Below we
show the Event B-translation of the statemachine concerning the initialisation (state init) of
the cooperation with the server in Fig. 2:
MODEL
SEES
VARIABLES
INVARIANT
INITIALISATION
EVENTS
tryInit =
failInit =
recoverInit=
goReady =
…
END

Memento
Data
is_fatal, is_ok, cmd, state
is_fatal ∈ BOOL ∧ is_ok ∈ BOOL ∧ cmd ∈ CMD ∧ state ∈ STATE ∧
(state=init ⇒ cmd=no_cmd) ∧ ...
is_fatal:=FALSE || cmd:=no_cmd || is_ok:=FALSE || state:=init
WHEN state=init ∧ is_ok=FALSE THEN is_ok :∈ BOOL END;
WHEN state=init ∧ is_ok=FALSE THEN state:=susp || is_fatal :∈ BOOL END;
WHEN state=susp ∧ is_ok=FALSE ∧ is_fatal=FALSE THEN state:=init || cmd:=no_cmd END;
WHEN state=init ∧ is_ok=TRUE THEN state:=ready END;

The variables model a proper initialisation (is_ok), occurrence of a fatal error (is_fatal), as
well as the command (cmd) and the state of the system (state). Initially no command is
given and the initialisation phase is marked as not completed (is_ok := FALSE). The guards
of the transitions in the statechart diagram in Fig. 2 are transformed to the guards of the
events in the Event B model above, whereas the substitutions in the transitions are given as
the substitutions of the events. The feasibility and the consistency of the specification is
then proved using the Event-B prover tool.

4. Modelling refinement steps
It is convenient not to handle all the implementation issues at the same time, but to
introduce details of the system to the specification in a stepwise manner. Stepwise
refinement of a specification is supported by the Event-B formalism. In the refinement
process an abstract specification A is transformed into a more concrete and deterministic
system C that preserves the functionality of A. We use the superposition refinement
technique [3, 9, 17], where we add new functionality, i.e., new variables and substitutions
on these, to a specification in a way that preserves the old behaviour. The variables are
added gradually to the specification with their conditions and properties. The computation
concerning the new variables is introduced in the existing events by strengthening their
guards and adding new substitutions on these variables. New events, assigning the new
variables, may also be introduced.
System C is said to be a correct refinement of A if the following proof obligations are
satisfied [10, 15, 17]:
1. The initialisation in C should be a refinement of the initialisation in A, and it should
establish the invariant in C.
2. Each old event in C should refine an event in A, and preserve the invariant of C.
3. Each new event in C (that does not refine an event in A) should only concern the new
variables, and preserve the invariant.
4. The new events in C should eventually all be disabled, if they are executed in
isolation, so that one of the old events is executed (non-divergence).
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5. Whenever an event in A is enabled, either the corresponding event in C or one of the
new events in C should be enabled (strong relative deadlock freeness).
6. Whenever an error detection event (event leading to the state susp) in A is enabled, an
error detection event in C should be enabled (partitioning an abstract representation of an
error type into distinct concrete errors during the refinement process [16]).
The tool support provided by Event-B allows us to prove that the concrete specification
C is a refinement of the abstract specification A according to the proof obligations (1) - (6)
given above.
In order to guide the refinement process and make it more controllable, refinement
patterns [11] can be used. The size of the system grows during the development making it
difficult to get an overview of the refinement process. In this paper we introduce progress
diagrams to give an abstraction and graphical-descriptive view documenting the applied
patterns in each step.
4.1. Progress diagrams
We introduce the idea of progress diagram in the form of a table that is divided into a
description part and a diagram part. With this type of table we can point out the design
patterns derived from the most important features and changes done in the refinement step.
It provides compact information about each refinement step, thereby indicating and
documenting the progress of the development. The tabular part briefly describes the
relevant features or design patterns of the system in the development step. Moreover, it
depicts how states and transitions (initiated, refined or anticipated) are refined, as well as
new variables that are added with respect to these features. The diagram part gives a
supplementary view of the current refinement step and is in fact a fragment of the statechart
diagram.
During the development we benefit from the progress diagram, as we concentrate only
on the refined part of the system. The combination of descriptive and visual approaches to
show the development of the system gives a compact overview of the part that is the current
scope of development. This enables us to focus on the details we are most interested in, and
provides a legible picture of the (possibly complex) systems development. The visualisation
helps us to better understand the refinement steps and proofs that need to be performed.
Progress diagrams do not involve any mathematical notation and are, therefore, useful for
communicating the development steps to non-formal methods colleagues. We will illustrate
the use of progress diagrams with our case study Memento.
Fig. 3 depicts the progress diagram of the first refinement step, where states are
partitioned into substates and transitions are added with respect to these. Partitioning the
state init indicates that the initialisation phase is divided into a connection (state conn) and
a preparation (state prep) phase, that both need the cooperation with the server. The state
susp is treated in a similar way. Namely, the hierarchical substates sc, sp, sr and sf are
created, implying that there are in fact various ways of handling the errors, corresponding
to the states conn, prep, ready and finalised. Thereby, more elaborate information about
conditions of error occurrence is added. Note that introducing hierarchical substates
corresponds not only to a more detailed model in the structural sense, but also in the
functional sense. The transitions (events) tryInit, failInit and recoverInit are refined to more
detailed ones taking into account the partitioning of the initialisation phase. The selftransition tryInit is refined by two events, tryConn and tryPrep, which remain self-
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transitions for the states conn and prep, respectively. The error handling is refined by
events: failConn and recoverConn for the substate conn, and failPrep and recoverPrep for
the substate prep. The anticipating transition cont is added between the new substates conn
and prep. The new variables are introduced to control the system execution flow. Note that
for the substates sr and sf there are separate diagram parts.
Description
st
1 refinement step:
• creating hierarchical substates (in
states int and susp)
• adding new transitions
concerning
the substates

States

init

susp

Ref. States

Transitions

Ref. Transitions

conn
prep

tryInit

tryConn, tryPrep

-

Cont

sc, sp,
sr, sf

failInit

failConn, failPrep

recoverInit

recoverConn, recoverPrep

New Var.

is_conn
is_prep
wwaited

Fig. 3. Progress diagram of the first refinement step of Memento

As the refined specification is translated to Event B for proving its correctness, the
progress diagram can provide an overview of the proof obligations needed for the
refinement step concerning the refined and the anticipating events. In the progress diagram
the refined events are the ones given in the column “Refined Transitions” that have a
corresponding event in the column “Transitions” (Proof Obligation (2)). For example in
Fig. 3 events tryConn and tryPrep refine tryInit. Also the anticipating events are given in
the column “Refined Transitions” (event cont in Fig. 3). However, they do not have a
corresponding event in the column “Transitions”. They may only assign the variables in
column “New Variables” according to the invariant (Proof Obligation (3)). Furthermore,
the non-divergence of the anticipating transitions (Proof Obligation (4)) is indicated in the
diagram part by the fact that these transitions do not form a loop [15]. From the columns
“Transitions” and “Refined Transitions” also partitioning of the error detection events is
indicated (Proof Obligation (6)). In Fig. 3 the error detection event failinit is partitioned
into failConn and failPrep.
The result of the first refinement step is shown in the statechart diagram in Fig. 4. When
comparing this diagram to the one in Fig. 3, it is worth mentioning that even if the former
shows the complete system, the diagram is more difficult to read with all its details. As we
focus on the development of a certain part of the system, we particularly want to
concentrate on visualising that part. This is of high importance especially when the system
develops into a significant sized one. Hence, the progress diagram shows the relevant
changes in a more legible way.
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Fig. 4. Statechart diagram of the first refinement step of Memento
In the second refinement step (not shown) new hierarchical substates are added in the
state prep along with new transitions that make use of them. These hierarchical substates
indicate that the preparation phase is actually composed of two phases (program as well as
module preparation). This step is similar to the one above and is not further described here.
The third refinement step (Fig. 5) strengthens the guards of the transitions (events)
(using the choice symbol - salmiakki [15]) and shows a more detailed failure management.
In fact we split transitions into alternative paths using the choice points. Each path
represents a separate transition whose guard is the conjunction of all the segment guards of
that path [15]. Hence, new variables, concerning communication with the server, are
introduced to express the details of the program preparation phase. These variables
represent sending the identification data (idDataSent), reading the response (respRead), and
checking whether the values for response and user are valid (respValid and userValid).
Furthermore, new failure transitions nIdDS, nRR, nRV and nUV corresponding to these
variables refine the old general failure transition.
Description
rd
3 step – adding alternative
paths to transitions

States

Ref. States

-

-

Transitions
FailPrepPr

Fig. 5. Third refinement step
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Ref. Trans.
nIdDS, nRR,
nRV, nUV

New Var.
idDataSent, respRead,
respValid, userValid

Here, the progress diagram also gives an intuitive representation of the proof obligations,
now concerning strengthening the guards of the old events (Proof Obligation (2)). This is
indicated by the transitions between the salmiakki symbols [15] in the diagram part of the
progress diagram. Moreover, the outgoing transitions of these symbols illustrate intuitively
that the relative deadlock freeness (Proof Obligation (5)) is preserved. Again the
partitioning of the error detection event failPrepPr in the columns “Transitions” and
“Refined Transitions” visualises Proof Obligation (6).

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a new approach to documentation of the stepwise refinement of a
system. Since the specification for each step becomes more and more complex and a clear
overview of the development is lacking, we focus our approach on illustrating the
development steps. This kind of documentation is not only helpful for the developers, but
also for those that later will try to reuse the exploited features. The documentation is also
useful for communicating the development to stakeholders outside of the development
team. Thus, a clear and compact form of progress diagrams is appropriate both for industry
developers and researchers.
Formal methods and verification techniques are used in the general design of the
Memento application to ensure that the development is correct. Our approach uses the B
Method as a formal framework and allows us to address modelling at different levels of
abstraction. The progress diagrams give an overview of the refinement steps and the needed
proofs. Furthermore, the use of progress diagrams during the incremental construction of
large software systems helps to manage their complexity and provides legible and
accessible documentation.
In future work we will further explore the link between the progress diagrams and
patterns. We will investigate how suitable the progress diagrams are for identifying and
differentiating patterns used in the refinement steps. Although progress diagrams already
appear to be a viable graphical view of the system development, further experimentation on
other case studies is envisaged leading to possible enhancements of the progress diagrams.
Tool support will be developed for drawing progress diagrams and linking their analysis
with the refined models.
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Scienti c and business communities present unprecedented
requirements on provenance, where the provenance of some data item is
the process that led to that data item. Previous work has conceived a
computer-based representation of past executions for determining provenance, termed process documentation, and has developed a protocol,
PReP, to record process documentation in service oriented architectures.
However, PReP assumes a failure free environment. The presence of failures may lead to inaccurate process documentation, which does not reect reality and hence cannot be trustable and utilised. This paper outlines our solution, F PReP, a protocol for recording accurate process
documentation in the presence of failures.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
In scienti c and business communities, a wide variety of applications have presented unprecedented requirements [11] for knowing the provenance of their data
products, e.g., where they originated from and what has happened to them since
creation. In chemistry experiments, provenance is used to detail the procedure
by which a material is generated, allowing the material to be patented. In healthcare applications, in order to audit if the proper decisions were made and the
proper procedures were followed for a given patient, there is a need to trace
back the origins of these decisions and procedures. In engineering manufacturing, keeping track of the history of generated data in simulations is important for
users to analyze the derivation of their data products. In nance business, the
provenance of some data item establishes the origin and authenticity of the data
item produced by nancial transactions, enabling users, reviewers and auditors
to verify if these transactions are compliant with speci c nancial regulations.
To meet these requirements, Groth et al. [7] have proposed an open architecture to record and access a computer-based representation of past executions,
termed process documentation, which can be used for determining the provenance of data. A generic recording protocol, PReP [8], has been developed to
provide interoperable means for recording process documentation in the context
of service oriented architectures. In their work, process documentation is modelled as a set of assertions (termed p-assertions ) made by actors (i.e., either
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clients or services) involved in a process (i.e., the execution of a work ow). Each
p-assertion documents some steps of the process, e.g., a client invoked a service
or the amount of CPU an actor used in a computation. A dedicated repository,
termed provenance store, is used to maintain p-assertions. For scalability reason, multiple provenance stores may be employed and process documentation
may end up distributed, linked by pointers recorded along with p-assertions in
each store. Using the pointer chain, distributed process documentation can be
retrieved from one store to another.
Process documentation serves as evidence for what actually happened in
computer systems [9]. Users interpretate such a documentation as statements
made by actors about what they have observed. Therefore, process documentation should in nature be accurate, i.e., it must document events that happened
in a process and must not be based on inferences. Otherwise, users would not
trust and utilize it when deriving the provenance of their data products.
Recording process documentation in the presence of failures is an issue that
has been lacking attention. PReP assumes a system in which no failure occurs.
However, large scale, open distributed systems are not failure-free [4]. For example, a service may not be available and network connection may be broken.
Failures can lead to inaccurate process documentation: documentation may fail
to describe events that occurred, it may describe events that did not happen, or
the pointer chain may be broken. Inaccurate process documentation can have disastrous consequences. For example, in a provenance-based service billing system,
if a user invoked a service, but documentation fails to describe this invocation,
or if a user failed to invoke a service, but its recorded documentation reveals that
the invocation occurred, then the user will be charged too little or too much,
respectively, which is not acceptable. Also, process documentation distributed
in multiple provenance stores may not be retrievable in its entirety because the
pointer chain may be broken due to failures.
To address these problems, we have designed a protocol, F PReP [3], to
record accurate process documentation in the presence of failures. It consists of
three phases: Exchanging, Recording and Updating. In Exchanging phase, two
actors exchange an application message and produce documentation describing
the exchange of that message. Asynchronously, in Recording phase, both actors
submit their documentation to their respective provenance store. F PReP provides guaranteed recording of documentation in the presence of failures through
the use of redundant provenance stores. If the pointer chain is broken in the two
phases, the Updating phase begins. A novel component, Recovery Coordinator,
is introduced to x any broken pointer chain. The protocol has been formalised
as an abstract state machine and its correctness has been proved. In this paper,
we outline F PReP, and introduce its formalisation and proof.

2 F PReP Overview
Process documentation describes a process that
led to a result. Such a process is modelled as a set of interactions between actors
Terminology and Requirements
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involved in that process [7]. Each interaction is concerned with one application
message exchanged between two actors, i.e., the sender and the receiver. Each
actor documents the interaction using p-assertions and records them in a provenance store. Since the two asserting actors in an interaction may use di erent
stores, they must also record a pointer, termed viewlink, indicating where the
other actor records its p-assertions. After repeating these actions for all interactions of a process, the documentation of that process is obtained resulting in a
bidirectional pointer chain, connecting all the stores hosting the documentation
of that process. Therefore, to record accurate process documentation, we need
to ensure that each interaction record, i.e., the documentation of an interaction,
is accurate preserving the following properties: (1) Each actor's p-assertions describe what actually happened in that interaction from that actor's viewpoint
(Assertion Accuracy ); (2) Each actor's viewlink points to the provenance store
where the other actor recorded p-assertions in that interaction (ViewLink Accuracy ). In addition, the protocol needs to enforce that (3) all p-assertions produced by each actor in an interaction and the actor's viewlink must be recorded
in a provenance store in the presence of failures (Documentation Availability ).
Our failure assumptions are the following: asserting actors, provenance stores may crash, i.e., they halt and stop any further execution, and never
recover. However, we assume that there is no failure in a provenance store's persistent storage. We assume that each asserting actor keeps a list of provenance
store addresses and at least one store is available. Communication channels can
lose and reorder, but not duplicate messages. Process documentation may be inaccurate when an actor is maliciously recording incorrect information. However,
we assume this case does not happen.
To ensure separation of concerns, each actor employs a Communication Agent
(CA) to send/receive messages to/from other actors. We assume that the sender
CA can use acknowledgement, timeout and retransmission to reliably deliver a
message, and report the delivery outcome to the sending actor: success or failure.
It reports success noti cation if the message is acknowledged, indicating that the
receiver CA has received that message. It also reports failure noti cation if the
message fails to be delivered or it is not acknowledged even after retry attempts.
In this way, our protocol does not have to handle communication details but can
focus on actions in response to the noti cations (in sending actors) and messages
(in receiving actors) provided by CA.
Assumptions

Exchanging Phase

In the exchanging phase, two actors, the sender S and the
receiver R, exchange an application message app and document the interaction,
as demonstrated in Figure 1. To facilitate creating and recording interaction
records, each actor employs a Recording Manager (RM). In order to form a
pointer chain, the two actors also exchange a pointer to their respective provenance store. For this purpose, S embeds its pointer in app, while R informs
S with its pointer in a separate message linkr. Meanwhile, each actor creates
an interaction record which includes the p-assertions describing the interaction,
and a viewlink, i.e., the other actor's pointer. The created interaction record
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is accumulated in RM before being sent to a provenance store. This bu ering
of interaction records is designed to reduce the performance penalty upon the
application by allowing the actor to send interaction records when convenient.

Fig. 1.

Exchanging Phase

In order to create an accurate interaction record, an actor must only assert
facts that it can observe. Hence, we specify some rules for asserting actors to
follow. (1) S must assert that an interaction occurred if and only if it receives
SUCCESS noti cation from its CA for delivering app message; (2) S must assert
failure information when receiving FAILURE noti cation from its CA for delivering app message. One reason for this rule is that failure information provides
evidence that an interaction was attempted even if that interaction failed. Without such information, there would be no record of the attempted interaction; (3)
S must record R's pointer as its viewlink if it receives the pointer; (4) R must assert that an interaction occurred after it receives app message; (5) R must record
S's pointer as its viewlink after it receives the pointer; (6) R must assert failure
information when receiving a FAILURE noti cation from its CA for delivering
linkr . This is because S may not receive the pointer, disconnecting the chain. In
this case, S takes no action and the assertion made by R will be used to x the
broken chain in Updating phase; (7) S and R may generate application speci c
p-assertions.

Recording Phase

F PReP provides guaranteed recording of interaction record
in the presence of failures through the use of redundant provenance stores. Figure
2 illustrates this phase. In Step 1, an actor's RM submits an interaction record
to a provenance store PS. In Step 2, PS stores the interaction record that it
receives in its persistent storage. After successfully recording the interaction
record, it replies the submitting actor with an acknowledgement (Step 3). We
have assumed that there is no failure in persistent storage; hence any interaction
records stored in a provenance store's persistent storage remain available forever.
If the actor's RM receives FAILURE noti cation from CA for delivering the
interaction record or it does not receive the acknowledgement before a timeout,
then it can imply that failures may have occurred, e.g., PS has crashed. In the
two cases, the RM may resend the interaction record to PS. Since a crashing
provenance store can no longer be used for further recording, the RM needs to
use an alternative store after retry attempts also fail. We have assumed that
each asserting actor keeps a list of provenance store addresses and at least one
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store is available, therefore, the use of redundant stores ensures that an actor's
interaction record is eventually recorded. Only after the acknowledgement is
received, can the RM eliminate the accumulated interaction record. The use of
an alternative store would result in a broken pointer chain if an actor's original
pointer has been sent to the other actor, which now does not point to a correct
location. Hence, the RM needs to add an assertion documenting the use of an
alternative store in its interaction record so that actions can be taken to x any
broken chain in the next phase.

Fig. 2.

Recording Phase

Updating Phase

In this phase, the protocol updates an actor's viewlink in
order to x a potentially broken pointer chain. A pointer chain may be broken in
two situations, as demonstrated in Figure 3. (1) R gets a FAILURE noti cation
when sending linkr to S in Step 2, hence S may not know R's pointer; (2) If
an actor, say S, does not successfully record its interaction record in Step 3 and
selects an alternative store, say P S 10 , to submit the record, then S's pointer
sent to R in Step 1 does not point to the correct location, P S 10 . In either
case, an actor has made an assertion documenting failure information when
delivering linkr or the use of an alternative store, as described in the previous
two phases. We use BROKEN to denote any of the two assertions in Step 4, since
either assertion documents a fact that may cause a broken pointer chain. Upon
receipt of a BROKEN, a provenance store requests a novel component, Recovery
Coordinator, to facilitate repairing the broken chain (Step 5). By taking remedial
actions, the Recovery Coordinator updates the viewlink in a destination store
(Step 6) with any broken pointer chain xed. In the example of Figure 3, when
the protocol terminates, P S 10 has a viewlink to P S 2 and vice versa.
We assume that the Recovery Coordinator does not fail. There is only one
Recovery Coordinator, so we can use traditional fault-tolerant mechanisms such
as replication to ensure its reliability and availability. Recovery Coordinator is
necessary to x a broken pointer chain, since both actors in an interaction may
each report a BROKEN, as shown in Figure 3. In this case, direct communication
between two actors' provenance stores does not help, because at that moment,
one does not know which store the other actor is using. For example, in the
gure, R does not know that S is using P S 10 and S does not know where R's passertions are stored. Assuming that the pointer chain is not broken frequently,
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Fig. 3.

Updating Phase

the Recovery Coordinator is not involved in each interaction and hence does not
a ect the system's scalability, despite being centralised.

3 Protocol Analysis and Formalisation
Protocol Analysis The agreement on interaction occurrence may not be reached
by the sender and receiver of an application message. If the sender gets a failure
noti cation, it is impossible for it to decide whether the receiver has received that
message or not [10]. If the receiver happens to receive the application message, an
inconsistency occurs, i.e., the sender asserts failure information while the receiver
documents that the interaction has occurred. Such an inconsistency re ects the
di erence between the sender and receiver's knowledge of an interaction, which
does not contradict the Assertion Accuracy requirement. Therefore, our protocol
does not need to remove such an inconsistency.
Concurrency is a major concern to the correctness of the protocol. The protocol speci es actions for asserting actors, provenance stores, and Recovery Coordinator, which may co-operate with one another. On receiving messages from
di erent components, the receiver has to respond properly against all the possible message arrival orders. For example, a provenance store may concurrently
receive an interaction record from an asserting actor and an update message from
Recovery Coordinator; Recovery Coordinator may receive two repair messages
from two provenance stores in any order. The concurrency issue hence requires
us to rigorously design the protocol.

F PReP has been formalised through the use of an abstract state
machine (ASM). The machine's behaviour is described by states and transitions
between those states. Such a formalisation provides a precise, implementationindependent means of describing the system.
Figure 4 shows the system state space. We identify speci c subsets of actors in the system, namely, senders, receivers, provenance stores, and Recovery

Formalisation
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Coordinator. Protocol messages are sent over communication channels, denoted
by K. Since no assumption is made about message order in channels, channels
are represented as bags of messages between pairs of actors. The set of each of
protocol messages is de ned formally as an inductive type. For example, the set
of Application Messages is de ned by an inductive type whose constructor is app
and whose parameters are from the set of Data, ID and OL1 . The set of all
messages M is de ned as the union of these message sets. CA's noti cations are
modelled as two messages: failure(m) and success(m). The power set notation
(P ) denotes that there can be more than one of a given element. We specify
several notations representing p-assertions. The notation Occurrence stands for
an assertion which documents the occurrence of an interaction. The notation
FailureInfo(pa) denotes any assertions describing failure information during the
delivery of an application message, while Broken(pa) represents any assertions
documenting a fact that may cause a broken pointer chain.
The internal functionality of each kind of processes is modelled as follows.
(1) The set ACTOR models all the asserting actors, each identi ed by an actor
identity. Informally, each asserting actor contains a table (actor T ) that maps an
interaction identity (id) and the actor's view kind (v ), i.e., Sender or Receiver, to
a tuple: the state of its ownlink (stl), the state of an interaction record (st), the
actor's ownlink (ol) and its viewlink (vl). An asserting actor's p-assertions are
accumulated in a message queue before being sent to a provenance store. The
queue is modelled by a table (queue T ). The table timer T maintains timing
information such as timer status, current time, timing interval and timeout,
which is used by an asserting actor's RM in Recording phase. The notation
LC de nes a function that maps a sender identi er to a natural number, used
to distinguish interactions between the sender and receiver. The sender needs
to ensure that the natural number is locally unique in each interaction. (2)
The set PS models provenance stores, each identi ed by an actor identity. Each
provenance store contains a table (store T ) that maps an interaction identity (id)
and a view kind (v ) to a tuple: recorded p-assertions (pas) and a viewlink (vl).
(3) The set C models coordinators. There is only one coordinator, identi ed by
ac , and it also keeps a table (coord T ). For each interaction (id) and for each view
kind (v ) in the interaction, the table stores a tuple: the destination provenance
store (adps ) to be updated and the ownlink (ol) of the asserting actor with this
view kind.
Given the state space, the ASM is described by an initial state and a set
of transitions. Figure 4 contains the initial state, which can be summarised as
empty channels and empty tables in all processes. The ASM proceeds from this
state through its execution by going through transitions that lead to new states.
The permissible transitions in the ASM are described through rules. Rules
are identi ed by their name and a number of parameters that the rule operates
over. Once a rule's conditions are met, the rule res. The execution of a rule
is atomic, so that no other rule may interrupt or interleave with an executing
1

An asserting actor's ownlink, OL, refers to the provenance store where the asserting
actor records its own p-assertions.
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A = a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an

SID  A
RID  A
PID  A
f

(Set of Actor Identities)
(Sender Identities)
(Receiver Identities)
(Provenance Store Identities)
(Coordinator Identity)

g

ac A


M

= app : Data  ID  OL ! M
j linkr : ID  VK  OL ! M
j record : ID  VK  VL  P (PAssertion) ! M
j ack : ID  VK ! M
j repair : ID  VK  DestPS  OL ! M
j update : ID  VK  OL ! M
j failure : M ! M
j success : M ! M

(Application Messages)
(R's Ownlink Messages)
(Interaction Record Messages)
(Record Ack Messages)
(Repair Messages)
(Update Messages)
(Failure Noti cations)
(Success Noti cations)

ID = fid1 ; id2 ; : : : ; idn g
VK = fS, Rg
OL = PID
VL = PID
DestPS = PID
PAssertion = fOccurrence; FailureInfo(pa); Broken(pa); pa1 ; : : : ; pan g
ACTOR = A ! ID  VK ! STL  STR  OL  VL
STL = f?; SENT; F; OKg
STR = f?; SENT; OKg
QUEUE = A  ID ! Bag(PAssertion)
TIMER = A  ID ! Status  CurrentTime 
IntervalTimeout
Status = f?; Enabled; Disabledg
CurrentTime = ft1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tn g
Interval = f1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n g
Timeout = fto1 ; to2 ; : : : ; ton g
LC = SID ! N
PS = A ! ID  VK ! VL  P (PAssertion)
C = A ! ID  VK ! DestPS  OL
K

=

A A Bag(


!

(Set of Interaction Identi ers)
(Set of ViewKinds)
(Set of an Actor's Ownlinks)
(Set of an Actor's Viewlinks)
(Set of Destination Stores)
(Set of P-Assertions)
(Set of Asserting Actors)
(States of an OwnLink)
(States of Interaction Record)
(Set of Quened P-Assertions)
(Set of Timers)
(Set of Timer Statuses)
(Set of Current Times)
(Set of Timing Intervals)
(Set of Timeouts)
(Sender's Local Counts)
(Set of Provenance Stores)
(Set of Coordinators)

)

(Set of Channels)

M

Characteristic Variables:
a 2 A, as 2 SID, ar 2 RID, aps 2 PID, m 2 M, d 2 Data, pa 2 PAssertion, pas 2 P (PAssertion),
id 2 ID, v 2 VK, adps 2 DestPS, ol 2 OL, vl 2 VL, stl 2 STL, str 2 STR, status 2 Status,
t 2 CurrentTime,  2 Interval, to 2 Timeout, actor T 2 ACTOR, queue T 2 QUEUE,
timer T 2 TIMER, lc 2 LC, store T 2 PS, coord T 2 C, k 2 K
Con guration: c = hactor

T; queue T; timer T; store T; coord T; k
Initial State: ci = actor Ti ; queue Ti ; timer T; store Ti ; coord Ti ; ki
where:
actor Ti = aidv ; ; ; , queue Ti = aid ,
timer Ti = aidv ; ; ; , store Ti = aidv ; ,
coord Ti = aidv ; ,
ki = ai aj
i

h

 h? ? ? ?i

;

 h? ? ? ?i

 h? ;i

 h? ?i

;

Fig. 4.

System State Space
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i

send app(as ; ar ; id; ls; d) :
id = newIdentifier(as ; ar )
send(app(d; id; ls); as ; ar );
actor T (as )(id; S) := SENT; ; ls;
! f

h

?

?i

;

g

failure app(as ; ar ; id; ls; d) :
failure(app(d; id; ls)) k(as ; ar )
FailureInfo(pa); pa2 ; : : : ; pan = createPA()
receive(failure(app(d; id; ls)); as ; ar );
queue T (as ; id) := queue T (as ; id)
FailureInfo(pa); pa2 ; : : : ; pan ;
actor T (as )(id; S):stl := F;
2

^

f

g

! f



f

g

receive app(as ; ar ; id; d; ls; lr) :
app(d; id; ls) k(as ; ar )
Occurrence; pa2 ; : : : ; pan = createPA()
receive(app(d; id; ls); as ; ar );
queue T (ar ; id) := queue T (ar ; id)
Occurrence; pa2 ; : : : ; pan ;
send(linkr(id; R; lr); ar ; as );
actor T (ar )(id; R) := SENT; ; lr; ls ;
2

^

f

g

! f



f

g

h

// business logic

g

?

i

g

success app(as ; ar ; id; ls; d) :
success(app(d; id; ls)) k(as ; ar )
Occurrence; pa2 ; : : : ; pan = createPA()
receive(success(app(d; id; ls)); as ; ar );
queue T (as ; id) := queue T (as ; id)
Occurrence; pa2 ; : : : ; pan ;
actor T (as )(id; S):stl := OK;

! f

receive linkr(as ; ar ; id; lr) :
linkr(id; R; lr) k(as ; ar )
receive(linkr(id; R; lr); ar ; as );
actor T (as )(id; S):vl := lr;

success linkr(as ; ar ; id; lr) :
success(linkr(id; R; lr)) k(as ; ar )
receive(success(linkr(id; R; lr)); ar ; as );
actor T (ar )(id; R):stl := OK;

2

f

failure linkr(as ; ar ; id; lr) :
failure(linkr(id; R; lr)) k(as ; ar )
Broken(pa) = createPA()
receive(failure(linkr(id; R; lr)); ar ; as );
queue T (ar ; id) := queue T (ar ; id)
Broken(pa) ;
actor T (ar )(id; R):stl := F;

^
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The Sender's rules in Exchanging phase

Fig. 6.

The Receiver's rules in Exchanging phase

rule. This maintains the consistency of the ASM. A new state is achieved after
applying all the rule's pseudo-statements to the state that met the conditions
of the rule. A rule's pseudo-statements consist of a set of send, receive and
table update operations. Informally, send(m; a1 ; a2 ) inserts a message m into
the channel from actor a1 to actor a2 , and receive(m; a1 ; a2 ) removes m from
the channel between a1 and a2 . A table update operation places a message into
a table or changes the state of a table eld.
Due to space restriction, we only give the Sender and Receiver's rules in
Exchanging Phase in Figure 5 and 6. These rules precisely specify an asserting
actor's behaviour described in Section 2. The whole set of rules can be found
at [3]. The function newI dentif ier(as ; ar ) creates a globally unique interaction
identi er, which can be a tuple consisting of the sender and receiver's identity
plus a locally unique number managed by the sender, expressed as has ; ar ; lc(as )i.
The function createP A() generates a set of p-assertions and the operator 
denotes union on bags.
The properties Documentation Availability, Assertion Accuracy and ViewLink
Accuracy have been formalised as the following invariants. The notations v and v
stand for the two views in an interaction and actor T (as ; id; S ):stl = OK marks
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the occurrence of an interaction.

Documentation Availability:
( s )(
) = OK, then
8 2 VK, Occurrence 2
( ps )(
)

(P1) If

actor T a

id; S :stl

store T a
id; v :pas ^ store T (aps )(id; v ):vl 6= ?,
ps = actor T (av )(id; v):ol.
(P2) If actor T (as )(id; S ):stl = F, then
FailureInfo(pa) 2 store T (aps )(id; S ):pas, such that aps = actor T (as )(id; S ):ol.
v

such that

a

Assertion Accuracy:
( ps )(
)
, then
8 2 VK, Occurrence 2
( s )(
) = OK, such that ps =
( v )(
) .
(P4) If FailureInfo( ) 2
( ps )(
)
, then
( s )(
) = F, such that ps =
( s )(
) .
Viewlink Accuracy:
( s )(
) = OK, then
(P5) If
8 2 VK,
( ps )(
) =
( v )(
) ,
(P3) If

store T a

v

actor T a

id; S :stl

pa

actor T a

such that

store T a

id; S :stl

actor T a

v

store T a

a

id; v :pas

a

actor T a

id; v :ol

id; S :pas

a

actor T a

id; S :ol

id; S :stl

id; v :vl

actor T a

ps = actor T (av )(id; v):ol.

id; v :ol

We have proved that these invariants hold when the protocol terminates.
Given an arbitrary valid con guration of the ASM, our proofs typically proceed
by induction on the length of the transitions that lead to the con guration, and
by a case analysis on the kind of transitions. We show that a property is true
in the initial con guration of the machine and remains true for every possible
transition. This kind of proof is systematic, less error prone and can be easily
encoded in a mechanical theorem prover.

4 Related Work and Conclusion
Much research has been seen to support recording process documentation, e.g.,
Chimera [5], myGrid [12], PReP [8, 7] and Kepler [1]. From an analysis of these
works, only PReP provides an application-independent solution to recording process documentation. However, all the surveyed systems either assume a failurefree execution environment or do not discuss this issue.
Redundancy has long been used as a means to provide fault tolerance in
distributed systems [2]. Key components may be replicated (replication in space)
or re-executed (replication in time) to protect against hardware malfunctions or
transient system faults. Our work adopts this mechanism through the use of
redundant provenance stores and retransmission of messages.
Distributed transactions typically requires all-or-nothing atomicity to maintain system consistency [6]. The all-or-nothing property is not applicable to our
work. Assume that the asserting actors and provenance stores are the participants in a transaction. If any participant fails after the interaction took place,
then the recording action is aborted and hence the documentation about that
interaction cannot be recorded. This is not desired since process documentation must re ect reality and document events that happened in a process. As
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long as the interaction has occurred, its documentation must be recorded in a
provenance store.
In conclusion, we have presented a protocol F PReP for recording accurate process documentation in the presence of failures. Compared with PReP,
F PReP not only keeps the application-independent nature, but also guarantees
that process documentation is accurate and available in a provenance store in
the presence of failures. Also, it enables distributed process documentation to
be still retrievable in large scale distributed environments where failures may
occur. The protocol is being implemented and its performance will be evaluated
in future work.
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Abstract. Achieving high dependability in the Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) is an open problem. One of the possible solutions for this problem is
employing service diversity represented by a number of component web
services with the identical or similar functionality at the each level of the
composite system hierarchy during service composition. It is clear that such
redundancy can improve web service reliability (trustworthiness) and
availability. However to apply this approach we need to solve a number of
problems. The paper proposes several solutions for ensuring dependable
services composition when natural service redundancy and diversity are used.

1 Introduction
The Web Services (WS) architecture [1] based on the SOAP, WSDL and UDDI
specifications is rapidly becoming a de facto standard technology for organization of
global distributed computing and achieving interoperability between different
software applications running on various platforms. It is now extensively used in
developing numerous business-critical applications for banking, auctions, Internet
shopping, hotel/car/flight/train reservation and booking, e-business, e-science, GRIDsystems, etc. That is why analysis and dependability ensuring of this architecture are
emerging areas of research and development [1–3]. The WS architecture is in effect a
further step in the evolution of the well-known component-based system development
with off-the-shelf (OTS) components. The main advances enabling this architecture
have been made by the standardisation of the integration process (a set of interrelated
standards such as SOAP, WSDL, UDDI, etc.). WSs are the OTS components for
which a standard way of advertising their functionality has been widely adopted.
In the paper we analyse possible Web Services composition modes and also
propose solutions making use of the natural redundancy and diversity which exists in
such systems and guaranteeing that the overall dependability (availability, correctness
and responsiveness) of the composite system is improving.
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2 Web Services Composition
Web service composition is currently an active area of research, with many languages
being proposed by academic and industrial research groups. IBM’s Web Service
Flow Language (WSFL) [4] and Microsoft’s XLANG [5] were two of the earliest
languages to define standards for Web services composition. Both languages
extended W3C's Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [6], which is the
standard language used for describing the syntactic aspects of a Web service.
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [7] is a recently
proposed specification that represents the merging of WSFL and XLANG.
BPEL4WS combines the graph oriented process representation of WSFL and the
structural construct based processes of XLANG into a unified standard for Web
services composition.
In addition to these commercial XML based standards, there have been work on a
unique Web service composition language called Web Ontology Language for
Services (www.daml.org/services) OWL-S (previously known as DAML-S) [8],
which provides for a richer (more semantic) description of Web service compositions.
In our work we focus on the general patterns (types) of this composition and
identify two typical blueprints of composing WSs: i) “vertical” composition for
functionality extension, and ii) “horizontal” composition for dependability
improvement.
The first type of service composition (“vertical”) is used for building the WorkFlow (WF) of the systems and is already supported by BPEL, BPML, XPDL, JPDL
and other WF languages.
The second one (“horizontal”) deals with a set of redundant (and possible diverse)
Web Services with identical or similar functionality and is used for improvement of
various dependability attributes (availability, trustworthiness, responsibility, etc.).
Bellow we show some illustrative examples of two different types of WSs
composition and discuss the way in which the “horizontal” composition improves
dependability of SOA.
2.1 Vertical Composition for Functionality Extension
Vertical composition (Fig. 1-a) extends the Web Services functionality. New
Composite Web Service is composed out of several target services which provide
different functions. For example, “Travel Agency (TA) Service” can be composed of
“Flight Service”, “Car Rental Service”, “Hotel Service”, etc.
The composite Web Service can invoke a set of target (composed) services
concurrently to reduces the mean execution time or sequentially (if execution of one
service depends on the result of another one). In case when some of the target
(composed) services fails or cannot satisfy user the request all other services will
have to be rolled back and their results should be cancelled. To improve
dependability of such composite system various means of fault-tolerance and error
recovery should be implemented (redundancy, exception handling, forward error
recovery, etc.).
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Fig. 1. Web Services Composition: a) vertical; b) horizontal

2.2 Horizontal Composition for Dependability Improvement
Horizontal composition (Fig. 1-b) uses several alternative (diverse) Web Services
with the identical (or similar) functionality or several operational releases of the same
service (Table 1). Such kind of redundancy which based on natural diversity
improves reliability (correctness and trustworthiness) of Web Service.
Table 1. An example of existed alternative (diverse) Web Services
Diverse Stock Quotes Web Services
stock_wsx.GetQuote:
http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL
stock_gama.GetLatestStockDailyValue:
http://www.gama-system.com/webservices/stockquotes.asmx?wsdl
stock_xmethods.getQuote:
http://services.xmethods.net/soap/urn:xmethods-delayed-quotes.wsdl
stock_sm.GetStockQuotes:
http://www.swanandmokashi.com/HomePage/WebServices/StockQuotes.asmx?WSDL
Diverse Currency Exchange Web Services
currency_exchange.getRate:
http://www.xmethods.net/sd/CurrencyExchangeService.wsdl
currency_convert.ConversionRate:
http://www.webservicex.com/CurrencyConvertor.asmx?wsdl

Architecture with horizontal composition includes a “Service Resolver” which
adjudicates the responses from the all diverse Web Services and returns an
adjudicated response to the consumer. In the simplest case “Service Resolver” is a
“Voter” (i.e. performing majority voting using the responses from diverse Web
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Services). Papers [10-13] introduce special components (called “Mediator”, “Proxy”,
“Service Container” or “Wrapper”) performing similar functionality.
Combined vertical and horizontal composition supports two possible operating
modes:
1. Concurrent-alternative execution (Fig. 2-a) with voting at the each level.
2. Sequential-alternative execution (Fig. 2-b) with voting at the top level.
Composite Travel Agency Web Service
Service Resolver/Voter
Air
France

Airways
British

Flight
Web Service

Lufthansa
Coach
Web Service
Speedy

Service Resolver/Voter
Luxury

Express

Service Resolver/Voter
Hilton

Marriott

Hotel
Web Service

Paramount

Composite Travel Agency Web Service
Service Resolver/Voter
Travel Agency Travel Agency Travel Agency
Web Service v.1 Web Service v.2 Web Service v.3
Air
Airways
Lufthansa
France
British

Flight

Luxury

Express

Speedy

Coach

Hilton

Marriott

Paramount

Hotel

Budget

Car
Rental

Hertz

b)

Service Resolver/Voter Car Rental
Web Service
Budget
Hertz

a)
Fig. 2. Combined vertical and horizontal Web Service composition: a) concurrent-alternative
execution; b) sequential-alternative execution

3 Middleware-based Architecture Supporting
Horizontal Composition
In [9] we proposed an architecture which uses a middleware for a managed dependable
upgrade and “horizontal” composition of Web Services. The middleware runs several
diverse WSs (releases). It intercepts the consumer requests coming through the WS
interface, relays them to all the releases and collects the responses from the releases. It is
also responsible for ‘publishing’ the confidence associated with the each target WS.
There are some possible operating modes of the diverse Web Services with several
operational releases:
1. Parallel execution for maximum reliability (Fig. 3). All available diverse WSs (or
releases) are executed concurrently and their responses are used by the middleware
to produce an adjudicated response to the consumer of the WS.
2. Parallel execution for maximum responsiveness (Fig. 4). All available diverse WSs
(releases) are executed concurrently and the fastest non-evidently incorrect
response is returned to the consumer of the service as an adjudicated response.
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3. Configured parallel execution (Fig. 5). All available diverse WSs (releases) are
executed concurrently. The middleware may be dynamically configured to wait for
up to a certain number of responses to be collected from the deployed releases.
4. Sequential execution for minimal service capacity (Fig. 6). The diverse WSs
(releases) are executed sequentially. The subsequent releases are only executed if
the responses received from the previous releases are evidently incorrect.
Effectiveness of the different operating modes depends on the probability of service
unavailability, occurrence of evident (exceptions raised) and non-evident (erroneous
results returned) failures. The probability of service unavailability due to different
reasons (service overload, network failures, and congestions) is several orders greater
than probability of failure occurrence. Moreover, the different exceptions arise during
service invocation more frequently than non-evident failures occur.
To analyse effectiveness of the proposed operating modes we developed a
simulation model running in MATLAB 6.0 environment and used such initial values:
Case 1
0,09
0,01
0,20
0,70

P(exception), P(ex)
P(non-evident failure), P(nf)
P(service unavailability), P(ua)
P(correct response), P(cr)

Case 2
0,05
0,05
0,20
0,70

Case 3
0,09
0,01
0,30
0,60

During simulation we also set Mean Response Time (MRT) equals 200 ms and
Maximum Waiting Time (time-out) equals 500 ms.
Client

Diverse WSs with
similar functionality

Middleware

Case1

Request

Concurrent
requests

Response
Time (RT1)

Result
Waiting
time

Result
Result

P(cr) 0,966
Proc.

Proc.

Proc.

t, ms

- voting; Ex. - exception;

Case2

Case3

0,936

0,928

P(nf) 0,010

0,048

0,013

P(ex) 0,016

0,008

0,032

P(ua) 0,008

0,008

0,027

MRT

Response Vot.
t, ms

Simulation results:

397,60 397,60 431,40

t, ms
Com

- comparison;

Proc.

- processing;

- waiting time

Fig. 3. Simulation results for mode “Parallel execution for maximum reliability”

A practical application of the horizontal composition needs to reply on developing
new workflow patterns and languages constructs, supporting different operating
modes and procedures of multiple results resolving and voting.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for mode “Parallel execution for maximum responsiveness”
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for mode “Configured parallel execution”
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for mode “Sequential execution for minimal service capacity”
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4 Work-Flow Patterns Supporting Web Services Composition
The workflow patterns capture typical control flow dependencies encountered during
workflow modelling. There are more then 20 typical patterns used for description
different workflow constructions of “vertical” composition [14]. The basic ones are:
Sequence, Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge, Parallel Split, Synchronization,
Discriminator, Regular Cycle, etc.
Each WF language describes a set of elements (activities) used for implementing
different WF patterns. For example, BPEL4WS defines both primitive (invoke,
receive, reply, wait, assign, throw, terminate, empty) and structured (sequence,
switch, while, flow, scope) activities. The first ones are used for intercommunication
and invoking operations on some web service. Structured activities present of
complex workflow structures and can be nested and combined in arbitrary ways.
In fact, the only one of the basic
[Discriminator]
WF pattern - “discriminator” fits for
B1
implementing the parallel execution
A
C
mode for maximum responsiveness.
B2
Discriminator (see Fig. 7) is a point in
the workflow process that waits for
Fig. 7. Workflow pattern “Discriminator”
one of the incoming branches to
complete before activating the subsequent activity. The first one that comes up with
the result should proceed the workflow. The other results will be ignored.
However, the only BPML language supports such WF pattern [15, 16] (see Fig. 8).
<process name=”PatternDiscriminator”>
<sequence> <context>
<signal name=”completed_B”/>
<process name=”B1”>
…
<raise signal=”completed_B”/>
</process>
<process name=”B2”>
…
<raise signal=” completed_B”/>
</process>
</context>
<action name=”A” …>
…
</action>
<all>
<spawn process=”B1”/>
<spawn process=”B2”/>
</all>
<synch signal=”completed_B”/>
<action name=”C” …>
…
</action>
</sequence> </process>
Fig. 8. BPML implementation of the pattern “Discriminator”
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To support different execution modes (workflows) within the “horizontal”
composition the additional WF patterns need to be developed and implemented for
different WF languages. The new activities allowing a business process to support
redundancy and perform voting procedure should be also developed. This is a
motivation of our further work.

5 Conclusions
We have addressed different aspects of a Web Services composition which extend
functionality (vertical composition) or improve dependability (vertical composition).
Vertical composition uses redundancy which based on natural diversity of existed
Web Services with the identical or similar functionality deployed by third parties. We
discussed middleware-based architecture that provides dependable “horizontal”
composition of Web Services. For the best result middleware have to implement online monitoring and flexible control. However, questions like “How many
composition level will provide the maximal improvement?”, “When middleware
should be placed?” are yet unsolved. The technologies supporting WS composition
also should be improved.
“Horizontal” composition, which uses redundancy in combination with diversity,
is one of the basic means of enhancing service availability and providing faulttolerance. Different operational modes are applicable here. “Configured parallel
execution” mode gives maximal reliability (as well as “Parallel execution for
maximum reliability” mode) and acceptable response time. “Parallel execution for
maximum responsiveness” mode provides minimal response time (even less than
MRT of target WS) and also improves service availability. An unexpected result was
that “Sequential execution for minimal service capacity” mode both improves
availability and provides rather good response time.
Applying in practice techniques of horizontal composition and other means of
improving SOA dependability require developing new workflow patterns and
implementing them in different WF languages. In our future work we are going to
deal with BPEL4WS which is a modern and popular language for the specification of
business processes and business interaction protocols. It supports extensibility by
allowing namespace-qualified attributes to appear on any standard element and by
allowing elements from other namespaces to appear within BPEL4WS defined
elements.
Novel approaches for custom-oriented quality and dependability control in service
oriented architectures implies that service customer will be able to choice necessary
operating modes for each particular request according to one’s needs. It can be done
explicitly or implicitly by using extended WSDL and SOAP tags.
Acknowledgments. Alexander Romanovsky is particularly supported by the IST
RODIN project.
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1DWLRQDO$HURVSDFH8QLYHUVLW\³.K$,´&RPSXWHU6\VWHPVDQG1HWZRUNV'HSDUWPHQW
&KNDORYDVWU.KDUNLY8NUDLQH
9.KDUFKHQNR#NKDLHGX

$EVWUDFW $ SUREOHP RI RSWLPDO PXOWLYHUVLRQ WHFKQRORJLHV 097  FKRLFH RQ
GHYHORSPHQWRIIDXOWWROHUDQWVRIWZDUHV\VWHPVLVIRUPDOLVHGE\XVHRIDJUDSK
OLIHF\FOHPRGHORIPXOWLYHUVLRQVRIWZDUHV\VWHPV 066 7KHUHDUHIRXUPDLQ

YDULDQWV RI WDUJHW VHWWLQJ DFFRUGLQJ WR FULWHULD ³GLYHUVLW\FRVW´ ZKLFK ORRN OLNH
SUREOHPV RI VHDUFKLQJ WKH VKRUWHVWPD[LPXP SDWK LQ RULHQWHG JUDSK RU OLNH
SUREOHPV RI G\QDPLF SURJUDPPLQJ 5HVXOWV RI LPSOHPHQWLQJ PHWKRG RQ

GHYHORSPHQWRI066IRU1XFOHDU3RZHU3ODQW 133 UHDFWRUSURWHFWLRQV\VWHPV
DUHGLVFXVVHG

.H\ZRUGVRSWLPDOFKRLFHDPXOWLYHUVLRQWHFKQRORJ\GLYHUVLW\PHWULFV

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
'LYHUVLW\LVDQHIILFLHQWPHWKRGIRUGHIHQFHIURPGHVLJQGHIHFWVDQGIRUGHYHORSPHQW

IDXOWWROHUDQWVRIWZDUHV\VWHPV>@7KHUHDUHIROORZLQJW\SHVRIGLYHUVLW\KXPDQ
GHVLJQIXQFWLRQDOVLJQDOVRIWZDUHKDUGZDUH>@

7KHUH DUH WKH IROORZLQJ W\SHV RI PRGHOV IRU 066 IRUPDO GHVFULSWLRQ DQG
GHYHORSPHQW

± DVWUXFWXUDOIXQFWLRQDOPRGHOGHVFULELQJDVWUXFWXUHRIYHUVLRQWKDWDUHDSSOLHGIRU

UHDOLVDWLRQRI066IXQFWLRQV>@
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± D %D\HVLDQ PRGHO EDVHG RQ FDOFXODWLRQ RI FRQGLWLRQDO SUREDELOLWLHV RI 066

YHUVLRQIDLOXUHV>@

± DQ DXWRPDWD PRGHO GHVFULELQJ D SURFHVV RI 066 LQSXW GDWD WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ LQWR

RXWSXWGDWDRQWKHEDVHRIDXWRPDWDWKHRU\>@

± D WKHRUHWLFDOVHW PRGHO ZKLFK SUHVHQWV 066 VRIWZDUH DQG KDUGZDUH DV D

FRPSRVLWLRQRIFRPPRQIRUWKHDOOYHUVLRQFRUHVDQGRIGLVWULEXWHGVKHOOVWKDWSHUPLWV
WRGHVFULSWRIIDXOWVDSSHDUDQFHSURFHVVHV>@

$ SUREOHP RI 097 FKRLFH LH GLYHUVLW\ W\SHV FKRLFH IRU 066 OLIH F\FOH VWDJHV

WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW WKHLU FRPSDWLELOLW\ UHPDLQV XQGHFLGHG LQ VSLWH RI YDULHW\ RI
PRGHOV+LJKSULFHRI097UHDOLVDWLRQUDLVHVDSUREOHPRIUHVRXUFHVGLVWULEXWLRQIRU
UHFHLYLQJ RI PD[LPXP HIIHFW IRU SUREDELOLW\ RI FRPPRQ FDVH IDLOXUHV GHFUHDVLQJ
3HFXOLDULWLHV RI FRVW DVVHVVPHQW RI 097 UHDOLVDWLRQ DUH FRPPLWWHG LQ SURFHHGLQJV

>@ ,W LV H[SHGLHQW WR XVH GLYHUVLW\ PHWULFV >@ ZKLFK SHUPLWV WR DVVHVV YHUVLRQV
PXOWLSOLFLW\ DV ZHOO DV WR HVWLPDWH SUREDELOLW\ RI FRPPRQ FDVH IDLOXUHV DQG 066
GHSHQGDELOLW\DVDZKROHIRUDVVHVVPHQWRIDQHIIHFWIURP097XVLQJ

7KH SDSHU¶V REMHFWLYH LV WR IRUPDOLVH DQG WR GHFLGH D SUREOHP RI 097 RSWLPDO

FKRLFH LQ D JHQHUDO IRUP )RU WKDW D JUDSK OLIH F\FOH PRGHO RI 066 LV SURSRVHG LQ

VHFWLRQ  3UREOHPV VHWWLQJ DQG SHFXOLDULWLHV RI RSWLPDO 097 FKRLFH DQG UHVXOWV RI
PHWKRGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDUHGHVFULEHGLQVHFWLRQVDQGDFFRUGLQJO\

 $JUDSKPRGHORIOLIHF\FOHRIPXOWLYHUVLRQVRIWZDUHV\VWHPV
066 OLIH F\FOH LV UHSUHVHQWHG DV D VHTXHQFH RI 1 VWDJHV ,W LV SRVVLEOH WR DSSO\ 0

L

GLYHUVLW\ W\SHV IRU HYHU\ VWDJH RI 066 OLIH F\FOH $ FKRLFH RI 097 FRQVLVWV LQ
VHTXHQWLDO FKRLFH RI 066 GLYHUVLW\ W\SHV PHDQV RI YHUVLRQ UHGXQGDQF\

LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ  M 0 IRU HYHU\ OLIH F\FOH VWDJH L 1 0RUHRYHU IRU VRPH
L

OLIHF\FOHVWDJHVFDQEHFKRVHQRQHYHUVLRQWHFKQRORJ\RIGHYHORSPHQWZKHQGLYHUVLW\
LVQRWXVHG(YHU\066GLYHUVLW\W\SHM 0 LVFKDUDFWHULVHGE\WZRLQGLFDWRUV
L

E\ D GLYHUVLW\ PHWULF G  GLYHUVLW\ GHJUHH  DQG E\ D FRVW F  D FRVW LQFUHPHQW LQ
LM

FRPSDULVRQZLWKRQHYHUVLRQOLIHF\FOHVWDJH 
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LM

7KXVDSRVVLEOHVROXWLRQVSDFHIRU097FKRLFHLVGHVFULEHGE\WR PDWUL[HVE\D

PDWUL[ RI GLYHUVLW\ PHWULF YDOXHV 0' __G __ DQG E\ D PDWUL[ RI FRVW YDOXHV
__ __ L 1M 0  0DWUL[HV0'DQG0 VKRXOGEHHQODUJHGE\QXOO
LM

0

____ DQG

LM

URZV ZLWK 1 HOHPHQWV '

L





____ WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW D

SRVVLELOLW\RIRQHYHUVLRQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI066OLIHF\FOHVWDJHV

+HQFHDPRGHORI066OLIHF\FOHFDQEHSUHVHQWHGDVD1OHYHOVJUDSK* ¢98²

ZKHUH 9 ^Y ` ± D VHW RI QRGHV 8 ^ Y
LM

Y

LM

LM

` ± D VHW RI HGJHV HYHU\ HGJH LV

GHILQHGE\DFRXSOHRIMRLQWQRGHV,IDJUDSK*LVHQODUJHGE\WKHLQLWLDOQRGH9 DQG

E\WKHWHUPLQDOQRGH9  LWZLOOORRNOLNHDELSRODUQHWZRUN )LJ 
)





GLM LM

L

6

1

96

9)









)LJ$JUDSKPRGHORIOLIHF\FOHRIPXOWLYHUVLRQVRIWZDUHV\VWHPV

)RUPDOO\ 097 RI 066 GHYHORSPHQW FDQ EH GHVFULEHG DV D ZD\ LQ D JUDSK *

097 ^9  Y  Y Y  Y  9 ` ZKHQY DUHQRGHVFKRVHQIRUOLIHF\FOHVWDJHV
6

&

&

L&

1&

)

L&

L 1 ZKLFKFRQWDLQVDWOHDVWRQHQRQQXOOQRGHY z Y  097LVFKDUDFWHULVHG

¦G

E\ LQWHJUDO GLYHUVLW\ PHWULF '
RQH YHUVLRQ WHFKQRORJ\  &

L&

1

¦F
1

L 

L&

L

L

DQG E\ LQWHJUDO FRVW DGGLWLRQDO LQ UHVSHFW RI

 ZKHQ G  DQG F  DUH GLYHUVLW\ PHWULF DQG FRVW
L&

L&

YDOXHVIRUGLYHUVLW\W\SHVFKRVHQLQOLIHF\FOHVWDJHVL 1
L 

 2SWLPDOFKRLFHRIPXOWLYHUVLRQWHFKQRORJLHV
$ SUREOHPRI097RSWLPDO FKRLFHFDQKDYH IRXU YDULDQWVRIVHWWLQJ $OJRULWKPVRI
GHFLVLRQKDYHEHHQUHFHLYHGIRUHYHU\YDULDQW

7KH SUREOHP  LVDSUREOHPRI097FKRLFH ZLWKDQ\RQHGLYHUVLW\OHYHO 'z  

DQG ZLWKWKH PLQLPDOFRVW&

 7KLVSUREOHPLVDSUREOHPRIVHDUFKRIWKHVKRUWHVW

PLQ
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ZD\WKURXJKJUDSK*QRGHVZKLFKDUHODEHOOHGE\YDOXHV  ,QWKHFRPPRQFDVHWKH

VKRUWHVW ZD\ LV WKH ZD\ WKURXJK QRGHV Y  IRU ZKLFK
L

LM

  +RZHYHU ZLWK WKDW WKH

L

FRQGLWLRQ 'z  LV QRW PHW LQDVPXFK DV LW LV RQH YHUVLRQ WHFKQRORJ\ 7KHUHIRUH WKH
VKRUWHVW ZD\ PHWWKHFRQGLWLRQ'z  LVWKH ZD\ ZKLFKLQFOXGHVRQHQRGH Y
DQGDOORWKHUQRGHVY

L&



L

L&

LMPLQ

7KHSUREOHP LVDSUREOHPRI097FKRLFHZLWKWKHPD[LPDOGLYHUVLW\OHYHO'

PD[



ZLWKRXWDFRVWOLPLWV7KLVSUREOHPLVDSUREOHPRIVHDUFKRIWKHORQJHVWZD\WKURXJK
JUDSK * QRGHV ZKLFK DUH ODEHOOHG E\ YDOXHV G  7KH ORQJHVW ZD\ LV WKH ZD\ ZKLFK
LQFOXGHVQRGHVY G
L&

LM

LPD[

IRUHYHU\OLIHF\FOHVWDJHL 1

7KH SUREOHP  LV D SUREOHP RI 097 FKRLFH ZLWK WKH PLQLPDO FRVW DQG ZLWK D

UHTXLUHG GLYHUVLW\ OHYHO &o PLQ DQG 't '

UHT

 7KLV SUREOHP LV D SUREOHP RI

G\QDPLF SURJUDPPLQJ $Q REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ LV I &

OLPLWDWLRQ

¦G
1

L&

¦F
1

L&

 G L&  o PLQ ZLWK

t ' UHT  $ SUREOHP VROXWLRQ LV D ZD\ LQ D JUDSK *
L 

097 &o PLQ  ^9  Y& FM GM PLQ  Y & F M G M PLQ   YL& FLM G LM PLQ «
L 

6

Y 1& F 1M G 1M PLQ  9 `
)

7KHSUREOHP LVDSUREOHPRI097FKRLFHZLWKWKHPD[LPDOGLYHUVLW\OHYHODQG

ZLWKD OLPLWHGFRVW 'o PD[DQG &d &

OLP

7KLVSUREOHPLVDSUREOHPRIG\QDPLF

SURJUDPPLQJ $Q REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ LV I '

¦F
1

L&

¦G
1

L&

FL&  o PD[ ZLWK OLPLWDWLRQ

d &OLP  $ SUREOHP VROXWLRQ LV D ZD\ LQ D JUDSK * 097 'o PD[  ^9 
L 

6

Y& GM FM PD[  Y & G M FM PD[  YL& G LM FLM PD[ « Y 1& G 1M F 1M PD[ 
L 

9 `
)

$VDQLOOXVWUDWLRQDQDOJRULWKPRIWKHSUREOHPGHFLVLRQLVSUHVHQWHGRQWKH)LJ

$ PDWUL[ZLWKHOHPHQWV F G FRUUHVSRQGLQJQRGHVRIJUDSK*VKRXOGEHIRUPHGIRU

GHFLVLRQ RI D G\QDPLF SURJUDPPLQJ SUREOHP $IWHU WKDW DQ LWHUDWLYH SURFHGXUH LV
LM

LM

UHDOLVHG$GLYHUVLW\W\SHZLWKWKHPLQLPDOYDOXHVRIUHODWLRQ³FRVWGLYHUVLW\´VKRXOG

EHFKRVHQIRUHYHU\VWHSRIDQLWHUDWLYHSURFHGXUH&KRVHQGLYHUVLW\W\SHLVLQFOXGHG
LQ 097 IRU FRUUHVSRQGLQJ OLIH F\FOH VWDJH DQG WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FROXPQ LV GHOHWHG
IURP WKH EDVH PDWUL[ ,I 't '  WKHQ DQ LWHUDWLYH SURFHGXUH LV VWRSSHG HOVH DQ

LWHUDWLYHSURFHGXUHLVFRQWLQXHG

UHT
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%HJLQ
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&

)RUPDWLRQRIDPDWUL[


1

'

N

1



F

&KRLFHRI

F

G

N

G

LM

LM

PLQ

LM

LM
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LM
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LM
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&KRLFHRIG  G


LM
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N N
,QFOXGLQJRIDQRGHWRD
ZD\097LQDJUDSK*

'

LM

LM

LM





't' 




UHT


'HOHWLQJRIWKHFROXPQ
LQFOXGHGWKHPDWUL[
HOHPHQWFKRVHQRQWKHVWHS
 IURPWKHEDVHPDWUL[
'

&


$GGLWLRQRIDZD\097LQ
D JUDSK*E\©QXOOªQRGHV
Y 



1N

L

1N

(QG
)LJ$QDOJRULWKPRIWKHSUREOHPGHFLVLRQ
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 'HILQLWLRQRILQSXWGDWDIRUDPHWKRGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
,QSXW GDWD IRU D PHWKRG LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ D GHILQHG IRU )LHOG 3URJUDPPDEOH *DWHV
$UUD\VEDVHG )3*$EDVHG V\VWHPV ZKLFKFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGDVDNLQGRIVRIWZDUH
V\VWHPV/LIHF\FOHVWDJHVL ZLWKSRVVLELOLWLHVRIGLYHUVLW\LPSOHPHQWDWLRQIRU

)3*$EDVHGV\VWHPVDUHWKHIROORZLQJ )LJ  GHYHORSPHQWRIVFKHPHVRIFRQWURO
DOJRULWKPV  GHYHORSPHQW RI SURJUDPPH PRGHOV RI FRQWURO DOJRULWKPV LQ &$6(

WRROVDUHD LQWHJUDWLRQRISURJUDPPHPRGHOVRIFRQWURODOJRULWKPVLQ&$6(WRROV
DUHD LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRILQWHJUDWHGSURJUDPPHPRGHOLQWR)3*$

6RPHYDULDQWVRILPSOHPHQWDWLRQKDYHSURSRVHGIRUHYHU\GLYHUVLW\W\SH 7DEOH 

'LYHUVLW\ PHWULFV YDOXHV KDYH HVWDEOLVKHG DV UDQNLQJ IURP WKH PLQLPXP GLIIHUHQFH
EHWZHHQGLYHUVHYDULDQWVWRWKHPD[LPXPGLIIHUHQFH

7DEOH 9DULDQWVRIGLYHUVLW\W\SH¶VLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDQGGLYHUVLW\PHWULFVYDOXHV
'LYHUVLW\W\SHV

'LYHUVLW\

PHWULFVYDOXHV

$ 'LYHUVLW\RI

'LYHUVLW\RIILUPGHYHORSHUVRI)3*$V $ 



FRPSRQHQWV

'LYHUVLW\RI)3*$VIDPLOLHV $ 



SURJUDPPDEOH


'LYHUVLW\RIWHFKQRORJLHVRI)3*$VSURGXFLQJ $  
'LYHUVLW\RI)3*$VIURPWKHVDPHIDPLO\ $ 



% 'LYHUVLW\RI

'LYHUVLW\RIGHYHORSHUVRI&$6(WRROV % 





'LYHUVLW\RIFRQILJXUDWLRQVRI&$6(WRROV % 



&$6(WRROV

&'LYHUVLW\RI
ODQJXDJHVRI

)3*$SURMHFWV
GHYHORSPHQW

''LYHUVLW\RI

VSHFLILFDWLRQRI


9DULDQWVRIGLYHUVLW\W\SH¶VLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ

'LYHUVLW\RI&$6(WRROV % 



'LYHUVLW\ RQ WKH EDVH RI JUDSKLFDO ODQJXDJH DQG 
KDUGZDUHGHVFULSWLRQODQJXDJH & 

'LYHUVLW\RIKDUGZDUHGHVFULSWLRQODQJXDJHV & 



'LYHUVLW\RI)3*$VVSHFLILFDWLRQODQJXDJHV ' 



VFKHPHV
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'HYHORSPHQWVWDJHV
5HVXOWVRIGHYHORSPHQW
9HULILFDWLRQVWDJHV

6 \ VWHP
VSHFLILFDWLRQ
UHTXLUHP HQWV

' HY HORSP HQWR I
VFKHP HVR IFRQ
WURODOJR ULWKP V

' HY HORSP HQWR I
SURJUDP P H
P R GHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP VLQ
& $ 6(WRR OVDUHD

,QWHJ UDWLRQR I
SURJ UDP P H
P R GHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP VLQ
& $ 6(WRROVDUHD

3URJ UDP P H
P R GHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP VLQ
& $ 6(WRROVDUHD

6FKHP HVRI
FRQWURODOJ RULWKP V


6\ VWHP 
LQWHJUDWLRQ



3URJUDP P H
P RGHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP VLQ
& $ 6(WRR OVDUHD

) 3* $ Z LWKLP 
SOHP HQWHG
LQWHJ UDWHG
SURJ UDP P HP RGHO





9 HULILFDWLR QR I
VFKHP HVR I
FRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP V

,P SOHP HQWDWLR Q
R ILQWHJ UDWHG
SUR JUDP P HP R GHO
LQWR )3* $ 

9 HULILFDWLR QR I
SURJUDP P H
P R GHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJRULWKP VLQ
& $ 6 (WRR OVDUHD


9 HULILFDWLR QR I
SURJ UDP P H
P R GHOVRIFRQWURO
DOJR ULWKP VLQ
& $ 6(WRR OVDUHD


)LJ$VWUXFWXUHRIOLIHF\FOHRI)3*$EDVHGV\VWHPV
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9 HULILFDWLRQRI
) 3* $ Z LWKLP 
SOHP HQWHG
LQWHJUDWHG
SURJUDP P H
P R GHO

$ QDO\ VLVRI
Y HULILFDWLR Q
UHVXOWV

5HVXOWVRIFRPSDWLELOLW\DQDO\VLVRIGLYHUVLW\W\SHVZLWKOLIHF\FOHVWDJHVDUHJLYHQ

LQWKH7DEOH3RVVLEOHGLYHUVLW\W\SHVIRUHYHU\OLIHF\FOHVWDJHDUHVLJQHGE\³´
7DEOH 9DULDQWVRIGLYHUVLW\W\SH¶VLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDQGGLYHUVLW\PHWULFVYDOXHV
'LYHUVLW\W\SHV

'HYHORSPHQW

'HYHORSPHQWRI ,QWHJUDWLRQRI

FRQWURO

PRGHOVRI

RIVFKHPHVRI
DOJRULWKPV

$ 'LYHUVLW\RI

SURJUDPPDEOH
FRPSRQHQWV

/LIHF\FOHVWDJHV

±

SURJUDPPH

SURJUDPPH

FRQWURO

DOJRULWKPVLQ

DOJRULWKPVLQ

&$6(WRROVDUHD

,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ
RILQWHJUDWHG

PRGHOVRIFRQWURO SURJUDPPH
PRGHOLQWR

&$6(WRROVDUHD )3*$

±

±



% 'LYHUVLW\RI









&'LYHUVLW\RI

±





±



±

±

±

&$6(WRROV

ODQJXDJHVRI)3*$

SURMHFWVGHYHORSPHQW

' 'LYHUVLW\RI

VSHFLILFDWLRQRI
VFKHPHV

 ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQRIDPHWKRG
7KHGHYHORSHGPHWKRGKDVEHHQDSSOLHGIRUGHVLJQRIDWZRYHUVLRQUHDFWRUSURWHFWLRQ

V\VWHP IRU 133V 2QH IURP WKH SHFXOLDULWLHV RI D UHDFWRU SURWHFWLRQ V\VWHP LV
GHYHORSPHQWRIDVRIWZDUHSDUWLQ)3*$V6XFKSURMHFWVRI)3*$VLQFOXGHWKUHHW\SH
RI VRIWZDUH  JUDSKLFDO VFKHPHV  SURJUDP FRGH LQ ODQJXDJH 9+'/  VRIWZDUH
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LQODQJXDJH&ZKLFKRSHUDWHVLQHQYLURQPHQWRIHPXODWRUVRIPLFURSURFHVVRUFRUHV

'LYHUVLW\ W\SHV IRU GLIIHUHQW OLIH F\FOH VWDJHV KDYH EHHQ WDNHQ LQWR DFFRXQW IRU

YDOXHVGHILQLWLRQRIG DQGF IRUD)3*$EDVHGUHDFWRUSURWHFWLRQV\VWHP'LYHUVLW\
LM

LM

PHWULFV ZKLFK WDNH LQWR DFFRXQW WKH IROORZLQJ DVSHFWV KDYH EHHQ SURSRVHG
GLIIHUHQFHV IRU HYHU\ GLYHUVLW\ W\SH LQWHJUDO GLIIHUHQFHV IRU HYHU\ OLIH F\FOH VWDJH
LQWHJUDOGLIIHUHQFHVIRU066OLIHF\FOHDVDKROH

9DOXHV RI GLYHUVLW\ PHWULFV DUH HVWDEOLVKHG DV WKH VHW G  ^` VHH 7DEOH  
LM

DQGDUHGHWHUPLQHGDFFRUGLQJWRDSSURSULDWHGLYHUVLW\W\SHLQIOXHQFHWRSUREDELOLW\RI
FRPPRQ FDVH IDLOXUHV 6XFK SUREDELOLWLHV LQ WXUQ FDQ EH GHILQHG RSHUDWLRQ DQG
GHYHORSPHQWH[SHULHQFHDVZHOODVRQWKHEDVHRIH[SHUWDVVHVVPHQW'LYHUVLW\PHWULFV
DUHFDOFXODWHGE\DGGLWLYHIRUPXODVIRUWDNLQJLQWRDFFRXQWLQWHJUDOGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ

066 YHUVLRQV 7KH ILQDO UHVXOWV RI GLYHUVLW\ W\SH FKRLFH DQG GLYHUVLW\ PHWULFV
FDOFXODWLRQIRUOLIHF\FOHVWDJHVDUHJLYHQLQWKH7DEOH

7DEOH 5HVXOWVRIXVLQJDPHWKRGRIPXOWLYHUVLRQWHFKQRORJLHVFKRLFH
/LIHF\FOHVWDJHV

'HYHORSPHQWRIVFKHPHVRIFRQWURO
DOJRULWKPV

&KRVHQGLYHUVLW\W\SHV
'LYHUVLW\RI&$6(WRROV

'LYHUVLW\

PHWULFVYDOXHV



'HYHORSPHQWRISURJUDPPHPRGHOVRI 'LYHUVLW\RIODQJXDJHV



,QWHJUDWLRQRISURJUDPPHPRGHOVRI

'LYHUVLW\RIODQJXDJHV



,PSOHPHQWDWLRQRILQWHJUDWHG

'LYHUVLW\RISURJUDPPDEOH



FRQWURODOJRULWKPVLQ&$6(WRROVDUHD
FRQWURODOJRULWKPVLQ&$6(WRROVDUHD
SURJUDPPHPRGHOLQWR)3*$

FRPSRQHQWV

8VH RI GLYHUVLW\ W\SHV OLNH LQ WDEOH  SHUPLWV HQVXUH D YDOXH RI LQWHJUDO GLYHUVLW\

PHWULF' $FRVWRIGHYHORSPHQWRIGLYHUVHSURJUDPPDEOHFRPSRQHQWVLQFUHDVHV

WZLFH DV PXFK +RZHYHU XVLQJ GLYHUVLW\ SHUPLWV GHFUHDVH FRPPRQ FDVH IDLOXUHV
LQWHQVLW\KDOILQFRPSDULVRQZLWKRQHYHUVLRQUHDFWRUSURWHFWLRQV\VWHP
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 &RQFOXVLRQ
3URSRVHGPHWKRGRIRSWLPDO097FKRLFHLVRQHRIWKHSUDFWLFDOVROXWLRQVDOORZLQJWR
UHDOLVHDFRVWHIIHFWLYHDSSURDFKWRGHYHORSLQJVDIHW\FULWLFDOV\VWHPVIRUZKLFKXVHRI
GLYHUVLW\DUHQRUPDWLYHUHTXLUHPHQW

$SSOLFDWLRQ RI WKLV PHWKRG FDQ HQVXUH UHTXLUHG GHSHQGDELOLW\ RI 066 DQG PLQLPDO
FRVWGXHWRGLUHFWHGVHOHFWLRQRIGLYHUVLW\NLQGV

1H[WVWHSVRIUHVHDUFKPD\EHFRQQHFWHGZLWKZRUNLQJRXWLQGHWDLORIWKHDOJRULWKPV
FKRLFH WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW GLIIHUHQW WHFKQRORJLHV RI 066 GHYHORSPHQW DQG
GHSHQGHQFHRIGLYHUVLW\PHWULFVYDOXHVIRUGLIIHUHQWOLIHF\FOHVWDJHV

5HIHUHQFHV
 $YL]LHQLV $ /DSULH -& 5DQGHOO % /DQGZHKU & %DVLF &RQFHSWV DQG 7D[RQRP\ RI
'HSHQGDEOH DQG 6HFXUH &RPSXWLQJ ,((( 7UDQV RQ 'HSHQGDEOH DQG 6HFXUH &RPSXWLQJ
  

/\X06RIWZDUH)DXOW7ROHUDQFH:LOH\  

3UHFNVKRW*0HWKRGIRU3HUIRUPLQJ'LYHUVLW\DQG'HIHQVHLQ'HSWK$QDO\VHVRI5HDFWRU
3URWHFWLRQ6\VWHPV/DZUHQFH/LYHUPRUH1DWLRQDO/DERUDWRU\  

.KDUFKHQNR90XOWLYHUVLRQ6\VWHPV0RGHOV5HOLDELOLW\'HVLJQ7HFKQRORJLHV3URFE\
WK(XURSHDQ&RQIRQ6DIHW\DQG5HOLDELOLW\0XQLFK  

 /LWWOHZRRG % 6WULJLQL / $ GLVFXVVLRQ RI SUDFWLFHV IRU HQKDQFLQJ GLYHUVLW\ LQ VRIWZDUH
GHVLJQV7HFKQLFDOUHSRUW&HQWUHIRU6RIWZDUH5HOLDELOLW\/RQGRQ  

.KDUFKHQNR96NO\DU9*RORYLU9$XWRPDWDPRGHOVRIPXOWLYHUVLRQLQVWUXPHQWDWLRQ
DQGFRQWUROV\VWHPV5DGLRHOHFWURQLFDQG&RPSXWHU6\VWHPV   ,Q5XVVLDQ 

 .KDUFKHQNR 9 <DVWUHEHQHWVN\ 0 6NO\DU 9 'LYHUVLW\ $VVHVVPHQW RI 1XFOHDU 3RZHU
3ODQWV ,QVWUXPHQWDWLRQ DQG &RQWURO 6\VWHPV 3URF E\ WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQI RQ
3UREDELOLVWLF 6DIHW\ $VVHVVPHQW DQG 0DQDJHPHQW DQG (XURSHDQ 6DIHW\ DQG 5HOLDELOLW\
&RQI³36$0±(65(/y  $GTNKP  

9RJV86RIWZDUH'LYHUVLW\5HOLDELOLW\(QJLQHHULQJDQG6\VWHP6DIHW\  
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